We're proud to present a series of beginning method books that uses traditional American music to teach authentic techniques and songs. From the folk, blues and old-time music of yesterday to the rock, country and jazz of today, you’ll learn to understand, playing and enjoying these essential traditions and styles on the instrument that truly represents American music: the acoustic guitar. When you’re done with this method series, you’ll know dozens of the tunes that form the backbone of American music and be able to play them using a variety of flatpicking and fingerpicking techniques.

**Songs:**
- Man of Constant Sorrow
- Rain and Snow
- Richmond Blues
- East Virginia Blues
- In the Pines
- Banks of the Ohio
- Scarborough Fair
- Shady Grove

**Books:**
1. **The Acoustic Guitar Method, Book 1**
   - Learn to Play Using the Techniques & Songs of American Roots Music
   - by David Hamburger
   - String Letter Publishing
   - Includes tab
   - NEW
   - 00695649 Book/CD Pack $9.95
   - 00695648 Book/CD Pack $9.95
   - 00695647 Book/CD/DVD Pack $44.95

2. **The Acoustic Guitar Method, Book 2**
   - by David Hamburger
   - String Letter Publishing
   - Learn how to alternate the bass notes to a country back-up pattern, how to connect chords with simple fingerpicking patterns.
   - 00695649 Book/CD Pack $9.95

3. **The Acoustic Guitar Method, Book 3**
   - by David Hamburger
   - String Letter Publishing
   - Book 3 continues to expand your collection of chords with songs in various keys as well as different kinds of fingerpicking patterns. Book Three introduces 12 new songs from the blues, folk, country, and bluegrass traditions.
   - 00695666 Book/CD Pack $9.95

**Chord Book:**
- David Hamburger's supplementary chord book for the Acoustic Guitar Method is a must-have resource for guitarists who want to build their chord vocabulary! Starting with a user-friendly explanation of what chords are and how they are named, this book presents chords by key in all 12 keys, offering both open-position and closed-position voicings for each common chord type. Also includes info on barre chords, using a capo and much more.
- 00695722 Book/CD Pack $5.95

**Complete Acoustic Guitar Method 3 Books:**
- Books 1, 2 and 3 in one convenient collection.
- 00695667 Book/3-CD Pack $24.95

**Children's Songs for Beginning Guitar**
- Learn to Play 15 Favorite Songs for Kids by Peter Penhallow
- String Letter Publishing
- Includes complete lyrics; full guitar parts in standard notation, tab and chord diagrams; and detailed notes on song origins and arrangements.
- 00695731 Book/CD Pack $9.95

**Early Jazz & Swing Songs for Guitar**
- Add to your repertoire with this collection of early jazz and swing standards! The companion CD features a two-guitar recording of each tune, and the book includes full guitar parts in standard notation and tab with chord diagrams, plus detailed notes on the song origins and arrangements. Includes 15 songs: After You've Gone, Avalon, Baby, Won't You Please Come Home, Ballin' the Jack, Hindustan, I Ain't Got Nobody (And Nobody Cares for Me), Indiana (Back Home Again in Indiana), Limehouse Blues, Poor Butterfly, Rose Room, Saint James Infirmary, St. Louis Blues, Tain't Nobody's Business If I Do, Till the Clouds Roll By, Whispering.
- 00695867 Book/CD Pack $9.95

**Fiddle Tunes & Folksongs for Beginning Guitar**
- 15 old-time classics arranged so that acoustic guitarists can practice single-note melodies, basic strums and basslines, and simple chords. Includes detailed notes on song origins and arrangements, complete song lyrics, standard notation and tab and chord diagrams, plus a companion CD with complete guitar parts! Songs: The Blackest Crow, Down in the Valley to Pray, Eighth of January, John Brown's Dream, Man of Constant Sorrow, Rain and Snow, Richmond Blues, Willow Garden, and more.
- 00695720 Book/CD Pack $9.95

**Christmas Songs for Beginning Guitar**
- Learn to Play 15 Complete Holiday Classics by Peter Penhallow
- Acoustic Guitar Private Lessons
- Please see the Hal Leonard Christmas Catalog for a complete description.
- 00699495 Book/CD Pack $9.95

**Nashville Tunes & Songs for Beginning Guitar**
- Add to your repertoire with this collection of early jazz and swing standards! The companion CD features a two-guitar recording of each tune, and the book includes full guitar parts in standard notation and tab with chord diagrams, plus detailed notes on the song origins and arrangements. Includes 15 songs: After You've Gone, Avalon, Baby, Won't You Please Come Home, Ballin' the Jack, Hindustan, I Ain't Got Nobody (And Nobody Cares for Me), Indiana (Back Home Again in Indiana), Limehouse Blues, Poor Butterfly, Rose Room, Saint James Infirmary, St. Louis Blues, Tain't Nobody's Business If I Do, Till the Clouds Roll By, Whispering.
- 00695867 Book/CD Pack $9.95

**Country Songs for Beginning Guitar**
- Add to your repertoire with this collection of early jazz and swing standards! The companion CD features a two-guitar recording of each tune, and the book includes full guitar parts in standard notation and tab with chord diagrams, plus detailed notes on the song origins and arrangements. Includes 15 songs: After You've Gone, Avalon, Baby, Won't You Please Come Home, Ballin' the Jack, Hindustan, I Ain't Got Nobody (And Nobody Cares for Me), Indiana (Back Home Again in Indiana), Limehouse Blues, Poor Butterfly, Rose Room, Saint James Infirmary, St. Louis Blues, Tain't Nobody's Business If I Do, Till the Clouds Roll By, Whispering.
- 00695867 Book/CD Pack $9.95
FINGERSTYLE BLUES SONGBOOK
LEARN TO PLAY COUNTRY BLUES, RAGTIME BLUES, BOOGIE BLUES & MORE
by Steve James
String Letter Publishing
Add to your repertoire and reinforce your technique with this collection of blues songs. Bring these songs to life by listening to the recordings on the companion CD, which features short versions of each piece, played slowly and up to tempo. Includes full guitar parts in standard notation with chords, accompanying parts, and tablature, as well as detailed notes on song origins and arrangements.
00695793 Book/CD Pack.................$9.95

IRISH SONGS FOR GUITAR
LEARN TO PLAY POPULAR IRISH SONGS AND BALLADS ON ACOUSTIC GUITAR
by Danny Carnahan
String Letter Publishing
A supplement to The Fingerstyle Guitar Method, this super book/CD pack teaches 15 beloved songs rich in Irish tradition and melody, arranged to be interesting and challenging for guitarists of all levels. According to the arranger, “This music will be sung as long as people have vocal cords.” Songs include: Black Velvet Band • The Partridge Family • The Rising of the Moon • Rosemary Fair • Whiskey in the Jar • and more.
00695776 Book/CD Pack.................$9.95

TRADITIONAL SONGS FOR BEGINNING GUITAR
by Peter Penhallow
Acoustic Guitar
Private Lessons
String Letter Publishing
Add to your repertoire and reinforce your technique with this collection of traditional songs. You can bring these songs to life by listening to the recordings on the companion CD and then using the transcriptions to learn both the melody and accompaniment. Includes complete song lyrics, full guitar parts in standard notation, tablature, and chord diagrams, and detailed notes on song origins and arrangements. 15 songs include: Down by the Riverside • He’s Got the Whole World In His Hands • Home on the Range • I’ve Got Peace like a River • Kum Ba Yah • Sometimes I Feel like a Motherless Child • Swing Low, Sweet Chariot • This Little Light of Mine • When Johnny Comes Marching Home • When the Saints Go Marching In • Will the Circle Be Unbroken • and more.
00695895 Book/CD Pack.................$9.95

ACOUSTIC GUITAR INSTRUCTION
THE HAL LEONARD ACOUSTIC GUITAR METHOD
A COMPLETE GUIDE WITH STEP-BY-STEP LESSONS & 45 GREAT ACOUSTIC SONGS
Supplement to Any Guitar Method
by Chad Johnson
Lessons include: strumming; fingerpicking; using a capo; open tunings; folk, country & bluegrass styles; acoustic blues; acoustic rock; and more. Songs include: Angie • Barely Breathing • Behind Blue Eyes • Building a Mystery • Dust in the Wind • Fast Car • Jack and Diane • Landslide • Leaving on a Jet Plane • Maggie May • More Than Words • Name • You’ve Got a Friend • Yesterday • and more.
00697347 Book/CD Pack.................$16.95

ACOUSTIC GUITAR MAGAZINE'S PRIVATE LESSONS VOLUME 1
24 IN-DEPTH LESSONS
String Letter Publishing
With this popular guide and two-CD package, players will learn everything from basic techniques to more advanced moves. Articles include: Learning to Sight-Read (Charles Chapman); Using the Circle of Fifths (Dale Miller); Hammer-ons and Pull-offs (Ken Perlman); Bass Line Basics (David Hamburger); Accompanying Yourself (Elizabeth Papapetrou); Bach for Flatpickers (Dix Bruce); Double-Stop Fiddle Licks (Glenn Weiser); Celtic Flatpicking (Dylan Schorer); Open-G Slide Fills (David Hamburger); Practicing Secrets (Dan Crazy); and more.
00695735 Book/2-CDs Pack.............$24.95

ACOUSTIC GUITAR ONCE PRESENTS ACOUSTIC CAFE: VALUABLE TIPS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE ROCK, FOLK, BLUEGRASS, AND FINGERSTYLE GUITAR PLAYER
by Michael Mueller, Andrew DuBrock, and Jon Chappeill
Cherry Lane Music
Cherry Lane presents Acoustic Café, where “unplugged” is the rule! Learn new techniques, tips, styles and solos from the pages of Guitar One magazine. Styles covered include classical, Celtic, new age, bluegrass, acoustic slide guitar, Brazilian jazz, and more. Solos for “Away in a Manger,” “Silent Night,” “Irish Washerwoman,” and “Bourée” are also included. The accompanying CD features 81 demonstration tracks.
02500453 Book/CD Pack...............$16.95

ACOUSTIC GUITAR ACCOMPANIMENT BASICS
String Letter Publishing
This book and CD by the master teachers at Acoustic Guitar magazine will give both beginners and seasoned players the essentials of acoustic guitar accompaniment. Fingerpicking and flatpicking techniques are employed in a number of roots styles including folk, rock, blues, Celtic and bluegrass.
00695430 Book/CD Pack...............$14.95
Whether you’re a beginner or an intermediate acoustic guitarist, chords are the foundation for the songs you play. Here’s a book that teaches you the real-world chord voicings, shapes and progressions used by today’s top acoustic players. Not a chord encyclopedia, *Acoustic Guitar Chord and Harmony Basics* shows you what you really need to know, and offers valuable tips and tricks to help you understand and master the sounds of bluegrass, blues, folk, rock and roots music. The accompanying CD features all of the examples played slowly and up to tempo.

**00695611 Book/CD Pack ................ $16.95**

---

Features accessible arrangements in standard notation and tablature, plus chord diagrams.

**00695492 Book/CD Pack ............... $14.95**

---

Acoustic Guitar magazine. This indispensable guide begins by acquainting players with their instruments and laying to rest some pervasive guitar myths, then proceeds through various aspects of basic care, setup, common repairs, and pickup installation.

**00330532 ........................................ $17.95**

---

Explore the work of ten guitar heroes who span the entire acoustic-rock spectrum: Neil Young, Dave Matthews, The Eagles, Tom Petty, Keith Richards, Paul Simon, Peter Buck, George Harrison, James Taylor, and Pete Townshend. You’ll discover the secrets of their picking and fingerpicking styles, learn how they played their most famous lines, find out how they forged their unique styles, and get tips on making and recording.

**00331115 Book/CD Pack ............. $19.95**

---

The definitive source for playing acoustic guitar! The CD includes 68 full-band tracks. Topics covered include: basic chords and rhythms; chord embellishments; fingerpicking patterns; blues, ragtime, new age, folk, and other styles; Drop D and other alternate tunings; standard notation and tab.

**00695320 Book/CD Pack .............. $16.95**

---

This unique, comprehensive book/CD pack includes an introduction to alternate tunings and the players who have pioneered them (including tips from David Wilcox, David Crosby, Alex de Grassi, Duncan Sheik and more), 12 in-depth lessons in 11 tunings, 10 full songs to play; a special section on how to create your own tunings, an extensive list of 60 tunings to try— with artist songs and examples, and accessible arrangements.

**00695557 Book/CD Pack .............. $19.95**

---

The definitive source for playing acoustic guitar! The CD includes 68 full-band tracks. Topics covered include: basic chords and rhythms; chord embellishments; fingerpicking patterns; blues, ragtime, new age, folk, and other styles; Drop D and other alternate tunings; standard notation and tab.

**02500758 Book/CD Pack .............. $14.95**
ESSENTIAL ACOUSTIC GUITAR LESSONS
14 In-Depth Lessons for Players of All Levels
by the Master Teachers at Acoustic Guitar Magazine
String Letter Publishing
This book/CD pack offers a superb selection of lessons and songs for the acoustic guitar, expertly played by the teachers on the accompanying CD. It includes exercises, licks and full songs to play, notated in standard notation and tablature with chord diagrams. The CD includes two versions of each song: one slowly and one up to tempo. The book is divided into four sections: basics, rhythm, lead, and exploration so players of all levels will find lessons to benefit them.

_____00695802 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95

Artie Traum teaches ESSENTIAL CHORDS AND PROGRESSIONS FOR ACOUSTIC GUITAR Homespun Listen & Learn Series
This lesson was developed to take chord shapes and progressions way beyond the basic chords most novices know. The secrets of jazz, blues and singer-songwriter chords will add color and depth to any guitarist's playing.

_____00695259 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95

FRETBOARD ROADMAPS – BLUEGRASS & FOLK GUITAR
The Essential Guitar Patterns That All the Pros Know and Use
by Fred Sokolow
This book/CD pack will have you playing lead and rhythm anywhere on the fretboard, in any key. You'll learn chord-based licks, moveable major and blues scales, major pentatonic “sliding scales,” first-position major scales, and moveable-position major scales. The book includes easy-to-follow diagrams and instructions for beginning, intermediate and advanced players. The CD includes 41 demonstration tracks to help you perfect your new skills.

_____00695355 Book/CD Pack.................$12.95

HIT GUITAR STYLES
Arranging Pop Songs for Acoustic Guitar
by Livingston Taylor
Homespun
One of the most popular acoustic performers in pop music leads you through the guitar arrangements of 15 of his hit songs, along with tips on chord progressions, harmonic ideas, fingerpicking, writing, singing and performing like a professional.

_____00641693 Six CDs/Book .................$59.95

INTRODUCTION TO ROOTS GUITAR
An Overview of North American Folk Styles
by Doug Cox
Centerstream Publishing
This pack by Canada's premier guitarist and Dobro® player introduces beginning to intermediate players to many of the basics of folk/roots guitar. Topics covered include: basic theory, tuning, reading tablature, right- and left-hand patterns, blue rhythms, Travis picking, frailing patterns, flatpicking, open tunings, slide and many more. The CD includes 40 helpful demonstration tracks.

_____00000262 Book/CD Pack.................$17.95
_____00000404 DVD.................................$19.95
_____00000265 Video...............................$19.95

THE MUSICIAN'S GUIDE TO RECORDING ACOUSTIC GUITAR
by Dallan Beck
Musicians Institute
Learn the tools of the trade for recording acoustic guitar parts in your home studio!

_____00641581 Six CDs/Book .................$59.95

NEW ACOUSTIC GUITAR
by Tony Rice
Homespun
The whole gamut of the fabulous Tony Rice guitar style, from bluegrass to the fusion of country, swing and jazz that has made him world-famous. 14 songs, including: Swing 51 • Red-Haired Boy • Little Sadie • Backwater • Waltz for Indira • and more.

_____00605260 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95

101 TIPS & TRICKS FOR ACOUSTIC GUITAR
by Pat Bianculli
Cherry Lane Music
From tips on arranging and speed-picking, to the maintenance of your guitar (and you!), and beyond, 101 Tips and Tricks for Acoustic Guitar is chock full of “unplugged” pointers to help everyone from the beginning student to the seasoned pro. The CD includes demonstration tracks.

_____02500526 Book/CD Pack.................$12.95

101 ESSENTIAL RIFFS FOR ACOUSTIC GUITAR
Homespun Listen & Learn Series
Here are over a hundred great riffs that can be played in virtually any style! Easy to learn, these sizzling licks will make learning guitarists better players, whether in blues, folk, bluegrass or country music. Numerous examples are included that will show how to use these lead lines in songs, allowing acoustic guitarists to make quantum improvements in their technique.

_____00605260 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95
The acoustic guitar is the instrument of the people and *Play Acoustic* tells the people how to play it. This detailed and beautifully illustrated book explores the history of the acoustic guitar, from the jazz age to the folk revolutions of the early 1960s and late 1990s to the current rebirth of bluegrass and the singer-songwriter boom of the past decade. Skilled professional musicians and experienced tutors coach the reader through 11 styles, using exercises suitable to novice players new to each style and working up to full pieces and advanced techniques. Entire chapters are devoted to folk, rock and pop, blues, country, bluegrass, jazz, and more, with detailed guidance through both musical notation and tablature, diagrams, and explanatory text. An accompanying CD also offers listening examples of the most crucial of these exercises, to help players master each style.

**ACOUSTIC GUITAR MAGAZINE CD SONGBOOKS**

**ALTERNATE TUNINGS GUITAR COLLECTION**

*Number 7 in a Series*


00699239 Book/CD Pack $16.95

**FLATPICKING GUITAR MASTERPIECES**

*Number 9 in a Series*

Features note-for-note transcriptions detailed performance notes with tips from the artists, and a full-length companion CD with the original artist recordings. Songs & artists include: Doc Watson – “Black Mountain Rag” • Norman Blake – “Fiddlers Dram/Whiskey Before Breakfast” • Dan Cray – “Durang’s Hornpipe” • Tony Rice – “Four on Six” • Mark O’Connor – “Dixie Breakdown” • David Grier – “Smith Chapel” • and more!

00699260 Book/CD Pack $16.95
HAL LEONARD GUITAR BLUEGRASS METHOD
by Will Schmid
Written for the advanced beginner or intermediate level guitar player who wishes to learn basic techniques needed to play the bluegrass style. The book progresses gradually through the skills for playing back-up, bass runs, fill-in licks and fiddle tunes. Coordinated with the Hal Leonard Banjo Method.

__00699042______________________________ $6.95

RUSS BARENBERG TEACHES 20 BLUEGRASS GUITAR SOLOS
Repertoire Tunes for Intermediate Players
Homespun Listen & Learn Series
One of America's top bluegrass guitarists teaches a variety of flatpicking solos for twenty favorite songs and instrumentals. Played slowed-down and up-to-speed for learning players, with rhythm tracks for great practice sessions. Songs: Liberty • Soldier's Joy • Forged Deer • Hot Corn Cold Corn • Down Yonder • John Henry • Leather Britches • and more.

__00695220 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95

BLUEGRASS GUITAR KNOW THE PLAYERS, PLAY THE MUSIC
by Sid Griffin & Eric Thompson
Fretmaster Series
Backbeat Books
Bluegrass Guitar, a new title in the Fretmaster series, combines a history and playing guide, with brief biographies of key artists, and transcriptions, original recordings and style demonstrations. Players will learn the history and special styles of players such as Mother Maybelle Carter, Doc Watson, Clarence White, Norman Blake, Tony Rice and Bryan Sutton. The CD offers specially recorded backing tracks, allowing readers to play along and hone their technique.

__00331347 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95

BLUEGRASS GUITAR SOLOS THAT EVERY PARKING LOT PICKER SHOULD KNOW
by Steve Kaufman
Homespun
This set of six one-hour CDs plus a 136-page book teaches beginning, intermediate and advanced versions of 20 great traditional instrumentals. Steve includes rhythm tracks for a fantastic practice session. Includes music and tablature.

__00641393 Book/6-CD Pack.............$69.95

8 GREAT TUNES AND VARIATIONS FOR FLATPICK GUITAR
by Dan Crary
Homespun
One of the world's premier acoustic lead guitarists teaches eight of his most requested show-stoppers, demonstrating them up to speed and then slowing each one down to explain the finer points of flatpicking. He includes well-known Irish and American fiddle tunes and two of his own astounding compositions. 60-min. CD.

__00641504 CD/Book..........................$19.95

FLATPICKING SOLOS 12 Contest-Winning Arrangements
by Scott Fore
Cherry Lane Music
Here, for the first time in print, are the championship flatpicking arrangements that have won Scott Fore numerous national competitions. The accompanying CD contains full-length recordings of each of Scott's arrangements, played by Scott himself, and full rhythm tracks so you can play, too! Scott Fore's many contest victories include the South Carolina State Flatpicking Championships (2003), the National Flatpicking Championships (2002), the Doc Watson Guitar Championships (2002), the Galax Old Fiddler's Convention (2002), and the Wayne C. Henderson Championships (1999). He teaches flatpicking master classes throughout the United States and has recorded a self-titled solo CD. Songs include: Alabama Jubilee • Angelina the Baker • The Beaumont Rag • Bill Cheatham • Blackberry Blossom • Chuck Old Hen • Ragtime Annie • The Red Haired Boy • St. Anne's Reel • Whiskey Before Breakfast.

__02500679 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95

THE FLATPICKER'S ESSENTIALS
by Russ Barenberg
Cherry Lane Music
A comprehensive flatpicking guitar method book covering flatpicking technique with techniques for chords, arpeggios, open string variations, Texas swing progressions, bluegrass breakdowns, fancy fiddle tunes, intricate solos and other advanced guitar techniques. Features detailed instruction and notation for flatpicking guitar. Includes five full-length lessons. Two dozen great tunes are taught.

__00641526 Six CDs/Book ..................$59.95
Tony Rice is perhaps the greatest innovator in acoustic guitar flatpicking playing today. This CD features some of his favorite licks, intros and solos, broken down so the aspiring flatpicker can learn to master them. These examples provide a real taste of Tony's guitar style and technique. Includes “kickoffs” to: The Likes of Me • Fare Thee Well • Ten Degrees and Getting Colder • The Soul of Man, and complete solos for Annie, Orphan Annie • Wayfaring Stranger • Blue Ridge Mountain Home • and Fishscale.

Tony Rice is known worldwide for his spectacular technique, brilliant improvisation and powerful solos. In this lesson, he personally passes on to you the style he has developed during the two decades as the top bluegrass flatpicker of his generation. In careful detail, Tony analyzes licks, runs, solos and rhythm parts to hot bluegrass songs and fiddle tunes that will challenge and delight all flatpickers. Before long you’ll be picking solos to the following essential bluegrass tunes: The Red Haired Boy • Little Sadie • Your Love Is like a Flower • Blue Railroad Train • Home from the Forest • Wildwood Flower • Old Train • Wild Horse • and Jerusalem's Ridge.

This detailed course in beginning, intermediate and advanced flatpicking techniques teaches a dazzling set of gospel standards that are great for playing at bluegrass jam sessions or family gatherings. Includes rhythm backups for productive and exciting practice sessions.

Covers everything from simple accompaniments to bluegrass licks, runs, fiddle tunes and more than 30 songs for the beginning flatpicker, including: John Hardy • Will the Circle Be Unbroken • Worried Man Blues • Wildwood Flower • Buckdancer's Choice.
is your complete guide to learning blues guitar. This book uses real blues songs to teach you the basics of rhythm and lead blues guitar in the style of B.B. King, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Buddy Guy, Eric Clapton, Muddy Waters, and many others. Lessons include: 12-bar blues; chords, scales and licks; vibrato and string bending; riffs, turnarounds, and boogie patterns; hammer-ons, pull-offs, and slides; standard notation and tablature; and much more! 20 songs include: Boom Boom • Born Under a Bad Sign • Double Trouble • Killing Floor • Sweet Home Chicago • and more.

**ACOUSTIC BLUES GUITAR**

*by Kenny Sultan*

Centerstream Publishing

This book for intermediate-level players is a follow-up to Kenny's first book, *Introduction to Acoustic Blues*. It covers blues in five different keys and positions and incorporates slide or bottleneck playing in both open and standard tunings. All songs are primarily finger-style with a monotone bass used for most. The accompanying 70-minute CD features performances of every example and song. Most songs are played at slow speed and at regular tempo to facilitate learning, and nearly all tunes have a detailed explanation about the music and how best to play it.

**ACOUSTIC BLUES GUITAR ESSENTIALS**

*by Toby Wine*

Cherry Lane Music

Learn to play the blues Texas-style! This book/CD pack contains a complete history of the Texas blues style, common blues techniques and ideas for both lead and rhythm guitar, solos by the masters, recorded demos of every example, a suggested reading and listening list, and more! Also includes 10 songs that personally this unique genre: Be Careful with a Fool • Change It • Dirty Pool • Hide Away • Long Way from Home • Stormy Monday • T-Bone Shuffle • Telephone Song • Tightrope • Wall of Denial.

**BASIC BLUES FOR GUITAR**

*by Greg Koch*

Cherry Lane Music

The most thorough blues guitar book yet. Over 35 blues tunes covering electric and rock blues, folk, fingerpicking and bottleneck blues, B.B. King and Chuck Berry styles, jazzy blues and more. Plus positions, scales, chords, discographies and an overview of styles from Robert Johnson to George Benson. Written in music tablature with chord grids. All tunes are played on the 42-minute recording that comes with the book.

**BEST OF BLUES GUITAR**

*by Dave Rubin*

Cherry Lane Music

Please see the Signature Licks section for a complete description.

**BEGINNING BLUES GUITAR**

*by Steve Trovato*

Musicians Institute

Private Lessons

Rory Block, one of the most knowledgeable and talented exponents of this style, performs and breaks down these fingerstyle pieces by Willie Moore, Blind Willie McTell, Tommy Johnson, Mississippi John Hurt, Skip James and others.

The 12-bar blues form; the major and minor pentatonic scale; the blues scale; string bending; blues licks; double-stops; intro and turnarounds; and more. The book includes standard notation and tablature, and the CD features demos of every example.
BLUES BY THE BAR
COOL RIFFS THAT SOUND GREAT OVER EACH PORTION OF THE BLUES PROGRESSION
by Chris Hunt
Cherry Lane Music
If you’re a guitarist who’s learned the pentatonic scale up and down the neck but still asks, “During a solo, how do I know what to play and when to play it?”, then this book is for you. Its goal is to give you a variety of great blues licks that you can put together bar by bar to create a complete blues solo. Covers: the 12-bar blues progression, cool riffs, complete solos and more. The CD features “Music Minus Me” tracks that let you play along as the featured soloist.
______02500413 Book/CD Pack..................$9.95

BLUES DOBRO™
by Doug Cox
Centerstream Publishing
Renowned Dobro™ instructor Doug Cox presents proven jamming techniques for the lap-style resonic guitar in blues, bluegrass, rock and roll, country and jazz music styles. The CD includes examples of all music taught within the book.
______00000236 Book/CD Pack...............$19.95

BLUES GUITAR
INTRODUCTION TO ACOUSTIC BLUES
by Kenny Sultan
Centerstream Publications
Using instructional text and actual songs, author Kenny Sultan covers blues in five different keys and positions and shows how they can be adapted to any key. Along with the basic blues rhythms and leads, fingerstyle blues is covered, using both an alternating and monotone bass. Sultan also touches on the specific techniques of various well-known players, open tuning, and bottleneck guitar. The accompanying CD includes each example and every song, most of which are played both in slow speed and at regular tempo.
______00000283 Book/CD Pack.................$17.95

BLUES GUITAR CLASSICS
Signature Licks
by Wolf Marshall
Please see the Signature Licks section for a complete description.
______00695177 Book/CD Pack...............$19.95

BLUES GUITAR INSIDE AND OUT
by Richard Daniels
Cherry Lane Music
This unique, insightful book tells the story of an old man and a boy as they travel through the history, development, implementation, and universe of the blues. Essential for every guitarist’s library.
______02509190....................................$19.95

BLUES GUITAR LEGENDS
by Kenny Sultan
Centerstream Publishing
This book/CD package allows you to explore the styles of Lightnin’ Hopkins, Blind Blake, Mississippi John Hurt, Blind Boy Fuller, and Big Bill Broonzy. Through Sultan’s arrangements, you will learn how studying the masters can help you develop your own style.
______00000181 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95
______00000193 Video...........................$19.95

BLUES RIFFS FOR GUITAR
by Jon Chappell
Great Riffs Series
Cherry Lane Music
This book/CD package is a comprehensive source for blues rock riffs, licks and solos in the style of Jimi Hendrix, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Eric Clapton, and Eddie Van Halen. Includes extensive performance notes and musical examples in tab and notation.
______02503458 Book/CD Pack...............$17.95

BLUES ROCK GUITAR MASTERS
THE WAY THEY PLAY
by H.P. Newquist and Rich Maloof
Backbeat Books
This book explores the secrets of nine players who have shaped the legacy of blues-rock guitar: Duane Allman, Roy Buchanan, Eric Clapton, Albert Collins, Buddy Guy, Jimi Hendrix, Jimmy Page, Kenny Wayne Shepherd, and Stevie Ray Vaughan. It offers biographical portraits highlighting each guitarist’s position and influence in blues-rock history; details on gear including setup and tone; descriptive analysis of playing techniques; and several annotated music examples. Helping readers emulate the stylings of the masters, the CD contains examples from the book, played with each artist’s preferred equipment.
______00331011 Book/CD Pack...............$19.95

THE BLUES-ROCK MASTERS
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES
by Andy Aledort
Signature Licks
Please see the Signature Licks section for a complete description.
______00695348 Book/CD Pack...............$21.95

THE BLUES-ROCK MASTERS
THE WAY THEY PLAY
by H.P. Newquist and Rich Maloof
Backbeat Books
This book explores the secrets of nine players who have shaped the legacy of blues-rock guitar: Duane Allman, Roy Buchanan, Eric Clapton, Albert Collins, Buddy Guy, Jimi Hendrix, Jimmy Page, Kenny Wayne Shepherd, and Stevie Ray Vaughan. It offers biographical portraits highlighting each guitarist’s position and influence in blues-rock history; details on gear including setup and tone; descriptive analysis of playing techniques; and several annotated music examples. Helping readers emulate the stylings of the masters, the CD contains examples from the book, played with each artist’s preferred equipment.
______00331011 Book/CD Pack...............$19.95

BLUES/ROCK GUITAR MASTERS
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES
by Andy Aledort
Signature Licks
Please see the Signature Licks section for a complete description.
______00695348 Book/CD Pack...............$21.95
**INSIDE THE BLUES**

**ACOUSTIC COUNTRY BLUES GUITAR**  
**DELTA BLUES BEFORE ROBERT JOHNSON**  
*by Dave Rubin*  
12 timeless songs that inspired the legendary Robert Johnson, including: Cross Road Blues • I'm Gonna Yola My Blues Away • Lead Pencil Blues • Life Saver Blues • My Black Mama • You Gonna Need Somebody When You Die • and more. This unrivaled primer in how to play country blues also includes a preface and introduction, rare photos, notes on country blues guitar techniques and more.  
**$16.95**

**ART OF THE SHUFFLE**  
*by Dave Rubin*  
This method book explores shuffle, boogie and swing rhythms for guitar. Includes tab and notation, and covers Delta, country, Chicago, Kansas City, Texas, New Orleans, West Coast, and bebop blues.  
**$19.95**

**BIRTH OF THE GROOVE**  
**R&B, SOUL AND FUNK GUITAR: 1945-1965**  
*by Dave Rubin*  
This book/CD pack explores everything from the swinging boogie of Tiny Grimes, to the sweaty primal funk of Jimmy Nolen, to the styles of Mickey Baker, Billy Butler, Steve Cropper, Cornell Dupree, Jerry Jemmott, Curtis Mayfield, Ike Turner and everyone in between. Includes in-depth lessons, historical analysis, rare photos, and a CD with 33 full-band tracks.  
**$18.95**

**BLUES TURNAROUNDS**  
**A COMPENDIUM OF PATTERNS & PHRASES FOR GUITAR**  
*by Dave Rubin and Rusty Zinn*  
Written by blues expert Dave Rubin and Rusty Zinn, one of the finest young guitarists and singers on the contemporary blues scene, this book/CD pack provides the beginning to advanced blues guitarist with all of the essential turnarounds and so much more! The CD includes 76 demonstration tracks.  
**$14.95**

**INSIDE THE BLUES 1942-1982**  
*by Dave Rubin*  
The definitive blues collection! Over 150 pages spanning 40 years of blues history with techniques of the greatest blues guitarists of all time, including T-Bone Walker, Muddy Waters, Elmore James, B.B. King, Otis Rush, Buddy Guy, Albert King, Jimi Hendrix, Johnny Winter, Stevie Ray Vaughan, and many more. Includes instruction and musical examples – an essential volume for any student of the blues!  
**$24.95**

**OPEN TUNINGS FOR BLUES GUITAR**  
*by Dave Rubin*  
Open tunings have played an important role in the genesis of blues guitar since the early 1900s. This book and CD package is devoted to providing you with a complete overview of the techniques and styles popularized by the greatest bluesmen of all time. Includes note-for-note transcriptions, performance notes, and full-band CD demonstration for nine classic songs. Also includes historical analysis and rare photos.  
**$17.95**

**POWER TRIO BLUES**  
*by Dave Rubin*  
This book/CD pack details how to play electric guitar in a trio with bass and drums. Boogie, shuffle, and slow blues rhythms, licks, double stops, chords, and bass patterns are presented for full and exciting blues. A CD with the music examples performed by a smokin’ power trio is included for play-along instruction and jamming. The music styles of Chicago and Texas bluesmen are presented along with rare photos of them with their favorite axes.  
**$19.95**

**ROCKIN’ THE BLUES**  
**THE BEST AMERICAN AND BRITISH BLUES-ROCK GUITARISTS: 1963-1973**  
*by Dave Rubin*  
The decade of 1963-1973 produced some of the most influential blues-rock guitarists of all time. Learn about the lives of these trail-blazing guitarists, their individual styles, accomplishments, and techniques, then play along with the accompanying CD and taste the magic yourself. Each chapter delves into the world of a key blues-rock guitarist from this period, with rare photos, historic insights, interviews, and guitar solos written in standard notation and tablature and performed by a full band on the included audio CD. Explore this exciting time in music history with a book that covers it like no other. Artists covered include: Duane Allman, Jeff Beck, Roy Buchanan, Eric Clapton, Alvin Lee, Keith Richards, Robbie Robertson, and others.  
**$19.95**

**12-BAR BLUES**  
**THE COMPLETE GUIDE FOR GUITAR**  
*by Dave Rubin*  
The term “12-bar blues” has become synonymous with blues music and is the basis for an incredible body of jazz, rock ‘n’ roll, and other forms of popular music. This book/CD pack is solely devoted to providing guitarists with all the technical tools necessary for playing 12-bar blues with authority. The CD includes 24 full-band tracks. Covers: boogie, shuffle, swing, riff, and jazzy blues progressions; Chicago, minor, slow, bebop, and other blues styles; soloing, intros, turnarounds, accompanying keyboards and more.  
**$17.95**
BLUES/ROCK SOLOING FOR GUITAR

A Guide to the Essential Scales, Licks and Soloing Techniques

by Robert Calva

Musicians Institute Press

This private lesson with MI instructor Robert Calva covers: 10 complete solos in notes & tab; common scales and licks; blues, major, minor and combined tonalities; playing over changes; recommended listening; and more. Each musical example is demonstrated on the accompanying CD, which also includes rhythm-only tracks so you can practice your own solos.

---

BLUE'S YOU CAN USE BOOK OF GUITAR CHORDS

by John Ganapes

A reference guide to blues, R&B, jazz, and rock rhythm guitar, with hundreds of voicings, chord theory construction, chord progressions and exercises and much more. Useful for the beginner to advanced player.

---

MORE BLUES CHORDS...You Can Use

by John Ganapes

A complete guide to learning blues guitar, covering scales, rhythms, chords, patterns, riffs, techniques, and more. CD includes 13 full-demo solos.

---

BOOGIE BLUES RIFFS

25 Classic Patterns Arranged for Guitar in Standard Notation and Tab

by Dave Rubin

In the words of John Lee Hooker, “if you got the boogie in you, it got to come out.” This book/CD pack contains 25 must-know boogie blues riffs arranged for beginning to intermediate guitarists, as well as interesting facts and quotes from blues history. The companion CD demonstrates every example in the book.

---

BOOK'S BLUES CLASSICS OF BLUES MUSIC

by John Ganapes

A comprehensive source for learning blues guitar, designed to develop both your lead and rhythm playing. Covers all styles of blues, including Texas, Delta, R&B, early rock and roll, gospel, blues/rock and more. Includes 21 complete solos; blues chords, progressions and riffs; turnarounds; movable scales and soloing techniques; string bending; audio with leads and full band backing; and more!

---

EASY BLUES RIFFS

by Mike Levine

Easy Riffs Series

Cherry Lane Music

Easy Blues Riffs presents rhythmic riffs, turnarounds, lead licks and techniques, slide guitar riffs, and full-length solos in an uncomplicated way that beginning and intermediate players can appreciate. You get everything you need to form a solid blues foundation in one riff-packed, easy-to-follow book.

---

COUNTRY BLUES GUITAR

by Happy Traum

Homespun

Beginners will learn to play country blues in the styles of such greats as Brownie McGhee, Lightnin' Hopkins, Big Bill Broonzy and others. Happy starts with the assumption that you know nothing at all about blues, but you’ll soon be playing runs, licks and turnarounds and 20 powerful blues songs.

---

COMPLETE RHYTHM GUIDE FOR BLUES BANDS

by Larry McCabe

Centerstream Publications

This info-filled book/CD will take you out of your rhythm-playing rut and teach you to play confidently in any blues style! You’ll learn: intros, endings and turnarounds; modern theory for reharmonizing chord progressions; jazz and eight-bar progressions; and much more. The book includes 100 musical examples, 16 theory workshops, a discography and bibliography, and the CD has 51 tracks.

---

GUITAR SOLOING

REH Prolicks Series

by Keith Wyatt

A comprehensive guide to learning blues guitar, covering scales, rhythms, chords, patterns, riffs, techniques, and more. CD includes 13 full-demo solos.

---

BLUES YOU CAN USE BOOK OF GUITAR CHORDS

by John Ganapes

A reference guide to blues, R&B, jazz, and rock rhythm guitar, with hundreds of voicings, chord theory construction, chord progressions and exercises and much more. Useful for the beginner to advanced player.
**ELECTRIC BLUES GUITAR**
*by Derek Cornett*
*Centerstream Publications*

An introduction to the most commonly used scales and techniques for the modern blues player, complete with demonstration CD for several of the examples.

_00695022 Book/CD Pack..................$19.95

---

**ELECTRIC SLIDE GUITAR**
*by David Hamburger*

This book/audio method explores the basic fundamentals of slide guitar from selecting a slide and proper setup of the guitar to open and standard tuning. Plenty of music examples are presented, showing sample licks as well as backup/rhythm slide work. Each section also explains techniques and solos in the style of the best slide guitarists, including Duane Allman, Dave Hole, Ry Cooder, Bonnie Raitt, Muddy Waters, Johnny Winter and Elmore James.

_00000165 Book/CD Pack.................$17.95

---

**ESSENTIAL BLUES GUITAR**
*by Dave Celentano*
*Centerstream Publishing*

This handy guide to playing blues guitar emphasizes the essentials, such as chord changes, scales, rhythms, turnarounds, phrasing, soloing and more. Includes lots of examples, plus 10 rhythm tracks for soloing and improvising.

_00000237 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95

---

**FIFTY BLUES MOVES**
*by Richard Daniels*
*Cherry Lane Music*

Originally featured in Daniels' classic *Blues Guitar Inside and Out*, here are 50 great licks that every budding bluesman will want to know.

_02506336 Book/CD Pack.................$17.95

---

**FINGERSTYLE BLUES SONGBOOK**
*Learn to Play Country Blues, Ragtime Blues, Boogie Blues & More Acoustic Guitar Method Songbook*
*by Steve James*
*String Letter Publishing*

Please see the Acoustic Guitar section for a complete description.

_00695793 Book/CD Pack..................$9.95

---

**FRETBOARD ROADMAPS BLUES GUITAR**
*for Acoustic and Electric Guitar*
*by Fred Sokolow*

These essential fretboard patterns are roadmaps that all great blues guitarists know and use. This book teaches how to: play lead and rhythm anywhere on the fretboard, in any key; play a variety of lead guitar styles; play chords and progressions anywhere on the fretboard, in any key; expand chord vocabulary; and learn to think musically, the way the pros do.

_00695350 Book/CD Pack..................$14.95

---

**ROBBEN FORD – BLUES**
*REH Hotline Series*

If you could fuse the styles of Michael Bloomfield, Albert Collins and B.B. King, you’d begin to understand the tasty touch of GIT’s Robben Ford. Through his Hotline demonstrations and analysis, he gives you an uncommon look inside his magical style.

_00071201 Book/CD Pack..................$19.95

---

**ROBBEN FORD – RHYTHM BLUES**

Learn blues comping patterns from the master! Robben Ford reveals the chords and driving rhythm patterns he uses to create great blues backups: Funky, shuffle, and slow blues rhythms; Two- and three-note movable shapes; “Sliding sixths” patterns; Intro/ending licks; Seven different 7th chord voicings; and more. 60-minute audio accompaniment.

_00070030 Book/CD Pack..................$18.95

---

**A GUIDE TO BLUES/ROCK GUITAR SOLOING**
*by David Grissom*
*Cherry Lane Music*

With advice on licks, technique, feel and what to do (and what not to do) during your moment out front, David Grissom takes you through what every blues/rock guitarist needs to have under their fingers. Topics include: picking techniques, string bending and other left-hand techniques, country licks, borrowing from jazz, finding your own voice, equipment and gear, and more.

_02500420 Book/CD Pack..................$14.95

---

**GUITAR ARCHIVES**
*An Investigation of Blues-Based Styles, Including Player Profiles and Instructional Tips*
*by Dave Rubin*
*Cherry Lane Music*

Styles such as bottleneck blues, catfish blues, country blues, delta blues, minor blues, British blues-rock and many more are covered, as are these featured artists: Chuck Berry, Freddie King, T-Bone Walker, Jimi Hendrix, B.B. King and John Lee Hooker. The accompanying CD includes 99 demonstration tracks The articles in the book are reprinted from the pages of *Guitar One* magazine.

_02500454 Book/CD Pack..................$16.95

---

**GUITAR LICKS OF THE TEXAS BLUES-ROCK HEROES**
*by Jesse Gress*
*Backbeat Books*

With enough hot licks to set the whole Lone Star state aflame, this book details the solo styles of legendary guitarists, complete with essential stylistic details that make the music come alive. You get it all, from pioneers like T-Bone Walker, Freddie King, and Lightnin’ Hopkins, through the next generation of innovators like Stevie Ray Vaughan, Billy Gibbons, and Johnny Winter, and on to latter-day explorers like Eric Johnson. You’ll learn more than 100 licks in the authentic style of each player, each lick with its own mini-lesson, performed by the author at half and full tempo on the accompanying CD. Also features: a rundown of each player’s guitars, amps and effects • lists of must-have tracks, albums and videos • revealing quotes from dozens of 6-string notables • essential tips on tone and style • insight-filled lessons.

_00331414 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95
The legendary guitarist of Gov’t Mule, Phil Lesh and Friends, the Grateful Dead, and the Allman Brothers Band offers instructions on choosing a slide, perfecting left- and right-hand techniques, playing rhythm, and blues soloing—on electric and acoustic. *The Warren Haynes Guide to Slide Guitar* will give you the most in-depth and personal lessons ever on how to play slide guitar in the style of Warren Haynes. Included in a split-channel CD of the exercises, played by Warren himself with a full band. Listen to the master or solo along to the backing tracks!

---

**HOW TO PLAY BLUES GUITAR: THE BASICS & BEYOND**

*Lessons & Tips from the Great Players*
ed. Richard Johnston
Backbeat Books

Packed with musical examples, charts and photos, this is a complete, step-by-step course for learning acoustic or electric blues guitar. In-depth lessons teach you to build your own style while exploring the music of traditional bluesmen and modern stars. From practicing your scales and turn-arounds to breaking out Chicago-style, this book from the former editor of *Guitar Player* brings you: essential lessons on blues basics; insights into the music of masters like B.B. King, Albert King, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Eric Clapton, Chuck Berry, and more. Clearly written in notes and tab, you’ll progress from the standard blues progression and blues scale to the various techniques of bending, fast pull offs and hammer-ons, double stops, and more.

---

**1001 MUST-KNOW BLUES LICKS**

*A Quick, Easy Reference for All Guitarists*
by Wolf Marshall

Now you can add authentic blues feel and flavor to your playing! Here are 101 definitive licks – plus a demonstration CD – from every major blues guitar style, neatly organized into easy-to-use categories. They’re all here, including Delta blues, jump blues, country blues, Memphis blues, Texas blues, West Coast blues, Chicago blues, and British blues.

---

**150 COOL BLUES LICKS IN TAB**

*By Toby Wine*
Cherry Lane Music

This cool book/CD pack presents a wide selection of riffs in a variety of styles, just waiting to be used in your solos! The riffs are organized by blues style and by placement within the standard 12-bar format (first, second and final four measures) so you can assemble your solos easily, section by section. This is the ultimate resource for beginning and intermediate blues guitarists seeking a straightforward route to solo-building, as well as for seasoned pros who want to further stock their arsenals. Includes a CD with recorded demos of every lick!
Master musician Duke Robillard provides fans and fellow guitarists an inside look at the techniques and philosophy behind his classic American guitar style. This book/CD pack includes: 11 complete songs; more than 25 photos; tips on choosing a guitar and getting a great sound; country blues chords, modern electric blues chords and swing blues/jazz chords; jazzy turnarounds, jazz/blues accompaniment; and much more! The CD contains original music recorded by Duke exclusively for this project, and the book includes a biography, selected discography, recommended listening list and tablature.

______00695377 Book/CD Pack $17.95

ROOTS & BLUES FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
by Steve James
Acoustic Guitar
Private Lessons
String Letter Publishing

Steve James presents a treasure trove of traditional American guitar styles in this unique book/CD pack. Guitarists will learn fingerpicking and slide techniques not through dry exercises but by playing 25 songs from James’ own repertoire and from such masters as Furry Lewis, Blind Willie McTell, Sam McGee, and Mance Lipscomb. Drawing on his extensive research and first-hand experience with these guitar pioneers, James tells the stories behind the songs, too. Features authentic arrangements in notes & tab, vocal melodies and lyrics, historic photos, and more. Songs: Take Me Back • Sugar Babe • Milwaukee Blues • Sebastopol• John Henry • and more!

______0069214 Book/CD Pack $19.95

THE ROOTS OF ACOUSTIC BLUES
THE SONGS AND LICKS THAT MADE IT HAPPEN
by Fred Sokolow

A complete survey of a musical genre, its pioneers and how it developed, including: Five note-for-note transcriptions of famous tunes pivotal to the genre; extensive instruction in the essential playing styles that are to the genre, using scales, chords, licks, and musical exercises; the history of the development of each playing style; biographies of the pioneering artists; a recording of the songs, exercises, and licks. Songs include: Baby, Please Don’t Go • Come Back Baby • Diddy Wah Diddy • Hey Hey • I’m So Glad.

______00699068 Book/CD Pack $16.95

THE ROOTS OF ELECTRIC BLUES GUITAR
THE SONGS AND LICKS THAT MADE IT HAPPEN
by Fred Sokolow

A complete survey of a musical genre, its pioneers and how it developed, including: Six note-for-note transcriptions of famous tunes pivotal to the genre; extensive instruction in the essential playing styles that are to the genre, using scales, chords, licks, and musical exercises; the history of the development of each playing style; biographies of the pioneering artists; a recording of the songs, exercises, and licks. Songs include: The Things I Used to Do • Hideaway • Killing Floor • Mean Old World • I Can’t Quit You Baby • Why I Sing the Blues.

______00699067 Book/CD Pack $16.95

SOLO BLUES GUITAR
A COLLECTION OF 55 AUTHENTIC-SOUNDING PIECES ARRANGED FOR SOLO GUITAR
by Dave Rubin

This book and CD package contains 55 traditional blues arrangements chocked full of chords, licks, riffs, and lines for you to pick up and play. Many different blues forms are presented, from 12-bar and 8-bar progressions to minor and slow blues patterns—providing loads of fun for the serious bluesman to the casual hobbyist. The companion CD includes a demonstration of every example in the book.

______00699719 Book/CD Pack $19.95

THE SOUND AND FEEL OF BLUES GUITAR
by John Tapella
Centerstream Publications

This comprehensive blues book features information on rhythm patterns, finger-picking patterns, double stops, licks in A, D, E, and G, and more. The accompanying CD features several compositions and all examples in the book played by John.

______00000092 Book/CD Pack $17.95

THE BLUES STYLES OF KENNY SULTAN
Centerstream Publications

In this Centerstream book/CD pack, axe-master Kenny Sultan teaches guitarists: blues in five different keys; monotone and alternating right-hand thumb technique; rhythm playing; dropped D tuning; fills; leads and more. The accompanying CD includes demos of the exercises, as well as bonus tracks from Kenny’s and Tom Ball’s popular CDs.

______00000316 Book/CD Pack $19.95
maximizing walking bass patterns that make the basic blues turnarounds, bass rhythms and “boogie woogie” pattern, Happy gradually starts adding fills, runs, with the most basic strumming of a 12-bar blues with this user-friendly book/audio package. Beginning teacher/performers. All you need to know is how to blues guitar from one of the world’s most respected

Award-winning guitarist, songwriter, author and Taylor Guitars clinician Artie Traum explores essential blues techniques in fret-by-fret detail for both finger and flatpick styles. You’ll learn to play classic blues songs such as “Country Boy Blues,” “Come Back Baby,” and “Trouble in Mind,” along with turnarounds, bass lines, funky licks, and much, more more! The accompanying CD contains full-band guitarist biographies, equipment, photos, history, and much more. The accompanying CD contains full-band demonstrations of every example in the book.

10 original songs to help students practice rock and blues techniques, including hammering, bends, slides and taps. The CD includes tuning notes, demonstration tracks and play-along tracks. The book also includes optional parts for rhythm guitar, bass and drums for use by a whole band.

10 Rock & Blues Solos For Guitar
by Ed Wennink
De Haske
Publications
10 Rock & Blues Solos For Guitar

12-Bar Blues Riffs
25 Classic Patterns Arranged for Guitar in Standard Notation and Tab
by Dave Rubin
25 classic blues riffs arranged for beginning to intermediate guitarists, complete with a “riff history.” Also includes great audio recommendations to help you further your blues knowledge and chops. The companion CD contains a demonstration of every example in the book.
THE PUBLICATIONS OF CHRISTOPHER PARKENING

Christopher Parkening is considered by many to be the world’s preeminent classical guitar virtuoso. He is the recognized heir to the legacy of the legendary maestro Andres Segovia, who deemed him “A great guitarist . . . one of the most brilliant guitarists in the world.”

In his 25+ year performing and recording career, Mr. Parkening has garnered superlative worldwide acclaim. He has performed at the White House, has been nominated for two Grammy Awards, has appeared with Placido Domingo in “Live from Lincoln Center,” and has been named “Best Classical Guitarist” for many years running in the Guitar Player Readers’ Poll.

THE CHRISTOPHER PARKENING
GUITAR METHOD, VOL. 1

The Art and Technique of the Classical Guitar
in collaboration with Jack Marcello and David Brandon

This premier method for beginning classical guitarists, by one of the world’s pre-eminent virtuosos and the recognized heir to the legacy of Andrés Segovia, is now completely revised and updated. Guitarists will learn basic classical technique by playing over 50 beautiful classical pieces, 26 exercises and 14 duets, and through numerous photos and illustrations. The method covers: rudiments of classical technique, note reading and music theory, selection and care of guitars, strategies for effective practicing, and much more!

THE CHRISTOPHER PARKENING
GUITAR METHOD, VOL. 2

Intermediate to Upper-Intermediate Level

An outstanding source for the technique and repertoire of the classical guitar, this book continues where Vol. 1 leaves off. It teaches: all notes in the upper position; tone production; advanced techniques such as tremolo, harmonics, vibrato, pizzicato and slurs; practice tips; stylistic interpretation; and more. The first half of the book deals primarily with technique, while the second half of the book applies the technique with repertoire pieces. As a special bonus, this book includes 32 previously unpublished Parkening edition pieces by composers including Dowland, Bach, Scarlatti, Sor, Tarrega and others, plus three guitar duets.

PARKENING AND THE GUITAR – VOL. 2

Music of Two Centuries:
Popular New Transcriptions for Guitar
Virtuoso Music for Guitar

9 more selections for the advanced guitarist: Clair de Lune (Debussy) • Giga (Visée) • The Girl with the Flaxen Hair (Debussy) • Gymnopédie Nos. I-III (Satie) • The Little Shepherd (Debussy) • The Mysterious Barricades (Couperin) • Sarabande (Debussy).

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING –
SACRED MUSIC FOR THE GUITAR, VOL. 1

7 inspirational arrangements, transcriptions and compositions covering traditional Christian melodies from several centuries. These selections appear on the Parkening album Sacred Music for the Guitar. Includes: Präludium (Bach) • Our Great Savior • God of Grace and God of Glory (2 guitars) • Brethren, We Have Met to Worship • Deep River • Jesus, We Want to Meet • Evening Prayer.

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING –
SACRED MUSIC FOR THE GUITAR, VOL. 2

7 more selections from the album Sacred Music for the Guitar: Hymn of Christian Joy (guitar and harpsichord) • Simple Gifts • Fairest Lord Jesus • Brethren, We Have Met to Worship • Deep River • Jesus, We Want to Meet • God of Glory (2 guitars) • Stir Thy Church, O God Our Father • All Creatures of Our God and King • Glorious Things of Thee Are Spoken • Praise Ye the Lord (2 guitars).

PARKENING PLAYS BACH

Virtuoso Music for Guitar

9 transcriptions edited and fingered by Parkening: Preludes I, VI & IX • Gavottes I & II • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Sheep May Safely Graze • Wachet Auf, Ruft Uns Die Stemme • Be Thou with Me • Man’s Desiring • Sheep May Safely Graze • Wachet Auf, Ruft Uns Die Stemme • Be Thou with Me • Sleepers Awake (2 guitars).

“Parkening’s playing of Bach is so intelligent, sensitive and adept that one can forget everything but the music.”

— The New York Times

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING – ROMANZA

Virtuoso Music for Guitar

Three wonderful transcriptions edited and fingered by Parkening: Catalonian Song • Rumores de la Caleta • Romance.
**A MODERN APPROACH TO CLASSICAL GUITAR**

*by Charles Duncan*

This multi-volume method was developed to allow students to study the art of classical guitar within a new, more contemporary framework. For private, class, or self-instruction. Book One incorporates chord frames and symbols, as well as a recording to assist in tuning and to provide accompaniments for at-home practice. Book One also introduces beginning fingerboard technique and music theory. Book Two and Three build upon the techniques learned in Book One.

- 00695111 Book One .........................$6.95
- 00695113 Book 1 Book/CD Pack ..........$10.95
- 00695115 Book Two .........................$6.95
- 00695117 Book 2 Book/CD Pack ..........$10.95
- 00699102 Book Three .......................$7.95
- 00699104 Book 3 Book/CD Pack ..........$10.95
- 00695119 Composite Book/CD Pack . $24.95

**FINGER STYLE POP CLASSICS**

A cross-referenced supplement to Method Book One of *A Modern Approach to Classical Guitar*. As students progress in Book One, pop classics like “Yesterday” and “You Needed Me” are available to encourage students and to reinforce learning.

- 00699075 ............................................$5.95

**A MODERN APPROACH TO CLASSICAL REPertoire**

*by Charles Duncan*

A graded anthology of solo pieces (easy to intermediate) that serves as a supplement to Books Two and Three of *A Modern Approach to Classical Guitar.*

- 00699204 Part One ............................$7.95
- 00699208 Part Two ............................$7.95

**TWENTY STUDIES FOR GUITAR**

*Sor/Segovia*

We've added a demonstration recording to this renowned Segovia edition. Complete masterful recordings by Paul Henry make this indispensable to teachers and students.

- 00063653 Book Only ..........................$7.95
- 00695012 Book/CD Pack ...................$18.95

**MATTEO CARCASSI – 25 MELODIC AND PROGRESSIVE STUDIES, OP. 60**

One of Carcassi's (1792-1853) most famous collections of classical guitar music – indispensable for the modern guitarist's musical grounding and technical development. Available with CD with performances by Paul Henry. 49-minute audio accompaniment.

- 00695066 Book/CD Pack ....................$17.95

**CLASSICAL & FINGERSTYLE GUITAR TECHNIQUES**

*by David Oakes*  

This Master Class with MI instructor David Oakes is aimed at any electric or acoustic guitarist who wants a quick, thorough grounding in the essentials of classical and fingerstyle technique. Topics covered include: arpeggios and scales, free stroke and rest stroke, P-i scale technique, three-to-a-string patterns, natural and artificial harmonics, tremolo and rasgueado, and more. The book includes 12 intensive lessons for right and left hand in standard notation & tab, and the CD features 92 solo acoustic tracks.

- 00695171 Book/CD Pack .....................$14.95

**THE CLASSICAL GUITAR: REVISED AND EXPANDED FIFTH EDITION**

*ITS EVOLUTION, PLAYERS AND PERSONALITIES SINCE 1800*  

*by Maurice J. Summerfield*  

Foreword by David Russell  

Ashley Mark Publishing Co.

We proudly present the fifth edition of Maurice J. Summerfield’s highly acclaimed ultimate reference book on the classical guitar. This brand new book features all the original biographical entries updated with new photographs where applicable, plus 100 new biographical entries in the players, composers and makers section – for a total of over 485. This new edition gives the reader a full and clear picture of the classical guitar’s development since the beginning of the nineteenth century. Also included are informative sections on composers, scholars, flamenco guitarists and guitar makers. The book’s collection of several hundred photographs is the most complete to be published in one volume. There are extensive listings of the most important classical guitar recordings. The final section, Sources of Supply, guides readers to places where they can obtain the books, recordings, music and magazines listed in the book. Without a doubt, this new edition will be the essential work of reference on the subject of classical guitar for years to come!

“My sincere congratulations to Maurice Summerfield.” – Andrés Segovia

- 00330785 .............................................$39.95

**CLASSICAL GUITAR AND BEYOND**

*taught by Stephen Funk Pearson*  

Homespun

Starting with the simplest examples, the student learns more than 25 beautiful, expressive classical guitar pieces while getting valuable playing tips that will be useful to all guitarists, regardless of style. A challenging and enjoyable start in the fascinating field of classical guitar.

- 0061682 Six CDs/Book .......................$59.95

**CLASSICAL GUITAR ANSWER BOOK**

*by Sharon Isbin*  

String Letter Publishing

In this update of the *Acoustic Guitar Answer Book*, Sharon Isbin, the classical guitar virtuoso who heads the Juilliard School Guitar Department, answers 50 essential questions about performing, practicing, and choosing and caring for your guitar. The questions were asked by *Acoustic Guitar* magazine readers and answered by Isbin in four years of Master Class columns in the magazine; this book collects all this vital information together in an easy reference format – an absolute must for every classical guitar player. Includes new appendices of resources for classical guitarists and students.

- 00330443 ............................................$14.95
CLAUDE BOLLING – CONCERTO FOR CLASSICAL GUITAR AND JAZZ PIANO
Transcriptions of the concerto featuring the jazz piano of Claude Bolling and the classical guitar of Alexandre Lagoya. Also includes parts for bass and drums.

CLAUDE BOLLING – SONATE POUR GUITARE
(FOUR SOLO GUITAR)
ENTRANT VERSAILLES – STRICTLY CLASSICAL
This piece by the great jazz musician Claude Bolling was inspired by and dedicated to guitarist Alexandre Lagoya.

LIONA BOYD – FAVORITE SOLOS FOR CLASSICAL GUITAR
A collection of 11 songs written, arranged and/or inspired by well-known classical guitarist Liona Boyd.

LIONA BOYD – A GUITAR FOR CHRISTMAS
Please see the Hal Leonard Christmas Catalog.

LIONA BOYD – MINIATURES FOR GUITAR
A charming collection of shorter compositions for the classical guitar arranged and fingered by one of today’s outstanding artists.

CELESTIAL HARPS MUSIC OF CAROLAN AND OTHERS FOR SOLO GUITAR
by Glenn Weiser
Centerstream Publications
Features 45 Irish and Scottish harp tunes (28 tunes are by Turlough O’Carolan) arranged at the intermediate level for solo guitar. Standard tunings are used throughout for classical guitarist, as well as steel-string fingerstylists.

GUITAR PRESENTS CLASSICAL GUITAR
Cherry Lane Music
29 favorite pieces, including: Air on the G String • Bouree in E Minor • Canon in D • Clair de Lune • For Elise • Greensleeves • Intermezzo • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Ode to Joy • Panis Angelicus • Pomp and Circumstance • Sheep May Safely Graze • Spring • Winter • and more.

THE CLASSICAL GUITAR COLLECTION
50 FAVORITES BY 26 COMPOSERS
arr. Joseph Harris
Creative Concepts
50 works by J.S. Bach, Matteo Carcassi, Napoléon Coste, John Dowland, Enrique Granados, George Frideric Handel, Thomas Morgan, Gaspar Sanz, Erik Satie, Domenico Scarlatti, Fernando Sor, Francisco Tárrega, Antonio Vivaldi, Silvius Leopold Weiss, Giovanni Zamboni and other composers.

CLASSICAL GUITAR FROM THE 17TH CENTURY
arr. Robert Bencalari
Creative Concepts
The pieces compiled in this edition have been edited for the guitar in a manner that preserves the poignant beauty of the music of this wonderful era never available before in tablature. Includes 18 pieces by Pachelbel, Gaultier, Gallot, Fischer, Reusner, Dufauff, Forberger, Conrad, and more.

CLASSICAL GUITAR OF THE BAROQUE ERA
arr. Joseph Harris
Creative Concepts
A valuable collection of 25 pieces for guitar from the Baroque era, complete with historical notes, performance suggestions, and composer bios as well as an explanation of ornaments used in music from this time. Composers represented include: Carl Philip Emmanuel Bach, Johann Sebastian Bach, George Frideric Handel, Elizabethe-Claude Jacquet de la Guerre, Bernardo Pasquini, Jean-Phillippe Rameau, Antonio Vivaldi, Giovanni Zamboni, and others.

CLASSICAL GUITAR OF BACH
Concert Masterworks Series
arr. Joseph Harris
Creative Concepts
Features 24 beloved selections from Bach, arranged for classical guitar with tablature. Includes an explanation of ornaments used in the book, historical notes, performance suggestions, and a glossary of terms.

CLASSICAL GUITAR OF SPAIN
Concert Masterworks Series
arr. Joseph Harris
Creative Concepts
This book provides guitarists with an essential collection of 22 exquisite pieces by the great Sor, an extensive biography, and playing notes for each piece. Includes: Variations on a Theme from Mozart’s The Magic Flute • Minuet in D Major, Op. 11, No. 5 • Minuet in E Major, Op. 11, No. 10 • Divertimento in C Major, Op. 13, No. 3 • Les Folies d’Espagne, Op. 15(a) • Bagatelle in D Minor, Op. 45, No. 5 • and more. Includes tablature.

CLASSICAL GUITAR OF FERNANDO SOR
arr. Joseph Harris
Creative Concepts
This book provides guitarists with an essential collection of 22 exquisite pieces by the great Sor, an extensive biography, and playing notes for each piece. Includes: Variations on a Theme from Mozart’s The Magic Flute • Minuet in D Major, Op. 11, No. 5 • Minuet in E Major, Op. 11, No. 10 • Divertimento in C Major, Op. 13, No. 3 • Les Folies d’Espagne, Op. 15(a) • Bagatelle in D Minor, Op. 45, No. 5 • and more. Includes tablature.
CLASSICAL GUITAR MUSIC OF VIVALDI
Concert Masterworks Series
arr. Joseph Harris
Creative Concepts
Features 31 pieces by Antonio Vivaldi arranged for solo guitar with tablature. Includes historical notes, performance suggestions, explanation of ornaments, and more.
  ___________00315187 ..............................................$10.95

CLASSICAL GUITAR PIECES
50 Easy to Play Pieces
by Stephen Schmidt
Schott
50 pieces from the Renaissance through the Romantic period. Some folk tunes are also included. The two parallel forms of notation bring together the advantages of musical notation and tablature, making classical music more readily accessible to those who may have come to enjoy playing the guitar without a formal grounding in reading music. Each piece is introduced with a comment on the origin and special qualities of the music. Further assistance is provided with the accompanying CD, which serves both as a model and as a reliable and readily available duo partner.
  ___________49013077 Book/CD Pack..................$19.95

CLASSICAL GUITAR WEDDING
16 classical wedding favorites arranged for solo guitar in standard notation and tablature. Includes: Air on the G String • Ave Maria • Bridal Chorus • Canon in D • Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring • Minuet • Sheep May Safely Graze • Wedding March • and more.
  ___________00699563 ..............................................$10.95

CLASSICAL MASTERPIECES FOR GUITAR
27 works by Bach, Beethoven, Handel, Mendelssohn, Mozart and more transcribed with standard notation and tablature. Now anyone can enjoy classical material regardless of their guitar background. Also features stay-open binding.
  ___________00699312 ..............................................$12.95

CLASSICAL RIFFS FOR GUITAR
by Arthur Rotfield
Cherry Lane Music
30 famous classical melodies from cartoons, movies, commercials and television. Presented in standard notation with tab chords, performance tips, and background information, this is the book for guitarist seeking to incorporate quotes from the masterpieces of classical music into their solos. Spice up your solos the classical way – with the famous melodies you've heard in countless cartoons!
  ___________02500537 ..............................................$7.95

CLASSICAL STUDIES FOR PICK-STYLE GUITAR
by William Leavitt
Berklee Press
An outstanding collection of solo pieces and duets for intermediate to advanced pick-style guitarists. Includes 21 pieces by Carcassi, Carulli, Sor, Bach, Paganini, Kreutzer and Clementi.
  ___________50449440 ..............................................$9.95

CLASSICAL TAB
Cherry Lane Music
32 classical masterpieces arranged for guitar with tablature: Air on the G String • Bourree • Canon in D • Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy • Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring • Londonderry Air • Sheep May Safely Graze • Trumpet Tune • and more.
  ___________02500808 ..............................................$9.95

CLASSICAL THEMES FOR FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
Cherry Lane Music
Popular classical themes by such composers as Bach, Beethoven, Debussy and Tchaikovsky, arranged for fingerstyle guitar with tablature. This exciting folio includes such classical standards as: Für Elise • Clair de Lune • Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy • and 17 other favorites.
  ___________02506930 ..............................................$9.95

CREATIVE CLASSICAL GUITAR PIECES
arr. Joseph Harris
Creative Concepts
22 virtuoso performance pieces arranged by Joseph Harris in standard notation and tablature complete with composer notes. Composers include Narvaez, Pisador, Dowland, Losy, Dix, Bach, Coste, Scarlatti, Ponce, and more.
  ___________00315161 ..............................................$10.95

JOHN DUARTE – APPALACHIAN DREAMS
Suit for Solo Guitar
ed. Sharon Isbin
Schirmer
John Duarte's sparkling suite of American folk songs, commissioned for and premiered in New York in 1999 by Sharon Isbin, is the centerpiece of her recent Grammy-winning album Dream of a World. Includes a program note by the composer.
  ___________50483599 ..............................................$7.95

CLASSICAL THEMES FOR ELECTRIC GUITAR
25 Solo Guitar Arrangements
by Jean Marc Belkadi
Private Lessons
Musicians Institute Press
This book/CD package contains 25 timeless classical themes from the Renaissance to the Romantic Era and beyond. It includes works by J.S. Bach, Bartok, Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Dowland, Guiliani, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Purcell, Satie, Stravinsky, Tchaikovsky. A bio for each composer is also included and the CD features demo tracks of each piece.
  ___________00695806 Book/CD Pack.............$14.95

CLASSICAL RIFFS FOR ELECTRIC GUITAR
Cherry Lane Music
Popular classical themes arranged for electric guitar with tablature. Includes historical notes, performance suggestions, explanation of ornaments, and more.
  ___________00699967 ..............................................$10.95

CLASSICAL STUDIES FOR ELECTRIC GUITAR
by William Leavitt
Berklee Press
An outstanding collection of electric guitar solos and duets for intermediate to advanced pick-style guitarists. Includes 21 pieces by Carcassi, Carulli, Sor, Bach, Paganini, Kreutzer and Clementi.
  ___________50449440 ..............................................$9.95
This book contains 32 classical guitar duet arrangements for either recreational or instructional use. The sequence of pieces is based on the difficulty of the first guitar part. However, the level of difficulty is indicated at the beginning of each piece for both parts. The accompanying audio allows players to practice and play each piece as a duet. Includes 45-minute audio accompaniment.

GUITAR CLASSICAL GUITAR EASY CLASSICAL DUETS A SUPPLEMENT TO A MODERN APPROACH TO CLASSICAL GUITAR Arranged, edited and performed by Charles Duncan

This book contains 32 classical guitar duet arrangements for either recreational or instructional use. The sequence of pieces is based on the difficulty of the first guitar part. However, the level of difficulty is indicated at the beginning of each piece for both parts. The accompanying audio allows players to practice and play each piece as a duet. Includes 45-minute audio accompaniment.

EASY CLASSICAL DUETS

FAMOUS CLASSICAL THEMES FOR EASY GUITAR

This pack features easy guitar arrangements with tab for 24 themes, including:
- Blue Danube Waltz
- Bridal Chorus
- Canon in D
- Clair de Lune
- Moonlight Sonata
- Surprise Symphony
- To a Wild Rose
- William Tell
- and many others.

FAMOUS COMPOSER SERIES

50 CLASSICAL GUITAR PIECES

50 pieces from the Renaissance, Baroque, Classical and Romantic eras arranged, edited and fingered by Joseph Harris. Includes notes about the composers and each period, and performance suggestions. All pieces are in standard notation and tablature.

50 RENAISSANCE SOLOS FOR CLASSICAL GUITAR

This book/CD pack features 50 classical solos arranged for solo guitar with tablature. Includes music by composers such as Thomas Campani, Francis Cutting, John Dowland, Orlando Gibbons, Michael Praetorius, and many others.

50 BAROQUE SOLOS FOR CLASSICAL GUITAR

50 fantastic guitar solos in notes and tab from 18 Baroque composers, including Bach, Corelli, Couperin, Handel, Purcell, Rameau, Scarlatti, Telemann and others.

GUITAR COLLECTION

FAMOUS PIECES FROM CARULLI TO TÁRREGA by Harold Henke Schott

30 famous classical guitar masterpieces, including:
- Andante (Carulli)
- Bagatelle (Marschner)
- Capriccio (Carcassi)
- Lágrima (Tárrega)
- Mélancholie (Coste)
- Rondo (Sor)
- and more.

THE GUITAR IN SPAIN

Simplified arrangements of works by Isaac Albeniz and Enrique Granados.

JEWISH SONGS FOR CLASSICAL GUITAR

25 Sabbath, holiday and folk songs from Jewish tradition for classical guitar. Beautiful arrangements perfect for religious services, weddings, concerts, academic repertoire, or fun at home.

ERNESTO LECUONA – SUITE ANDALUCIA

Concert arrangements of the complete “Suite Andaluza” for solo classical guitar: Cordoba, Andalucia, Alhambra, Gitanerias, Guadalquivir, and Malaguena.

ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER – THE CLASSICAL GUITAR COLLECTION

22 Lloyd Webber classics from his very best works, including:
- Close Every Door
- I Don't Know How to Love Him
- Don't Cry for Me Argentina
- Memory
- Unexpected Song
- Pie Jesu
- All I Ask of You
- Love Changes Everything
- and more.
GUITAR CLASSICAL GUITAR

MASTERWORKS FOR GUITAR
OVER 60 FAVORITES FROM FOUR CENTURIES
The World’s Great Classical Music

Featuring intermediate to advanced solo classical guitar arrangements with tablature, this collection contains pieces by composers including: Albéniz, Bach, Beethoven, Besard, Carcassi, Dowland, Giuliani, Pachelbel, Scarlatti, Sor, Tárrega, Weiss and others.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CLASSICAL MELODIES FOR FLUTE AND GUITAR
Cherry Lane Music

24 works arranged for flute and guitar, including: Air on the G String • Ave Maria • Bisu due bei mir (You Are with Me) • Canon in D • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Pavane • Prince of Denmark’s March • Rondeau • Sheep May Safely Graze • Trumpet Tune • and more.

RAGS FOR GUITAR
by Scott Joplin and Tom Turpin
arr. Michael Karp
G. Schirmer

8 guitar arrangements, including the pieces: Bowery Rag • The Chrysanthemum • The Easy Winners • The Entertainer • Harlem Rag • Something Doing • The Strenuous Life • The Weeping Willow.

60 PROGRESSIVE SOLOS FOR CLASSICAL GUITAR
FEATURING THE MUSIC OF THE WORLD’S GREATEST COMPOSERS: BACH, HANDEL, MOZART, BEETHOVEN & BRAHMS

arr. Mark Phillips

Cherry Lane Music

Most classical guitar folios feature compositions by the lesser-known “guitar” composers. This collection, however, exclusively features music by the world’s most renowned composers. The works of Johann Sebastian Bach and George Frederick Handel represent the culmination of the Baroque era. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart stands at the summit of the Classical era. Ludwig van Beethoven straddles the Classical and Romantic eras, and Johannes Brahms is the giant of the Romantic era. For educational purposes, the pieces have been organized in order of difficulty within each composer’s section. In addition, complete performances of all pieces can be heard on the accompanying CD. Enjoy! Includes: Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • The Harmonious Blacksmith • Ode to Joy • Lullaby • and more.

SOLOS FOR CLASSICAL GUITAR
WORLD’S FAVORITE SERIES #3
Ashley Publications Inc.

A collection of the best solos from renowned composer-guitarists, including: Sor, Tárrega, Coste, Giuliani, Carcassi, and others.

FERNANDO SOR – 20 STUDIES – (DELL’ARA)

Ricordi

For beginning guitarists, this book represents the sum of teaching works of Fernando Sor, the illustrious Spanish guitarist.

ANDRÉS SEGOVIA
THE FINEST PIECES FROM HIS REPERTOIRE
ed. Segovia

Schott

Over 20 of the master’s finest works edited by Segovia himself.
THE FRANCISCO TÁRREGA COLLECTION
edited and performed by Paul Henry
Considered the father of modern classical guitar, Francisco Tárrega revolutionized guitar technique and composed a wealth of music that will be a cornerstone of classical guitar repertoire for centuries to come. Features 14 of his most outstanding pieces in standard notation and tab, edited and performed on CD by virtuoso Paul Henry. Includes: Adelita • Capricho Árabe • Grand Jota • Lágrima • Malagueña • María • Recuerdos de la Alhambra • Tango • and more, plus bios of Tárrega and Henry.

00698993 Book/CD Pack .................$17.95

A TREASURY OF CLASSICAL GUITAR REPERTOIRE
This collection of 48 classical guitar favorites in standard notation and tab includes: Bourrée • Greensleeves • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Menuetto • Minuet in G • Rondo • Sarabande • and many more.

00699671 ........................................$14.95

JORGE MOREL BOOKS

JORGE MOREL – VIRTUOSO SOUTH AMERICAN GUITAR VOL. 6
Ashley Mark Classical Series for Guitar
Three guitar solos: Francesca’s Waltz • Romatico Y Allegro Rítmico • Anitra’s Dance.

00699344 ...........................................$10.95

JORGE MOREL – VIRTUOSO SOUTH AMERICAN GUITAR, VOL. 10
Ashley Mark Classical Series for Guitar
Includes “Latin Images No. 1” and “Latin Images No. 2.”

00699116 ...........................................$10.95

JORGE MOREL – VIRTUOSO SOUTH AMERICAN GUITAR, VOL. 11
Ashley Mark Classical Series for Guitar
Includes “Reflexiones Latinas” and “Sonatina.”

00699117 ...........................................$10.95

JORGE MOREL – LATIN IMPRESSIONS VOL. 13
Ashley Mark Classical Series for Guitar
The latest release in this popular series for the renowned guitarist.

00699213 ...........................................$10.95

JORGE MOREL – THREE PIECES FOR SOLO GUITAR
Ashley Mark Classical Series for Guitar
Romance, Choro, Cancion y Danza.

00699232 ...........................................$6.95

THE VERY BEST OF JORGE MOREL – VOLUME 1
VIRTUOSO SOUTH AMERICAN GUITAR
Ashley Mark Publishing Company
15 works by or arranged by Morel, including: Danza Brasílera • Danza in E Minor • Echo of the Blues • Little Rhapsody • Romance Criollo • and more.

00699797 ...........................................$29.95

CLASSICAL GUITAR SHEET MUSIC
$3.95 unless otherwise marked.

00663017 Canon in D
00663016 Für Elise
00663024 Greensleeves
00663020 Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring
00006375 Malagueña (arr. Block) ...$4.95
00663025 Malagueña
00006374 Malagueña (arr. Gomez) ...$4.95
00663018 Moonlight Sonata
00663019 Ode to Joy
00663037 Sleepers, Awake
GUITAR gives you the instruction you need to sound just like a steel or electric guitar. You'll learn the essential techniques such as bends and shapes of all sizes, chordal slides, and volume swells. And then there are dozens of licks in different country flavors, as well as 11 full solos so you can try out your new skills! CD features recorded demonstrations of every music example and solo.

-----02500473 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95

COUNTRY LICKS FOR GUITAR
REH • ProLicks
by Steve Trovato and Jerome Arnold

This package examines the lead guitar licks of the masters of country guitar such as Chet Atkins, Jimmy Bryant, James Burton, Albert Lee, Scotty Moore, and many others! The instruction covers single-string licks, pedal-steel licks, open-string licks, chord licks, rockabilly licks, funky country licks, tips on fingerings, phrasing, technique, theory, and application.

-----0069577 Book/CD Pack.................$15.95

COUNTRY SOLOS FOR GUITAR
REH • ProLicks
by Steve Trovato

This unique pack lets guitarists examine the solo styles of the masters such as Chet Atkins, James Burton, Ray Hackett, Albert Lee, Scotty Moore, Roy Nichols, Jerry Reed and others. It covers techniques including hot banjo rolls, funky double stops, pedal-steel licks, open-string licks and more, with phrase-by-phrase performance notes. The CD includes full demonstrations and rhythm-only tracks.

-----00695448 Book/CD Pack.................$17.95

GREAT COUNTRY RIFFS
by Jon Chappell

Cherry Lane Music

The ultimate source for country riffs and licks. Styles include: rockabilly, bluegrass, country rock, swing, and blues. Also featured are licks in the style of Albert Lee, James Burton, Doc Watson, Chet Atkins, and more.

-----02503451 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95

FRETBOARD ROADMAPS—COUNTRY GUITAR

The Essential Guitar Patterns That All the Pros Know and Use
by Fred Sokolow

Cherry Lane Music

This pack will teach you how to play hot country lead and rhythm anywhere on the fretboard, in any key! You'll play basic country progressions, boogie licks, steel licks and other melodies and licks. The book features easy-to-follow diagrams and instructions for beginning, intermediate and advanced players, and the accompanying CD includes 37 demonstration tracks.

-----00695353 Book/CD Pack.................$12.95
HOT COUNTRY GUITAR
Step Breakdown of the Styles & Techniques of Country’s Hottest Players
by Dave Rubin
Guitar Signature Licks
Please see the Signature Licks section for a complete description.

THE NASHVILLE NUMBERING SYSTEM – 2ND EDITION
An Aid to Playing by Ear
by Neil Matthews, Jr.
For many years, musicians in Nashville have used a system of numbers, rather than standard musical notation, in playing and singing at recording sessions. Neil Matthews, Jr., one of the original members of Elvis Presley’s back-up vocal quartet The Jordanaires, invented the system and also wrote this book, which teaches the whole system and also includes quotes, stories, and photos of country and pop stars. The second edition features 12 songs to play: Beautiful Brown Eyes • Blue • Boot Scootin’ Boogie • Crying in the Chapel • Green Green Grass of Home • He Stopped Loving Her Today • Heartbreak Hotel • (Hey, Won’t You Play) Another Somebody Done Somebody Wrong Song • I Fall to Pieces • King of the Road • Mammas Don’t Let Your Babies Grow up to Be Cowboys.

OLD TIME COUNTRY GUITAR BACKUP BASICS
by Joseph Weidlich
Centerstream Publications
This instructional book uses commercial recordings from the 1920s and early 1930s as its basis to learn the principal guitar backup techniques commonly used in old-time country music. Topics covered include: boom-chick patterns • bass runs • uses of the pentatonic scale • rhythmic variations • minor chromatic nuances • the use of chromatic passing tones • licks based on chords or chord progressions • and more.

PEDAL STEEL GUITAR METHOD
by Johnie Helms
The Hal Leonard Guitar Method
This comprehensive manual includes easy-to-follow tablature, diagrams, and pictures along with step-by-step instructions on set-up, accessories, and other necessities. You’ll learn all the parts of the pedal steel guitar, chords and scales, and great songs and licks that you can play while learning. The CD includes demonstrations of the songs.

PEDAL STEEL LICKS FOR GUITAR
by Forest Rodgers
Centerstream Publishing
Learn to play 30 popular pedal steel licks on the guitar. All 30 examples are played three times on the CD. Also features tips for the best steel guitar sound reproduction and steel guitar voiced chords.

RHYTHM GUITAR THE RANGER DOUG WAY
with Suze Spencer Marsbll
Centerstream Publications
Laying down that solid groove for the rest of the band is a joy! In this book, 26 tunes are transcribed in varying levels of difficulty: a basic rhythm approach for the newcomers, then more adventurous and different approaches. Songs are included from styles spanning western swing, fiddle tunes, ballads, jazz standards and a polka. Playing tips are included for each song, plus you’ll learn rhythm history, guitar theory, the right hand, a basic chord chart, and more.

THE ROOTS OF COUNTRY GUITAR
THE SONGS AND LICKS THAT MADE IT HAPPEN
by Fred Sokolow
Six note-for-note transcriptions of famous tunes pivotal to the genre; extensive instruction in the essential playing styles that are to the genre, using scales, chords, licks, and musical exercises; the history of the development of each playing style; biographies of the pioneering artists; a recording of the songs, exercises, and licks.

RED HOT COUNTRY GUITAR
by Michael Hawley
The complete guide to playing lead guitar in the styles of Pete Anderson, Danny Gatton, Albert Lee, Brent Mason, and more! This book and CD pack will take your country guitar playing to the next level with loads of red-hot licks, techniques, solos, theory, and more! You’ll learn: hybrid picking, single-note soloing, open chord licks, double stops, bending, open-string licks, licks in the style of the masters, CAGED system, chord and scale diagrams, and more.
HAL LEONARD
GUITAR
FINGER PICKING
SOLOS METHOD
by Will Schmid
A simplified approach to learning the art of playing finger picking solos which combine melody with finger picks. Written for the intermediate-level guitarist.

00699210 Volume 1.......................$7.95
00699212 Volume 2.......................$6.95

ADVANCED FINGERPICKING
 taught by John James Homespun
Advanced fingerpicking instruction covering complex chord shapes, moving bass lines, harmonics, slides, bends and arrangements to 13 great ragtime pieces.

00641707 Six CDs/Book ..................$59.95

ADVANCED FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
by Ken Perlman
Centerstream Publications
This follow-up to the popular Fingerstyle Guitar book by Ken Perlman is really two books in one. To the advanced player, it's an excellent tune book featuring 33 interesting and highly playable guitar arrangements. To the intermediate player, it serves as a clear and detailed guide to the technical expertise and theoretical knowledge required to bridge the gap to the advanced level. Covers Baroque tuning, DAD-GAD tuning and much more. The tunes are organized according to genre: Alternating Bass Pieces, The Country Blues, Melodic Guitar, Fiddle Tunes, Ragtime and Chord-Melody; all tunes played on the CD.

00641707 Six CDs/Book ..................$59.95

FINGERPICKING MADE EASY
by Steve James
B & C PRESS
This helpful method in the use of right-hand patterns for both song accompaniment and solo melody playing gives novice pickers a thorough introduction to the fingerpicking style, and shows how it can be immediately applied to more than a dozen great songs. Once these patterns are mastered, the student will be able to go on to the more advanced fingerpicking styles of Mississippi John Hurt, Doc Watson, Merle Travis, and other great players.

00641427 Book/3-CD Pack..............$37.50

FINGERPICKING, FLATPICKING AND SLIDE
 taught by Merle Watson
with Doc Watson
Homespun
On these two CDs, Merle teaches the traditional fingerpicking, flatpicking and slide guitar styles for which he was famous. Doc joins Merle in a dynamic demonstration of “twin guitars” as they take apart some of their most requested duets and explain, in detail, how each part is played.

00641467 Booklet/2 CD Set.............$29.95

FINGERSTYLE BLUES SONGBOOK
LEARN TO PLAY COUNTRY BLUES,
RAGTIME BLUES,
BOOGIE BLUES & MORE
by Steve James
String Letter Publishing
Add to your repertoire and reinforce your technique with this collection of blues songs. Bring these songs to life by listening to the recordings on the companion CD, which features short versions of each piece, played slowly and up to tempo. Includes full guitar parts in standard notation with chords, accompanying parts, and tablature, as well as detailed notes on song origins and arrangements.

00695793 Book/CD Pack.................$9.95

CLASSICAL & FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
TECHNIQUES
by David Oakes
Musicians Institute Press
This is aimed at any electric or acoustic guitarist who wants a quick, thorough grounding in the essentials of classical and fingerstyle technique. The book includes 12 intensive lessons for right and left hand and the CD features 92 solo acoustic tracks.

00695171 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95

DROPPED D TUNING FOR FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
by Tom Ball
Centerstream Publications
Nothing makes a guitar ring like a dropped-D. The simplicity and grace within this tuning really catch one's ear, and it lends itself well to almost any type of music. This book features 17 pieces in dropped-D tuning, covering a wide array of musical genres. All songs are played fingerstyle. Contents include: traditional folk songs, Joseph Spence style, blues in D, Irish and Latin songs, classical pieces and more. All examples are played on the accompanying CD by Tom Ball, plus bonus tracks.

00695170 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95

FINGERPICKING FIDDLE TUNES
ARRANGED FOR FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
by Ken Perlman
Centerstream Publications
With this book/CD pack, Ken Perlman presents a systematic approach to playing classic fiddle tunes fingerstyle on the guitar. Learn hoedowns, reels, set tunes, marches, hornpipes, jigs, strathspeys and airs from a pioneer of the style!

00695174 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95
FINGERSTYLE GUITAR

LESSONS IN TECHNIQUE & CREATIVITY
by Brian Gore
Backbeat Books
Crafted by an expert guitarist, this unique approach to fingerstyle guitar does away with useless jargon and overly technical explanations, encouraging players to tap into their natural playing instinct and find their voice. Covering technique, composition, somatics and cognition (such as visual memorization), this indispensable guide teaches guitarists effective articulation, altered tunings, composition and structure, accompaniment patterns, and idea development.

---

FINGERSTYLE GUITAR

by Ken Perlman
Centerstream Publications
Teaches beginning or advanced guitarists how to master the basic musical skills of fingerpicking techniques needed to play folk, blues, fiddle tunes or ragtime on guitar.

---

FINGERSTYLE GUITAR ESSENTIALS

String Letter Publishing
12 in-depth lessons for players of all levels, taught and recorded by the master teachers at Acoustic Guitar magazine. Also includes 8 full songs, including Ashokan Farewell • If I Only Had a Brain • Satin Doll • and more.

---

THE GUITAR OF JORMA KAUKONEN

Homespun Lessons & Learn Series
The renowned guitarist for Jefferson Airplane and Hot Tuna teaches eight of his classic songs and instrumental. He performs each piece, then breaks it down in detail for the benefit of learning guitarists. Songs: Embryonic Journey • Trial by Fire • Watch the North Wind Rise • I See the Light • Been So Long • Mann’s Fate • Genesis • Water Song. Homespun Level 4

---

SOLO FINGERSTYLE BASICS

String Letter Publishing
Enrich your playing with the expressive, dynamic, symphonic textures of solo fingerstyle guitar. With the guidance of master teachers, you’ll learn to build simple melodies into complete guitar arrangements, understand fingerings that will bring intimidating chords within your reach, and put you at ease with country blues, classical techniques, Celtic music and more! The accompanying CD features all the music played slowly then up to tempo by the teachers. Includes 11 songs to play, and standard notation and tab.

---

HAPPY TRAUM’S COMPLETE FINGERPICKING GUITAR METHOD

Getting Started in Blues, Country and Ragtime

Homespun
These CDs teach you how to pick out syncopated melodies while maintaining a steady rhythm. Each lesson is taught by one of the masters in the style of Merle Travis, Elizabeth Cotten, Jeff Airplane and Hot Tuna.

---

FINGERPICKING ROCK

14 Songs Arranged for Solo Guitar in Standard Notation & Tab

The renowned guitarist for Jefferson Airplane and Hot Tuna teaches eight of his classic songs and instrumental. He performs each piece, then breaks it down in detail for the benefit of learning guitarists. Songs: Embryonic Journey • Trial by Fire • Watch the North Wind Rise • I See the Light • Been So Long • Mann’s Fate • Genesis • Water Song. Homespun Level 4

---

FINGERPICKING BACH

14 masterpieces from J.S. Bach: Air on the G String • Bourrée in E Minor • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Little Prelude No. 2 in C Major • Minuet in G • The book also includes an easy introduction to basic fingerstyle guitar.

---

FINGERPICKING BALLADS

15 Songs Arranged for Solo Guitar in Standard Notation and Tab

The arrangements in these books are carefully written for intermediate-level guitarists. Each song combines melody and harmony in one superb fingerpicking arrangement. Each book also includes an easy introduction to basic fingerstyle guitar.

---

FINGERPICKING ACOUSTIC

15 Songs Arranged for Solo Guitar in Standard Notation & Tab

Songs include: Behind Blue Eyes • Best of My Love • Blowin’ in the Wind • The Boxer • Dust in the Wind • Helplessly Hoping • Hey Jude • Learning to Fly • Leaving on a Jet Plane • Tears in Heaven • You’ve Got a Friend • and more.

---
FINGERPICKING CHILDREN'S SONGS
15 solo guitar arrangements, including: Barney Theme Song • It's a Small World • Linus and Lucy • The Muppet Show Theme • Puff the Magic Dragon • Sesame Street Theme • Winnie the Pooh • Won't You Be My Neighbor? • Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah • and more.
00699712 Solo Guitar .......................$8.95

FINGERPICKING DISNEY
15 Disney hits arranged for solo guitar, including: The Bare Necessities • Be Our Guest • Beauty and the Beast • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Candle on the Water • Colors of the Wind • Go the Distance • If I Didn’t Have You • Look Through My Eyes • My Funny Friend and Me • Reflection • Under the Sea • A Whole New World • You’ll Be in My Heart • You’ve Got a Friend in Me.
00699711 Solo Guitar .......................$9.95

FINGERPICKING CLASSICAL
15 SOONGS ARRANGED FOR SOLO GUITAR IN STANDARD NOTATION & TAB
Songs: Ave Maria • Bourée in E Minor • Can Can • Canon in D • Eine Kleine Nachtmusik • Emperor Waltz • Für Elise • Habanera • Humoresque • In the Hall of the Mountain King • Minuet in G Major (Bach & Beethoven) • New World Symphony • Pomp and Circumstance • Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, First Movement Excerpt.
0069620 Solo Guitar .......................$8.95

FINGERPICKING HYMNS
15 songs arranged for solo guitar in standard notation and tablature: Abide with Me • Amazing Grace • Beneath the Cross of Jesus • Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing • For the Beauty of the Earth • A Mighty Fortress Is Our God • Rock of Ages • and more.
00699688 Solo Guitar .......................$8.95

FINGERPICKING MOZART
15 of Mozart’s timeless compositions: Ave Verum (Jesu, Word of God Incarnate) • Eine Kleine Nachtmusik • Laudate Dominum • Minuet in G Major, K. 1 • Piano Concerto No. 21 in C Major • Piano Sonata in A • Rondo in C Major • and more.
00699794 Solo Guitar .......................$8.95

FINGERPICKING COUNTRY
17 songs arranged for solo guitar in standard notation and tablature: Always on My Mind • Crazy • Green Green Grass of Home • He Stopped Loving Her Today • I Walk the Line • King of the Road • Tennessee Waltz • Your Cheatin’ Heart • and more.
00699687 Solo Guitar .......................$8.95

FINGERPICKING POP
15 SONGS ARRANGED FOR SOLO GUITAR IN STANDARD NOTATION & TAB
Songs include: Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Don't Know Why • Endless Love • Every Breath You Take • I'll Be • Imagine • Leader of the Band • Let It Be • My Heart Will Go On • Piano Man • Stand by Me • Wonderful Tonight • and more.
00699615 Solo Guitar .......................$8.95

FINGERPICKING HYMNS
15 modern worship classics are included: Above All • Breathe • Draw Me Close • Give Thanks • He Is Exalted • Jesus, Name Above All Names • Open the Eyes of My Heart • Shout to the Lord • You Are My King (Amazing Love) • and more.
00699714 Solo Guitar .......................$8.95

FINGERPICKING ROCK
15 songs arranged for solo fingerstyle guitar, with standard notation and tablature: Abracadabra • Brown Eyed Girl • Come Sail Away • Crocodile Rock • Free Bird • The House of the Rising Sun • Hurts So Good • I Want You to Want Me • Livin' on a Prayer • Maggie May • Rhiannon • Still the Same • Wheel in the Sky • When the Children Cry • White Room.
00699716 Solo Guitar .......................$8.95
FINGERPICKING STANDARDS
17 SONGS
ARRANGED FOR
SOLO GUITAR IN
STANDARD NOTATION
& TABLATURE
Songs: Can’t Help Falling in Love • Fly Me to the Moon • Georgia on My Mind • I Could Write a Book • I Just Called to Say I Love You • I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face • In a Sentimental Mood • Just the Way You Are • Misty • Moon River • My Favorite Things • Unchained Melody • The Way We Were • What a Wonderful World • When I Fall in Love • Yesterday • You Are So Beautiful.

00699613 Solo Guitar $8.95

FINGERPICKING WEDDING
15 SONGS
ARRANGED FOR SOLO
GUITAR IN STANDARD
NOTATION AND TAB
This intermediate-level songbook features 15 tunes for the big day, in solos that combine melody and harmony in one excellent fingerpicking arrangement. Includes: Beautiful in My Eyes • Destiny • Don’t Know Much • Endless Love • Grow Old with Me • I Will Be Here • In My Life • Longer • The Lord’s Prayer • Love Me Tender • Love Remains • This Is the Day • We’ve Only Just Begun • Wedding Processional • You and I, plus an easy introduction to basic fingerstyle guitar.

00699637 Solo Guitar $8.95

FINGERPICKING YULETIDE
16 SONGS
ARRANGED FOR SOLO
GUITAR
16 holiday favorites: Blue Christmas • The Christmas Song (Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire) • Do You Hear What I Hear • Frosty the Snowman • Happy Holiday • Happy Xmas (War is Over) • Here Comes Santa Claus • A Holly Jolly Christmas • I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus • I’ll Be Home for Christmas • Jingle-Bell Rock • Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! • Merry Christmas, Darling • Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer • Silver Bells • This Christmas.

00699654 Solo Guitar $8.95

FINGERSTYLE SONGBOOKS
FINGERSTYLE MIXED FOLIOS
Please see the Mixed Folios section of this catalog for complete descriptions.

00740007 12 Wedding Songs $12.95
02500018 The Acoustic Guitar Sampler $10.95
00699251 Acoustic Rock $12.95
00699737 All-Time Standards NEW...$7.95
00698981 American Folksongs for Fingerstyle Guitar $12.95
00123485 Authentic Brazilian Bossa Nova Guitar Arrangements $5.95
00699132 Best Latin Songs for Fingerstyle Guitar $12.95
00000100 Celtic Harp Music of Carolan and Others for Solo Guitar $14.95
00699510 Children’s Songs for Fingerstyle Guitar $10.95
02500670 Chord/Melody Solos for Intermediate Jazz Guitar $12.95
00698992 Classic Blues for Voice and Fingerstyle Guitar $12.95
00697059 Classic Rock for Fingerstyle Guitar $10.95
02500690 Classical Themes for Solo Guitar $9.95
00699137 Contemporary Christian Favorites $10.95
00699309 Contemporary Christian Wedding Songs $10.95
00699031 Country Ballads for Fingerstyle Guitar $14.95
00697046 Country Classics $14.95
00690009 Disney Fingerstyle Guitar $12.95
00698983 Disney Movie Hits for Guitar $12.95
00699275 Favorite Hymns for Solo Guitar $10.95
00698989 Fingerstyle Blues Guitar $14.95
00692212 Fingerstyle Guitar Masterpieces $16.95
00699612 Fingerstyle Guitar Standards Book/CD Pack NEW $7.95
02500692 Folk Festival $12.95
00698991 Gospel Favorites $12.95
00699129 Great Songs for Fingerstyle Guitar $12.95
00698989 Great Television Themes...$6.95
00698996 International Favorites $12.95
00699028 Jazz Ballads for Fingerstyle Guitar $12.95

FINGERSTYLE ARTIST COLLECTIONS
OTHER FINGERSTYLE SONGBOOKS
FINGERSTYLE MIXED FOLIOS
Please see the Personality section of this catalog for complete descriptions.

00699049 Fingerpicking Beatles $17.95
00699072 The Guitar Book of Pierre Bensusan $29.95
00699138 The Best of Elvis Presley $10.95
00699185 Wedding Classics $10.95
00699264 Miles Davis for Solo Guitar $19.95
00690822 Best of Alex De Grassi NEW $19.95
02500698 John Denver Greatest Hits for Fingerstyle Guitar $14.95
00698986 Antonio Carlos Jobim for Guitar $17.95
00699139 Antonio Carlos Jobim for Guitar Tab $17.95
00699141 Elton John – The Fingerstyle Collection $14.95
00699190 Carol King – Tapestry $12.95
00699215 Leo Kottke – Eight Songs $14.95
02500129 Adrian Legg – Pickin’ and Squintin’ $19.95
00699113 Elvis Presley for Fingerstyle Guitar $10.95
02500169 The Best of Steely Dan for Solo Guitar $12.95
00694882 The Best of James Taylor $16.95
00699334 Yanni Guitar Collection $12.95

00699029 Jazz Standards for Fingerstyle Guitar $10.95
00699509 Kids’ Favorites $9.95
00699216 Love Songs $11.95
00000293 The Patriotic Guitarist $19.95
50333690 Rags for Guitar $7.95
00699611 Ragtime Guitar $19.95
00699214 Roots & Blues Fingerstyle Guitar $19.95
00699036 Songs of Western Frontiers for Fingerstyle Guitar $12.95
02500178 To Have and to Hold $9.95
00699543 The Very Best of Fingerstyle Guitar $17.95
00699185 Wedding Classics $10.95
00694888 Windham Hill Guitar Sampler $18.95
00699507 George Winston for Solo Guitar $12.95

NEW
JAZZ GUITAR

INSTRUCTION

JAZZ GUITAR
The Complete Guide
by Jeff Schroedl
The Hal Leonard Jazz Guitar Method is your complete guide to learning jazz guitar. This book uses real jazz songs to teach you the basics of accompanying and improvising jazz guitar in the style of Wes Montgomery, Joe Pass, Tal Farlow, Charlie Christian, Jim Hall, and many others. Topics include seventh chords, extended chords, altered chords, comping styles, quartal voicings, multipurpose voicings, reading chord charts, common chord progressions, tritone substitution, passing chords, scales, improvising over various chord types, soloing styles, solo jazz guitar, playing the melody, intros and endings, and more! Songs include: Satin Doll • Take the “A” Train • Billie’s Bounce • Impression • Autumn Leaves • Watch What Happens • Tenor Madness • Oleo • Song for My Father • and more.

THE ADVANCING GUITARIST
by Mick Goodrick
Veteran musician and educator Mick Goodrick presents practical information for guitarists who want to improve their playing technique and style and simply become better musicians. Rather than a step-by-step method book, the information is presented in a general essay format, discussing ways that the various techniques covered may be applied by the advancing guitarist to enhance his/her own style of playing. Some of the areas discussed include: Basic fingerboard mechanics; Modes, scales and chords; Contemporary harmony; Harmonics and overtone influences; Being self-critical; Improvising short pieces; Different playing situations.

AMAZING PHRASING – GUITAR
50 Ways to Improve Your Improvisational Skills
by Tom Kolb
This book/CD pack explores all the main components necessary for crafting well-balanced rhythmic and melodic phrases. It also explains how these phrases are put together to form cohesive solos. Many styles are covered – rock, blues, jazz, fusion, country, Latin, funk and more – and all of the concepts are backed up with musical examples. The 50 ideas are divided into five main sections: The Basics – covers fundamental but all too often forgotten techniques, such as slurs and vibrato, that can breathe new life into your phrases; Melodic Concepts – explores various aspects of melodic phrasing, such as motifs, chromaticism and sequences; Harmonic Embellishments – discusses the harmonic potential of harmonic intervals (dyads), chords and chord partials; Rhythmic Concepts – explores various aspects of rhythmic phrasing, such as accents, free-time phrasing and metric modulation, and how it pertains to melodic soloing; Solo Structure – all of the topics discussed in the book come together to help form the big picture. The companion CD contains 89 demos for listening, and most tracks feature full-band backing. Also available for keyboard, tenor saxophone and trumpet.

AN APPROACH TO JAZZ IMPROVISATION
A Step-by-Step Guide for All Musicians
by Dave Pozzi
Musicians Institute Press
This book/CD pack explores the styles of Charlie Parker, Clifford Brown, Sonny Stitt, Miles Davis, and others in a comprehensive guide to jazz improvisation. The CD includes 99 tracks for play-along and demonstration. Topics include: scale choices, chord analysis, phrasing, memorization, transposition of solos, melodies, and harmonic progressions, and much more.

ART OF THE SHUFFLE
by Dave Rubin
This method book explores shuffle, boogie and swing rhythms for guitar. Includes tab and notation, and covers Delta, country, Chicago, Kansas City, Texas, New Orleans, West Coast, and bebop blues. Also includes audio for demonstration of each style and to jam along with.

BASIC JAZZ GUITAR
For Folk and Rock Players
by Artie Traum
Homespun
Expand your knowledge of the fingerboard through chord shapes, substitutions, rhythmic exercises, moving bass lines, riffs and lead lines. 3 songs, including: Cold Front • Life on Earth • Sailor’s Lullaby.

BEBOP LICKS FOR GUITAR
A Dictionary of Melodic Ideas for Improvisation
by Les Wise
Written for the musician who is interested in acquiring a firm foundation for playing jazz, this unique book/CD pack examines the phrases of the masters! Over 800 licks are provided in the styles of Tal Farlow, Pat Martino, Wes Montgomery, Joe Pass, Johnny Smith, and other jazz guitar greats! The book includes standard notation and tablature, and the CD contains note-for-note demonstrations of every lick.

Please see the Personality and Mixed Folios sections of this catalog for jazz guitar songbooks.
JAZZ GUITAR

BEST OF JAZZ GUITAR
by Wolf Marshall
Signature Licks
Please see the Signature Licks section of this catalog for a complete description.

BUILDING A JAZZ CHORD SOLO
A Guitarist’s Guide to the Art of Chord Melody,
Chord Solosing & Comp Ing
by Fred Sokolow
Whether you’re a beginner or an intermediate guitarist, this book/CD pack will help you to understand and learn the art of jazz chord soloing. Four jazz standards are presented, each with four arrangements at varying levels of difficulty. Plenty of information is presented along the way that will teach you how to build your own chord solos as well as understand and play jazz progressions.

CHORDS FOR JAZZ GUITAR
The Complete Guide to Comp ing, Chord Melody, and Chord Soloing
by Charlton Johnson
This book and CD pack will teach you how to play jazz chords all over the fretboard in a variety of styles and progressions. It covers voicings, progressions, jazz chord theory, comping, chord melody, chord soloing, voice leading, and more. The CD includes 99 full-band demo tracks.

CHORD MELODY PHRASES FOR GUITAR
by Ron Eschete
Expanding your chord-melody chops with these outstanding jazz phrases by Ron Eschete! He covers: chord substitutions, chromatic movements, contrary motion, pedal tones, inner-voice movements, reharmonization techniques, and much more. The book includes standard notation and tablature, and the CD features 39 helpful demo tracks.

CRASH COURSE ON JAZZ GUITAR VOICINGS
The Essential Guide for All Guitarists
by Hugh Burns
Artemis Editions
Which chords should I use if I want to play jazz? How does jazz harmony work? How can I sound like a real jazz guitarist? You’ll find the answers to these questions and many more in this detailed introduction to jazz guitar voicings. By learning only a handful of simple shapes, you’ll soon be playing classic jazz sequences and jamming along with the 50+ professional live backing tracks on the accompanying CD. Packed with hints and tips on how to get an authentic jazz sound, this pack includes: simple explanations of basic jazz harmony; jazz chord voicings that sound great; three complete tunes to learn and play along with; and more.

AL DI MEOLA – A GUIDE TO CHORDS, SCALES & ARPEGGIOS
21st Century Publications
A guide to learning the basic tools for becoming a good player and musician. Includes Al’s own lesson plan system, tunes, blues patterns, jazz chord exercises, playing and practicing tips, and a complete guide to chords, scales and arpeggios.

AL DI MEOLA’S PICKING TECHNIQUES
21st Century Publications
An insightful and helpful book written by Di Meola on his own personal technique of guitar playing. Includes exercises and excerpts from his music, which act as a step-by-step guide to help the guitar student play better.

EARLY JAZZ & SWING SONGS FOR GUITAR
Acoustic Guitar Method Songbook
String Letter Publishing
Please see the Acoustic Guitar section for a complete description.

Looking for a specific title? Check the index at the back of this catalog to find its exact page number.
**JAZZ GUITAR**

**GATEWAY TO GUITAR IMPROVISATION**
A Guitarist’s Guide to the Revolutionary “Fourth Note” Principle
by Tony DeCaprio

Learn to improvise freely over any chord progression!
The “Fourth Note” principle is a truly remarkable method for improvising in jazz and other genres, combining ear training, theory and technique to enable students to play with unrestricted creativity. In this book/CD pack, master guitarist Tony DeCaprio shows how to incorporate this technique using “focus notes” to anchor your playing within a chord progression through comprehensive, step-by-step instruction with examples for practical application of every new concept. The accompanying CD includes 99 full-demo tracks.

__00842058 Book/CD Pack ............... $19.95

**THE JAZZ CHORD SHAPES OF CHARLIE CHRISTIAN**
Book/CD Pack
by Joe Weedle
Centerstream Publications

The concepts and fingerings in this book have been developed by analyzing the licks used by Charlie Christian. The author shows how the chord shapes – F, D and A – are formed, then can easily be modified to major, minor, dominant seventh and diminished seventh chord voicings. Analyzing licks frequently used by Charlie Christian, Joe has identified a series of what he calls tetrafragments, i.e., the core element of a lick. Many examples are shown and played on the CD of how this basic concept was used by Charlie Christian to keep his solo lines moving forward.

__00000388 Book/CD Pack ............... $19.95

**GUITAR STUDIES – CHORDS**
The School of Chuck Wayne Second Floor Music

A comprehensive presentation of chords from basic triads to open voiced harmonies using a unique system from one of the guitar’s greatest masters. Presented in three forms: music notation, tablature, and fretboard diagrams. It covers generic and specific voicings and pick and fingers technique.

__00009388 Book/CD Pack ............... $19.95

**GUITAR STUDIES – SCALES**
The School of Chuck Wayne Second Floor Music

Here is the definitive jazz guitar scale method by music legend Chuck Wayne. With a career that includes recordings with Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young, Charlie Parker, Woody Herman, George Shearing, and Tony Bennett, Chuck Wayne’s approach to the guitar and improvisation has paved the way for a generation of guitarists. This book presents an in-depth analysis of his own highly influential developments in technique and jazz theory. Dozens of examples and exercises are featured that Chuck Wayne has found invaluable in his own teaching.

__00000896 ......................... $12.95

**JIM HALL – JAZZ GUITAR ENVIRONMENTS**
Artist Transcriptions

Hall takes you on an entertaining guided tour of his workshop with 10 Hall songs and in-depth explorations of each song and playing technique.

__0069306 ......................... $12.95

**JIM HALL – JAZZ GUITAR EXPLORATION**
Artist Transcriptions

Hall takes you on an entertaining guided tour of his workshop with 10 Hall songs and in-depth explorations of each song and playing technique. Includes complete transcription taken from his instructional Star Licks video, also available from Hal Leonard. Tunes include: All Across the City • Something Special • Something Tells Me • and more. 71-minute accompanying audio includes actual live performances from the video by Jim Hall.

__0069389 Book/CD Pack ............... $19.95

**INTERVALIC DESIGNS FOR JAZZ GUITAR**
by Joe Diorio
REHProLessons

Expand your playing and your imagination with these revolutionary intervallic lines by jazz great Joe Diorio! Topics include: designs of tonality, designs of diatomic harmonies, designs for the diminished scales, designs for dominant and altered dominant chords, designs for the chromatic scales, designs of varied harmonic applications, designs of the perfect fifth interval, designs for freestyle improvisation, and more.

__0069565 Book/CD Pack ............... $16.95

**FRETBOARD ROADMAPS – JAZZ GUITAR**
The Essential Patterns All Great Guitarists Know and Use
by Fred Sokolow

This book/CD pack will get players improvising anywhere on the fretboard, in any key! This book focuses on a variety of jazz styles using moveable patterns, double-note licks, sliding pentatonics, and more by using easy-to-follow diagrams and instructions for beginning, intermediate, and advanced players. The CD includes 54 full-demo tracks of the exercises.

__00695354 Book/CD Pack ............... $14.95

**KEVIN EUBANKS – CREATIVE GUITARIST**
An In-Depth Approach To Music Concepts & Techniques
by Kevin Eubanks & John Amaral

Take an inside look at Kevin Eubanks’ unique technique and fretboard visualization, including: lead sheets for five original compositions; chord forms; chord scales; melodic development; approach techniques; technical studies; harmonic development; and more.
__0069522 Book/CD Pack ............... $19.95

**EXTENDED SCALE PLAYING FOR GUITAR**
Please see the REFERENCE, INSTRUCTION & TECHNIQUES section for a complete description.

__00697237 ..................................... $7.95

**EASY JAZZ RIFFS**
by Jimmy Steuart
Easy Riffs Series
Cherry Lane Music

This book/CD pack presents the coolest jazz riffs and licks in a way that everyone will understand and provides essential information for a solid foundation in jazz. Includes examples in the styles of the most important jazz guitarists, plus extended play along tracks on the CD to help the player develop the soloing and riff building skills learned in the book. The perfect book for beginners who have not yet concentrated on any specific style, or the more advanced player interested in learning jazz style.

__02506333 Book/CD Pack ............... $17.95

---

**GUITAR STUDIES – CHORDS**
The School of Chuck Wayne Second Floor Music

A comprehensive presentation of chords from basic triads to open voiced harmonies using a unique system from one of the guitar’s greatest masters. Presented in three forms: music notation, tablature, and fretboard diagrams. It covers generic and specific voicings and pick and fingers technique.

__00009111 ................................ $12.95

---

**INTERVALIC DESIGNS FOR JAZZ GUITAR**
by Joe Diorio
REHProLessons

Expand your playing and your imagination with these revolutionary intervallic lines by jazz great Joe Diorio! Topics include: designs of tonality, designs of diatomic harmonies, designs for the diminished scales, designs for dominant and altered dominant chords, designs for the chromatic scales, designs of varied harmonic applications, designs of the perfect fifth interval, designs for freestyle improvisation, and more.

__00695565 Book/CD Pack ............... $16.95
INTRODUCTION TO JAZZ GUITAR SOLOING

**Scales, Licks, and Techniques to Get You Started**
by Joe Elliot
Master Class
Musicians Institute Press

Step-by-step instruction on jazz guitar soloing and improvisation. Includes a full audio CD with demos and exercises.

**_00695406 Book/CD Pack..........$19.95**

**JAZZ – PAT MARTINO**

Pat Martino reveals his favorite single-note passages: improvising over ii-V-I and other common progressions; melodic minor, Dorian, chromatic, and other scales; passing tones, tritone substitution, and dominant seventh arpeggios; and more.

**_00070031 Book/CD Pack..............$18.95**

**JAZZ CHORD CONNECTION**

by Dave Eastlee
REH Pro Lessons Series

This terrific book/CD pack by Dave Eastlee will give you the jazz guitar voicings you need to know, plus the theory behind how they are used in common chord progressions. The CD includes 56 demo tracks of the exercises, which cover: common fingerings and voice leading; common jazz chord progressions; tritone substitution, turnarounds, diminished principles and other important jazz comping tips. In standard notation and tab.

**_00695710 Book/CD Pack............$16.95**

**JAZZ FOR THE ROCK GUITARIST**

by Michael Mueller

Take your playing beyond barre chords and the blues box! This book/CD pack is ideal for the rock guitarist who is interested in expanding boundaries and exploring new musical paths. Ten chapters will take you through the essentials of the jazz idiom with plenty of exercises and examples – all of which are demonstrated on the accompanying CD.

**_00695856 Book/CD Pack............$14.95**

**JAZZ GUITAR CREATIVE COMPING, SOLOING, AND IMPROV**

by Larry Coryell
Miller Freeman Books

The anecdotal workbook by top fusion guitarist Larry Coryell will help guitarists improve their ability to play over changes, better understand jazz harmony, and expand their jazz vocabulary. The companion CD demonstrates exactly how this music should sound.

**_00330432 Book/CD Pack............$19.95**

**JAZZ GUITAR CHORD MELODIES**

arranged & performed by Dan Tovey

This book/CD pack includes complete solo performances of 12 terrific standards, including: All the Things You Are • Body and Soul • My Romance • How Insensitive • My One and Only Love • and more. The arrangements are performance level and range in difficulty from intermediate to advanced.

**_00698988 Book/CD Pack............$19.95**

**JAZZ GUITAR CHORD SYSTEM**

by Scott Henderson
Private Lessons
Musicians Institute

The essential guide to jazz chord voicings and substitutions, complete with a color-coded method for over 500 essential voicings. Players will understand chord functions and their harmonic possibilities better than ever before, as well as inversions, extensions, alterations, and substitutions. Players will also be able to increase their harmonic vocabulary for accompaniment, composing and chord-melody playing.

**_00695291 Book/CD Pack............$9.95**

**JAZZ GUITAR IMPROVISATION**

by Sid Jacobs
Musicians Institute Press

Develop your solo skills with this comprehensive method which includes a CD with 99 full demonstration tracks. Topics covered include: common jazz phrases; applying scales and arpeggios; guide tones, non-chordal tones, fourths; and more. Includes standard notation and tablature.

**_00695128 Book/CD Pack............$17.95**

**JAZZ GUITAR SOLOING**

by Bob Patterson
Houston Publishing

A handy how-to guide to the scales, arpeggios, and licks needed in improvising jazz on the guitar, all in an easy-to-follow format!

**_00695031 Book/CD Pack............$14.95**

**JAZZ GUITAR SOLOS**

A STUDY OF GREAT HORN SOLOS ARRANGED FOR GUITAR

by George Ports and Frank Sibley
Centerstream Publications

Jazz horn players are some of the best improvisers ever.

Now guitarists can learn their tricks! This book features 12 solos (progressing in difficulty) from jazz saxophonists and trumpeters transcribed in easy-to-read guitar tab. The CD features each solo played twice, at slow and regular tempo.

**_00000188 Book/CD Pack...............$19.95**

**JAZZ HARMONY ON THE GUITAR**

A LINEAR/STRUCTURAL APPROACH

by Stan Smith
Houston Publishing

This approach to studying jazz harmony provides an appropriate sound in a jazz setting early in guitarists’ development and gives them a foundation in both linear and structural harmonic concepts, preparing them for more advanced theoretical concepts. Other applications for this book/CD pack include voicings for percussionists developing four mallet technique on vibes, and material for band directors who want to use the guitar to its fullest potential, and for arrangers writing for the guitar.

**_006030450 Book/CD Pack...........$17.95**
Jazz Improvisation for Guitar
A Melodic Approach
by Garrison Fewell
Berklee Press
Melodies based on triads and melodic extensions sound more natural and musical than ones developed exclusively from scales. Triads—the fundamental building blocks of harmony—are a simple and effective remedy for scale dependency in improvisation. In *Jazz Improvisation for Guitar: A Melodic Approach*, explore the potential of triads and their melodic extensions and learn to connect them using guide tones. You’ll learn to create solo phrases in the style of some of the world’s finest jazz guitarists like Wes Montgomery, George Benson, Pat Metheny, Kenny Burrell, and Pat Martino.

---

Jazz Improvisation for Guitar
by Les Wise
REH • Professors Series
This terrific book/CD by Les Wise will allow you to make the transition from playing disjointed scales and arpeggios to playing melodic jazz solos that maintain continuity and interest for the listener. Topics covered include: tension and resolution; major scale, melodic minor scale, and harmonic minor scale patterns; common licks and substitution techniques; creating altered tension; and more! Features standard notation and tab, and a CD with 35 demo tracks.

---

Jazz Rock Riffs for Guitar
by Yoichi Arakawa
Great Riffs Series
Cherry Lane Music
Learn the coolest bop, fusion and swing riffs, licks, turn-arounds and solos in the style of the jazz world’s greatest guitarists, such as Wes Montgomery, Joe Pass, Pat Metheny, and John Scofield. Included in this book/audio package are performance notes, tablature, and standard notation for all 45 examples.

---

Jazz Improvisation for Guitar
by Garrison Fewell
Berklee Press
Examine the solo concepts of top jazz guitarists in this info-packed book/CD pack. The CD includes full demonstration and rhythm-only tracks to assist with learning the styles of Kenny Burrell, Jim Hall, Barney Kessel, Pat Martino, Wes Montgomery, Joe Pass, Johnny Smith and many others. The book includes phrase-by-phrase performance notes; tips on arpeggio substitution, scale substitution, tension and resolution, jazz-blues, chord soloing and more; and standard notation and tab.

---

Please see the Personality and Mixed Folios sections of this catalog for jazz guitar songbooks.
This book/CD pack will help guitarists understand, hear and be able to use modern outside playing techniques in their own compositions and improvisations. The book covers: four different concepts of playing outside, the major, minor and dominant chord families; and more, all in standard notation and tab. The accompanying CD contains 82 demo tracks, with most played at full tempo, then repeated at half speed.

**THE BEST OF JOE PASS**

**A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF THE JAZZ GUITAR VIRTUOSO**

by Wolf Marshall

Please see the Signature Licks section for a complete description.

**JOE PASS GUITAR METHOD**

A comprehensive, easy-to-understand intermediate approach to jazz guitar playing techniques. Helps develop an individual concept of improvising by learning scales and their basic chord forms and further develops improvisation skills through the use of practice patterns. Utilizes transcriptions along with several original pieces by Joe Pass.

**PLAYING IN A JAZZ/BIG BAND**

by Tom Anderson

Houston Publishing

This book is for giving the beginning jazz guitar player the basics he or she needs to play guitar in a big band setting. All of the song examples are on Volume 54 of the Jamey Aebersold Play-A-Long series. An extremely helpful book for guitarists, educators, and arrangers.

**DJANGO REINHARDT**

**THE ROOTS OF JAZZ GUITAR**

by Fred Sokolow

A complete survey of a musical genre, its pioneers and how it developed, including: Six note-for-note transcriptions of famous tunes pivotal to the genre; extensive instruction in the essential playing styles that are to the genre, using scales, chords, licks, and musical exercises; the history of the development of each playing style; biographies of the pioneering artists; a recording of the songs, exercises, and licks. Songs include: Diunah • East of the Sun (And West of the Moon) • Honeysuckle Rose • I'll Remember April • Rose Room • Yesterdays.

**SOLO JAZZ GUITAR**

by Bill Hart

The complete chord melody method, including 20 songs and step-by-step lessons! This comprehensive volume covers diatonic and minor third substitutions, contrary motion, back cycles, walking bass lines, modal chord scales, chord scales with tension, and standard notation and tablature. Songs include: All the Things You Are • Cherokee • Giant Steps • In a Sentimental Mood • Stella by Starlight and more. “Bill Hart is a dedicated teacher at the Atlanta Institute of Music, and a terrific player. This book is clear, informative, and a ‘must-have’ for every serious guitarist.” – Mike Stern
SWING AND BIG BAND GUITAR

Four-to-the-Bar Comping in the Style of Freddie Green
by Charlton Johnson

This unique package teaches the essentials of swing and big band styles, including:

- chord voicings, inversions, substitutions; time and groove, reading charts, chord reduction, and expansion; sample songs, patterns, progressions, and exercises; chord reference library; and a CD with over 50 full-demo examples. Uses chord grids—no tablature.

______00695147 Book/CD Pack .................$16.95

SWING GUITAR

by Fred Sokolow

Learn to play swing rhythm and lead guitar in the style of the masters! With this book/CD pack you get: transcriptions of original hit recordings; Performance notes to help you understand the solos; Instruction in comping patterns and chord embellishment; A history of swing guitar; and 16 great swing tunes from the classics to the revival hits. Includes: Go Daddy-O • I Ain’t Got Nobody (And Nobody Cares for Me) • In the Mood • It Don’t Mean a Thing (If It Ain’t Got That Swing) • Rhythm Changes. That Swing) • Rhythm Changes. Fashioned Love • Honey Suckle Rose • 12-Bar Blues • Rhythm Changes. It’s now easier than ever to practice their improvisation skills with Mike Dowling. Swing players can now practice their improvisation skills on ten hot tunes as Mike plays back-up on his powerful rhythm guitar. He provides both slowed-down and up-to-speed versions, helping players develop melodic sense, improvisational skills and knowledge of the fingerboard. Includes: The Sheik of Araby • Dark Eyes • Honeysuckle Rose • Raggin’ It • Jumpin’ the Blues • St. Louis Blues • It Don’t Mean a Thing (If It Ain’t Got That Swing) • Rhythm Changes • Sweet Georgia Brown • and Cool Blues.

______00641512 CD/Book Pack .................$19.95

SWING GUITAR ESSENTIALS

String Letter Publishing

This comprehensive book/CD pack introduces guitarists to swing’s essential styles and pioneering players—from Eddie Lang to Count Basie’s rhythm master Freddie Green and covers topics such as jazz chord basics, movable chord forms, swing soloing, and more. Instructors include Dix Bruce, Hal Glatzer, David Hamburger, John Jorgenson, John Lehmann-Haupt, Tony Marcus, Scott Nygaard and Michael Simmons.

______00699193 Book/CD Pack .................$19.95

25 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR IMPROVISING FOR GUITAR

by Jay Marks

Centerstream Publications

Keep your music sounding fresh with these ideas for ways to expand and improve your guitar playing. Learn how to: improve with chords • use chord synonyms • work with modes, licks, and arpeggios • use dynamics and tone • improve melodic lines • use the entire fingerboard • improve your solos’ contour • and many more technical and creative ideas.

______00000344 Book/CD Pack .................$19.95

SWING GUITAR

A Guide to Chords, Rhythm and Repertoire
by Marcy Marxer

Homespun

It’s now easier than ever to learn the chord positions, progressions, substitutions and rhythms for playing western swing, jazz classics and back-ups for Texas-style fiddle tunes. Marcy Marxer’s course starts at a fairly basic level, but after working through these lessons even a novice will be able to play popular favorites such as: Hey Good Looking • Deep Water • Miss Molly • Roly Poly • Old Fashioned Love • Honey Suckle Rose • 12-Bar Blues • Rhythm Changes.

______00641423 Three CDs/Book .............$34.95

THE WOODSHEDDING SOURCE BOOK – THE ULTIMATE PRACTICE MANUAL

by Emile De Cosmo

This book presents a proven approach to practicing and is, in essence, woodshedding in book form. Rehearsing with this method daily will improve your technique, reading ability, rhythmic and harmonic vocabulary, eye/finger coordination, endurance, range, theoretical knowledge, and listening skills—all of which lead to superior improvisational skills. The CD provides full rhythm section and harmonic background for all 66 exercises.

______00842000 Book/CD Pack .................$19.95

THE WOODSHEDDING SOURCE BOOK – THE ULTIMATE PRACTICE MANUAL

by Emile De Cosmo

This book presents a proven approach to practicing and is, in essence, woodshedding in book form. Rehearsing with this method daily will improve your technique, reading ability, rhythmic and harmonic vocabulary, eye/finger coordination, endurance, range, theoretical knowledge, and listening skills—all of which lead to superior improvisational skills. The CD provides full rhythm section and harmonic background for all 66 exercises.

______00842000 Book/CD Pack .................$19.95

SWING LEADING FOR GUITAR

Moving Through the Changes
by John Thomas

Berklee Press

Just knowing how to play a chord is never enough to make good music. Voice leading—moving individual chord voices smoothly from one chord to the next—is an essential skill for jazz guitarist. This book/CD pack by Berklee associate professor of guitar John Thomas shows you how to voice lead both chord tones and tensions, and will help you add a new level of sophistication to your music. This book is designed for intermediate to advanced guitar players. The accompanying CD features jazz tunes, blues and rhythm changes that you can play along with.

______50449498 Book/CD Pack .................$24.95
JAZZ GUITAR SONGBOOKS

ALL-TIME STANDARDS
16 Songs for Solo Guitar in "Travis Picking" Style
by David Hamburger
Travis Picking, named after Merle Travis, is a style of fingerpicking that involves playing a steady bass pattern with the thumb while the remaining fingers play the melody. It is a great accompaniment style for folk and ragtime music amongst other styles. This folio presents 16 guitar standards in this style, including: Come Rain or Come Shine • I Remember You • Is You Is, or Is You Ain’t (Ma’ Baby) • It’s Only a Paper Moon • Mood Indigo • The Nearness of You • Pennies from Heaven • Sometimes I’m Happy • That Old Feeling • What a Diff’rence a Day Made • and more.

00699737 Solo Guitar ......................$7.95

BEST JAZZ STANDARDS EVER
Includes 106 classics: Ain’t Misbehavin’ • Cheek to Cheek • Dancing on the Ceiling • Easy Living • How Insensitive • Misty • Mood Indigo • My Romance • A Night in Tunisia • Old Devil Moon • Sophisticated Lady

stormy Weather • Summer Samba • Where or When • more.

00702070 Easy Guitar ......................$14.95

CHORD MELODY STANDARDS FOR GUITAR
15 great songs, including: Autumn in New York • Check to Cheek • Easy Living • Georgia on My Mind • The Girl from Ipanema • Have You Met Miss Jones? • Isn’t It Romantic? • Stella by Starlight • The Way You Look Tonight • When I Fall in Love • When Sunny Gets Blue • more.

00699128 Guitar Arrangements ........$10.95

MILES DAVIS FOR SOLO GUITAR
Book/CD Pack
15 jazzy solo guitar arrangements of Davis classics, including: All Blues • All of You • Blue in Green • Bye Bye Blackbird • Four • Freddie Freeloader • I Could Write A Book • Milestones • Nardis • Nefertiti • Seven Steps to Heaven • So What • Solar • There Is No Greater Love • When I Fall in Love. The CD includes full demos of each piece by Jamie Findlay.

00699264 Guitar Arrangements ......$21.95

ALL-TIME STANDARDS FOR GUITAR
15 classics arranged in chord melody format, including: All the Way • Autumn in New York • Blue Skies • Cheek to Cheek • Don’t Get Around Much Anymore • How Deep Is the Ocean (How High Is the Sky) • I’ll Be Seeing You • Isn’t It Romantic? • It Could Happen to You • The Lady Is a Tramp • Moon River • Speak Low • Take the “A” Train • Willow Weep for Me • Witchcraft • and more.

00699756 Solo Guitar .................$12.95

JAZZ BALLADS
by Jeff Arnold
27 rich arrangements of jazz classics: Blue in Green • Bluesette • Doxy • Epistrophe • Footprints • Giant Steps • Lush Life • A Night in Tunisia • Nuages • St. Thomas • Waltz for Debby • Yardbird Suite • and more.

00699758 Solo Guitar .................$12.95

FAVORITE STANDARDS
by Jeff Arnold
27 classics arranged in chord melody format, including: All the Way • Autumn in New York • Blue Skies • Cheek to Cheek • Don’t Get Around Much Anymore • How Deep Is the Ocean (How High Is the Sky) • I’ll Be Seeing You • Isn’t It Romantic? • It Could Happen to You • The Lady Is a Tramp • Moon River • Speak Low • Take the “A” Train • Willow Weep for Me • Witchcraft • and more.

00699757 Solo Guitar .................$12.95

JAZZ CLASSICS
by Jeff Arnold
27 rich arrangements of jazz classics: Blue in Green • Bluesette • Doxy • Epistrophe • Footprints • Giant Steps • Lush Life • A Night in Tunisia • Nuages • St. Thomas • Waltz for Debby • Yardbird Suite • and more.

00699755 Solo Guitar .................$12.95

JAZZ GUITAR CHORD MELODY SOLOS

SOLOS FOR JAZZ GUITAR
arr. Paul Pappas
Cherry Lane Music
15 tunes that have been tastefully arranged with swingin’ fills, substitutions, and inside chords, resulting in stylish, impressive guitar solos in the style made famous by Joe Pass and Johnny Smith. Includes: Be Careful, It’s My Heart • But Beautiful • Come Fly With Me • Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) • Here’s That Rainy Day • I’ve Got the World on a String • Misty • Take the “A” Train • This Masquerade • and more.

02500670 Guitar Solo .................$12.95

GUITAR STANDARDS

Classic Jazz Masters
16 classic jazz guitar performances transcribed note for note with tablature: All of You (Kenny Burrell) • All the Things You Are (Hank Garland) • Easter Parade (Herb Ellis) • How Insensitive (Insensatez) (Pat Martino) • I Remember You (Tal Farlow) • I’ll Remember April (Grant Green) • Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?) (Django Reinhardt) • Misty (Barney Kessel) • Moonlight in Vermont (Johnny Smith) • Satin Doll (Joe Pass) • Seven Come Eleven (Charlie Christian) • Softly as in a Morning Sunrise (Jim Hall) • Song for My Father (George Benson) • Tangerine (Jimmy Raney) • The Way You Look Tonight (Wes Montgomery) • When Sunny Gets Blue (George Barnes). Includes a discography and a foreword from the editors.

00699143 Guitar Transcriptions ......$14.95
JAZZ GUITAR BALLADS FOR FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
21 standards, including: Cry Me a River • Easy to Love • In a Sentimental Mood • Isn’t It Romantic? • Mood Indigo • My Funny Valentine • My Romance • Some Enchanted Evening • Stella by Starlight • The Way You Look Tonight • When I Fall in Love • and more.
______00699028 Fingerstyle Guitar ............$12.95

JAZZ GUITAR BIBLE
The one book that has all of the jazz guitar classics transcribed note-for-note, with standard notation and tablature. Includes over 30 songs: Body and Soul • Girl Talk • I’ll Remember April • In a Sentimental Mood • My Funny Valentine • Nuages • Satin Doll • So What • Star Dust • Take Five • Tangerine • Yardbird Suite • and more.
______00690466 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

JAZZ GUITAR SONGS
Hal Leonard Guitar Method
10 jazz classics arranged for guitar students, including: Bluesette • The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) • Honeysuckle Rose • Satin Doll • Speak Low • and more.
______00697386 Book/CD Pack .................$14.95

THE JAZZ STANDARDS BOOK
106 fantastic standards in easy guitar format (without tablature). Songs include: Ain’t Misbehavin’ • Always • Autumn in New York • Bewitched • Blue Skies • Body and Soul • Come Rain or Come Shine • Fly Me to the Moon • Georgia on My Mind • God Bless’ the Child • How High the Moon • I Didn’t Know What Time It Was • I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face • In a Sentimental Mood • It Don’t Mean a Thing (If It Ain’t Got That Swing) • The Lady is a Tramp • Misty • My Funny Valentine • My Romance • Satin Doll • Slightly Out of Tune (Desafinado) • Stella by Starlight • Take the “A” Train • Tangerine • The Very Thought of You • and more.
______00702164 Easy Guitar ......................$15.95

JAZZ STANDARDS FOR FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
20 songs, including: All the Things You Are • Autumn Leaves • Bluesette • Body and Soul • Fly Me to the Moon • The Girl from Ipanema • How Insensitive • I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face • My Funny Valentine • Satin Doll • Stompin’ at the Savoy • and more.
______00699029 Fingerstyle Guitar ............$10.95

JAZZ TREASURES FOR SOLO GUITAR
by Robert B. Yelin
35 chord melody arrangements in standard notation and tab. Includes: Bluesette • For Heaven’s Sake • The Girl from Ipanema • I’m Beginning to See the Light • One Note Samba • Smoke Gets in Your Eyes • Watch What Happens • and more.
______00699673 Solo Guitar ......................$17.95

PARLOR GUITAR
Ten Songs Arranged for Solo Guitar in Standard Notation & Tablature
by Joel Mabus
Book/CD Pack
Arrangements of 10 classic standards complete with demos on CD. Songs include: Alexander's Ragtime Band • The Glow Worm • Paper Doll • Swanee • Tiger Rag (Hold That Tiger) • and more.
______00699796 Solo Guitar ......................$14.95

RAGTIME GUITAR
14 Songs Arranged for Solo Guitar
arr. Allan Jaffe
Book/CD Pack
14 of Jaffe's fingerstyle arrangements of ragtime favorites and originals in standard notation and tablature with accompanying CD: Al's Slow Rag • American Beauty • Barber Pole Rag • Delta Rag • Dell Pickles • The Entertainer • Frog Legs Rag • Grace and Beauty • Heliotrope Bouquet • Joplin Rag • Maple Leaf Rag • Ragtime Nightingale • Sunburst Rag • Top Liner Rag.
______00699611 Solo Guitar ......................$19.95
JAZZ GUITAR GREATS

JAZZ GUITAR GREATS SERIES
Artist Transcriptions
Play-Along Series
Each book/CD pack includes note-for-note legendary jazz performances transcribed and performed by Jack Grassel. The CD includes two versions of each song at different tempos with the rhythm section on a different channel.

JAZZ GUITAR CLASSICS
Includes: Satin Doll/Kenny Burrell • Tangerine/Jimmy Raney • Honeysuckle Rose/Django Reinhardt • Billie’s Bounce/George Benson • Stella by Starlight/Tal Farlow • Easy Living/Johnny Smith.

____00698998 Book/CD Pack..............................................$19.95

JAZZ GUITAR FAVORITES
All the Things You Are/Hank Garland • I Hear a Rhapsody/Howard Roberts • Oleo/Pat Martino • Speak Low/Barney Kessel • When Sunny Gets Blue/George Barnes • Yesterdays/Wes Montgomery.

____00698999 Book/CD Pack..............................................$19.95

JAZZ GUITAR STANDARDS
Includes: Falling in Love with Love/Grant Green • I’ve Got You Under My Skin/Jim Hall • A Night in Tunisia/Billy Bauer • Stompin’ at the Savoy/Charlie Christian • Yardbird Suite/Joe Pass • You Brought a New Kind of Love to Me/Chuck Wayne.

____00672356 Book/CD Pack..............................................$19.95

JAZZ CLASSICS FOR SOLO GUITAR
by Robert B. Yelin
35 all-time jazz favorites: All of You • April in Paris • Cheek to Cheek • Cry Me a River • Day by Day • God Bless’ the Child • Imagination • Lover • Moonlight in Vermont • My Foolish Heart • My Romance • Nuages • Samba de Orfeu • Satin Doll • Sophisticated Lady • Stardust • Tenderly • Wave • What’s New? • When I Fall in Love • Willow Weep for Me • and more!

____00699279 Solo Guitar............................................................................................................$17.95

JAZZ FAVORITES FOR SOLO GUITAR
by Robert B. Yelin
This fantastic jazz guitar collection includes Robert Yelin’s lush chord melody arrangements in standard notation and tab for 35 favorites: Angel Eyes • Autumn in New York • Body and Soul • Call Me Irresponsible • Fly Me to the Moon • Honeysuckle Rose • I Could Write a Book • I’ll Remember April • The Lady Is a Tramp • Lush Life • Midnight Sun • Mood Indigo • My One and Only Love • My Shining Hour • Nature Boy • Polka Dots and Moonbeams • Solitude • Speak Low • Take the “A” Train • There Is No Greater Love • Where or When • Witchcraft • and more.

____00699278 Solo Guitar............................................................................................................$17.95

JAZZ GEMS FOR SOLO GUITAR
35 chord melody arrangements in standard notation and tablature, for such beloved standards as: Ain’t Misbehavin’ • Autumn Leaves • Bewitched • Cherokee (Indian Love Song) • Darn That Dream • Girl Talk • Have You Met Miss Jones? • I’ve Got You Under My Skin • Lullaby of Birdland • Misty • My Funny Valentine • A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square • Slightly Out of Tune (Desafinado) • Stella by Starlight • Tangerine • The Very Thought of You • and more.

____00699617 Solo Guitar ............................................................................................................$17.95

JAZZ STANDARDS FOR SOLO GUITAR
by Robert B. Yelin
35 lush chord melody arrangements in standard notation and tablature, for such beloved standards as: Ain’t Misbehavin’ • Autumn Leaves • Bewitched • Cherokee (Indian Love Song) • Darn That Dream • Girl Talk • Have You Met Miss Jones? • I’ve Got You Under My Skin • Lullaby of Birdland • Misty • My Funny Valentine • A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square • Slightly Out of Tune (Desafinado) • Stella by Starlight • Tangerine • The Very Thought of You • and more.

____00699617 Solo Guitar ............................................................................................................$17.95

JAZZ TREASURES FOR SOLO GUITAR
by Robert B. Yelin
35 chord melody arrangements in standard notation and tab. Includes: Bluesette • For Heaven’s Sake • The Girl from Ipanema • I’m Beginning to See the Light • One Note Samba • Smoke Gets in Your Eyes • Watch What Happens • and more.

____00699673 Solo Guitar ............................................................................................................$17.95
FLAMENCO GUITAR

HAL LEONARD FLAMENCO GUITAR METHOD
A COMPLETE GUIDE WITH STEP-BY-STEP LESSONS AND MORE THAN 50 MUSIC EXAMPLES
by Hugh Burns
Learn the techniques, skills, and theory behind flamenco guitar. Includes lots of exercises, and authentic-sounding pieces. Comes with a full audio CD of examples and demos.

FLAMENCO GUITAR METHOD
by Gerhard Graf-Martinez
Gerhard Graf-Martinez is a passionate flamenco guitarist and teacher. The wealth of his knowledge is captured in this two-volume work, which also reflects valuable experience gained from his activities as a tutor at national and international seminars and workshops. The CD included with Volume 1 contains all the pieces and musical examples for Volumes 1 and 2. Besides being a pure pleasure to listen to – “Flamenco puro” – it also conveys the authentic sound and the pulsating “compás” of this music. This is the only way to learn to play the music properly yourself. The DVD will take you to the passionate world of Flamenco, and you will quickly immerse yourself in this Spanish musical phenomenon. Please note that this item (49033066) contains only the book 2 and DVD 2. Audio tracks for book two are available only on the CD included for book 1.

VOLUME 1

- 49033064 Book/CD/DVD Pack ........... $49.95
- 49008401 Book/CD ....................... $26.95
- 49041805 DVD (PAL) ................... $57.95

VOLUME 2

- 49033066 Book/DVD Pack .............. $49.95
- 49008402 Book/CD ....................... $22.95
- 49041806 DVD (PAL) ................... $57.95

GIPSY GUITAR

RUMBAS FLAMENCAS ... RUMBA STYLES OF THE FLAMENCO GUITAR
Schott
Flamenco is once again incredibly popular and modern Flamenco groups like the Gipsy Kings are topping the charts with international hits like “Rumba flamenca.” In Gipsy Guitar the author shows guitarists how to enter the world of the rumba flamenca, and demonstrates the techniques necessary for solo playing and accompaniment. The publication contains printed music (staves and tablature) and two excellent companion CDs. German/English text.

- 49007978 Book/CD Pack .............. $29.95
- 49013139 CD-ROM ..................... $34.95

FUNK GUITAR

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
by Ross Bolton
Get that funk groove with your guitar! This book/CD pack covers: movable 7th, 9th, 13th and sus4 chords; 16th-note scratching; straight vs. swing; slides; single-note “skank” and palm muting; songs and progressions; and more.

- 00695419 Book/CD Pack .............. $14.95

FUNK ROCK

Troy Stetina's Guitar Lessons Series
This series teaches the songs of guitar's most influential artists, with a keen eye toward the hidden principles at work within them. Each song is broken down into a number of in-depth lessons. Songs include: Cult of Personality (Living Colour) • Bombtrack (Rage Against the Machine) • Suck My Kiss (Red Hot Chili Peppers).

- 00695078 Book/CD Pack .............. $14.95

LEARN FUNK GUITAR WITH TOWER OF POWER’S JEFF TAMELIER

Cherry Lane Music
Sit in with members of Tower of Power, playing four fan favorites and four new grooves created especially for this book! Features a CD of full-band tracks both with and without guitar parts, an interview with Jeff, his funk performance techniques with musical examples, and his geographic breakdown of funk guitar styles. Songs: Credit • Don’t Knock It • F-Funk • Free Fallin’ Funk • Hip-E-Jam • There’s Only So What Is Hip? • and more.

- 02500477 Book/CD Pack .............. $14.95
- 02500561 Play-It-Like-It-Is Guitar .... $19.95

PLAYING FUNKY RHYTHM GUITAR

by Chris Hunt
Cherry Lane Music
Learn how to play funk and R&B rhythm guitar with easy-to-follow instructions on the hottest grooves. CD features recorded demonstrations of every example, plus 8 jam along tracks! Topics covered include: backbeat • single-line parts • quarter note, eighth note, and 16th note feels • reggae grooves • shuffle and triplet feels • common chords and progressions • and more!

- 02500477 Book/CD Pack .............. $14.95

HAWAIIAN SLACK KEY GUITAR

KEOLA BEAMER TEACHES HAWAIIAN SLACK KEY GUITAR

Homespun Listen & Learn Series
A contemporary master of slack key guitar provides detailed instruction and a rich repertoire for players interested in this evocative style. Keola teaches the special tunings used in slack key playing along with the lush fingerpicking style that will add new sounds and flavors to your entire repertoire, plus both traditional and original songs.

- 00695338 Book/CD Pack .............. $19.95
### Latin Guitar

**The Essential Guide to Brazilian and Afro-Cuban Rhythms**

*by Bruce Buckingham*

- **Master Class**
- **Musicians Institute**

Pro musician and G.I.T. instructor Bruce Buckingham gathers 35 of his finest and arranges them for violin and guitar duets. Titles include: Adios nonino • Buenos Aires Hora Cero • Decarisimo • Extasis • Fievre (Fiebre de Tango) • Greenwich • La fin del mundo • Made in USA • Misteriosa Vida • Nuevo Mundo • Recuerdo New York • Tango choc (Doudou) • Yo canto un tango • and more.

00095379 Book/CD Pack $16.95

### Mariachi

**Method for Guitar**

*Beginner Level*

*Book/2-CD Pack*

*by Michael Archuleta*

Mixta Music Publishing

The Mariachi Method for Guitar transforms the traditional verbal teaching of this time-honored genre into a written text. This book is especially designed to teach the beginning player the fundamentals of Mariachi guitar. It contains lessons that introduce the primary chords, followed by easy exercises, new rhythm patterns and great songs to put your new Mariachi knowledge to use. The accompanying CDs provide a teaching soundtrack to guide you through the exercises, rhythms and songs.

00695177 English Edition $24.95

00695178 Spanish Edition $24.95

### Reggae

**How to Play Reggae Guitar**

Learn to play authentic reggae guitar. Here’s a complete guide to this unique style of music, including an explanation of the rhythms used, construction of guitar parts, exercises, examples, amplifier settings, and much more. The recording contains all the examples in the book, so you can learn to play correctly from the very beginning.

00696519 Book/CD Pack $16.95

### Rhythm & Blues

**Birth of the Groove**

*R&B, Soul, and Funk Guitar: 1945-1965*

*Inside the Blues*

*by Dave Rubin*

Blues and swing jazz helped to produce a new musical form called rhythm and blues, which in turn set in motion the development of soul and funk, not to mention rock ‘n’ roll. What united these genres was an emphasis on the beat, or the groove, over the melody that would culminate in the syncopated monochord workouts of funk. Along the way, some of the greatest electric guitarists of the postwar years explored the boundaries of the new instrument with a rich array of hot licks. This book/CD pack explores everything from the swinging boogie of Tiny Grimes, to the sweaty primal funk of Jimmy Nolen, to the styles of Mickey Baker, Billy Butler, Steve Cropper, Cornell Dupree, Jerry Jemmott, Curtis Mayfield, Ike Turner and everyone in between. Includes in-depth lessons, historical analysis, rare photos, and a CD with 33 full-band tracks.

00695036 Book/CD Pack $18.95

### Rhythm & Blues Guitar

**Essential Information for All Reggae Musicians**

*by Ray Hitchins*

Whether you are an instrumentalist, producer, songwriter, or arranger, The Reggae Riddim will give you a better understanding of how reggae rhythms are created and performed. This book/CD pack covers: ten popular reggae pieces (riddims), the history of reggae, how to create a riddim, reggae musical terms, and much more!

00695094 Book/CD Pack $14.95

### Tango Guitar

**Astor Piazzolla for Violin & Guitar**

*Astor Piazzolla (1921-1992) was the foremost composer and ambassador of tango music, who carried the signature sound of Argentina to clubs and concert halls around the world. This folio gathers 35 of his finest and arranges them for violin and guitar duets. Titles include: Adios nonino • Buenos Aires Hora Cero • Decarisimo • Extasis • Fievre (Fiebre de Tango) • Greenwich • La fin del mundo • Made in USA • Misteriosa Vida • Nuevo Mundo • Recuerdo New York • Tango choc (Doudou) • Yo canto un tango • and more.*

00695888 Violin & Guitar $14.95

### Tanguo Guitar

**by Brian Chambouleyron**

*Centrestream Publications*

At the beginning of the 20th Century, the tango was born in Buenos Aires, and it was a style that spread dramatically all over the world. Tango is a dance, a rhythm and a characteristic musical color. The 13 solos in this book were written especially for guitar by award-winning composers Jorge Polanuer and Brian Chambouleyron, and each tune is performed on the CD by Brian, one of the most popular guitarists in Buenos Aires. The solos are presented in different degrees of complexity – tune up with the tuning notes on the CD and play along with the tangos, milangos, waltzes and even a guitar duet. The songs are also repeated on the CD without the lead for you to play the solo part.

00000579 Book/CD Pack $19.95

### The Reggae Riddim

**Essential Information for All Reggae Musicians**

*by Ray Hitchins*

Whether you are an instrumentalist, producer, songwriter, or arranger, The Reggae Riddim will give you a better understanding of how reggae rhythms are created and performed. This book/CD pack covers: ten popular reggae pieces (riddims), the history of reggae, how to create a riddim, reggae musical terms, and much more!

00695094 Book/CD Pack $14.95
OTHER STYLISTIC GUITAR

SKA GUITAR  
by Dale Turner  
The complete guide to playing in the styles of the Skatalites, Specials, Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Sublime, and more! This in-depth book/CD pack studies the evolution of ska and its various styles, including Jamaican, English, Southern California and Ska-Core. It covers soloing and strumming techniques and everything else a guitarist needs to start playing like the pros. The CD includes 60 full-band tracks.  
________00695297 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95

SURF GUITAR  
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF DICK DALE, THE BEACH BOYS, AND MORE  
Guitar Signature Licks  
by Dave Rubin  
Learn the guitar riffs and licks of 10 tubular surfin’ hits! Songs include: Let’s Go Trippin’ • Mr. Moto • Out of Limits • Penetration • Pipeline • Shake ‘n’ Stomp • Surf City • Surfin’ Safari • Surfin’ USA • The Wedge.  
________00695822 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95

WORLD GUITAR  
GUITARIST’S GUIDE TO THE TRADITIONAL STYLES OF CULTURES AROUND THE WORLD  
by Greg P. Herriges  
This book/CD pack provides lessons on existing guitar traditions, plus new guitar arrangements of non-guitar music from Asia and the Middle East. Learn guitar techniques and tunes from the traditions of Afro-pop and African acoustic styles, Middle Eastern oud and saz, Indian veena and sitar, Chinese pipa, Japanese koto, Spanish guitar, Celtic folk, Andean folk, Brazilian jazz, Mexican Mariachi, and Hawaiian slack-key guitar. The CD includes demos of all the exercises, including slowed-down versions for practice.  
________00695824 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95
Crank up your amp and go for it! Play lead guitar “live” with our pro-session band on 10 tracks in the style of Stevie Ray Vaughan, Eric Clapton, Robben Ford, Jimi Hendrix, B.B. King, and more!• 90 licks you can immediately plug in and play• Tips on solo construction, phrasing, scales, string bending, and vibrato• CD includes over 60 minutes with full band backing tracks

TOTAL BLUES FOR GUITAR JAM SESSION
________00695151 Book/CD Pack................ $17.95

ULTIMATE BLUES JAM SESSION FOR GUITAR
________00695152 Book/CD Pack................ $18.95

ACOUSTIC ROCK JAM SESSION
9 complete songs, including: Fire and Rain (James Taylor) • Tears in Heaven (Eric Clapton) • and more.
________00695112 Book/CD Pack................ $17.95

CLASSIC BLUES JAM SESSION
9 complete songs: Riviera Paradise (Stevie Ray Vaughan) • Rock Me Baby (B.B. King) • Still Got the Blues (Gary Moore) • Hideaway (Eric Clapton) • and more.
________00695111 Book/CD Pack................ $17.95

JAM WITH DIRE STRAITS
Now guitarists can jam along with eight great Dire Straits favorites using this book/2-CD pack featuring note-for-note transcriptions, one CD with backing tracks minus lead guitar & vocals, and another CD of backing tracks with all guitar parts added. Songs include: Brothers in Arms • Money for Nothing • Sultans of Swing • Tunnel of Love • Walk of Life • and more. A powerful learning tool to help players extend their stockpile of licks & fills!
________00695572 Book/2-CD Pack.............. $27.95

JAM WITH BUDDY HOLLY
This book/CD pack lets guitarists learn 8 great Buddy Holly songs, then jam along with a professional session band! The book features performance notes and exact transcriptions with tab, and the CD features a section of backing tracks minus lead guitar and vocals, and another section with all guitar parts added. Includes: Everyday • Heartbeat • It Doesn’t Matter Any More • Not Fade Away • Oh Boy • Peggy Sue • Rave On • That’ll Be the Day.
________0069558 Book/CD Pack............... $24.95

JAM WITH JOE SATRIANI
Cherry Lane Music
This book/CD pack lets you learn 8 fantastic Satch tracks note for note, then jam with a professional session band! The accompanying CD is split into two sections: backing tracks minus lead guitar, and backing tracks with all guitar parts included. So players can hear the rhythm, fills and solos exactly as they should be played. Includes notes and tab for these Satriani hits: Always with Me, Always with You • Circles • Cryin’ • The Extremist • Flying in a Blue Dream • Satch Boogie • Summer Song • Surfing with the Alien.
________02500426 Book/CD Pack............... $19.95

PLAY GUITAR WITH...
PLAY GUITAR WITH COLDPLAY
Play seven of Coldplay’s greatest hits! The book includes standard notation, guitar tab, chord symbols and complete lyrics to help you learn each song. The accompanying CD features two specially recorded “sound-alike” tracks: a full demo with guitar so you can hear how the parts should sound, and a backing track without guitar so you can jam along! Songs: Don’t Panic • God Put a Smile upon Your Face • High Speed • In My Place • Shiver • A Whisper • Yellow.
________00695834 Book/CD Pack .......... $18.95

PLAY GUITAR WITH DIRE STRAITS
Features specially recorded CD backing tracks (a full-demo with guitar and a backing track without guitar – both without vocals) for seven of their greatest hits! The matching songbook includes standard notation, tab, chord symbols and complete lyrics for vocalists. Includes: Going Home • Money for Nothing • Private Investigations • Romeo and Juliet • Solid Rock • Sultans of Swing • Walk of Life.
________00695295 Book/CD Pack ........... $17.95

PLAY GUITAR WITH THE DOORS
Book/CD Pack
Great-sounding backing tracks to six Doors classics: L.A. Woman • Light My Fire • Love Me Two Times • Riders on the Storm • Roadhouse Blues • Spanish Caravan. The CD includes two specially recorded soundalike backing tracks of each song: one full demo with guitar showing you how the song should sound and one backing track without the guitar so you can solo on your own guitar.
________00695743 Book/CD Pack ............. $17.95
PLAY GUITAR WITH OASIS
Jam with your 7 favorite Oasis songs with this unique book/CD pack. The CD includes two versions of each song – a full demo with guitar to use as backing for vocals or just to hear how it should sound, and a backing track without guitar so you can play lead. The book includes lyrics, music, and chords.

______00695100 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95

PLAY GUITAR WITH U2 (1980-1983)
Jam with U2's early hits with this collection of 7 songs in standard notation and tablature with accompanying CD featuring full performance and separate backing tracks.

Includes: I Will Follow • Out of Control • The Electric Co. • Gloria • Sunday Bloody Sunday • New Year's Day • Two Hearts Beat As One.

______00695880 Book/CD Pack ................$17.95

PLAY GUITAR WITH U2 (1984-1987)
Seven of U2's hits from the '80s arranged in standard notation and tab with lyrics and chord symbols, plus a CD with full performance and backing tracks. Songs:

Pride (In the Name of Love) • Bad • Where the Streets Have No Name • I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For • With or Without You • Bullet the Blue Sky • In God's Country.

______00695881 Book/CD Pack ...............$17.95

OTHER BOOK/AUDIO PACKS

BRYAN ADAMS – REALLY EASY GUITAR!
by Joe Bennett
Strum and sing along with a dozen classic Bryan Adams songs! This pack features an easy guitar songbook with chord boxes, tab, full lyrics and playing tips and tricks, plus a high-quality CD that contains sound-alike backing tracks just like the original recordings. Includes: Can't Stop This Thing We Started • 18 Til I Die • (Everything I Do) I Do It for You • Have You Ever Really Loved a Woman? • Kids Wanna Rock • Run to You • Summer of '69 • and more.

______00699519 Book/CD Pack.................$14.95

RIFF BY RIFF – THE BEATLES
This cool book/CD pack presents a simple way for guitarists to learn 8 great songs exactly as recorded by the Beatles! It breaks each song down into manageable sections to learn, then links them together with simple Riff Route Maps. Features standard notation and tab, chord boxes and symbols, lyrics, lots of photos and commentary from the Beatles, notes on the background of each song, and more. Includes: Day Tripper • Don't Let Me Down • Drive My Car • Get Back • I Feel Fine • Paperback Writer • Revolution • Ticket to Ride. The CD features full demos and backing tracks.

______00695416 Book/CD Pack.................$17.95

LEGENDARY LICKS

The Legendary Licks Series presents the music of a band or artist in a comprehensive, play-along package. Each book contains note-for-note transcriptions and detailed performance notes on how to play dozens of classic licks, fills, riffs, and solos – complete with recorded demonstrations. The books also include tab, gear setups and a historical retrospective. The CDs feature slowed-down versions for the fast and tricky passages and is also split channel, so you can listen to all the instruments or remove the guitar part and play-along with the band!

DAVE MATTHEWS BAND – 1994-2001
by Lois Dilivio
Cherry Lane Music
12 of DMB’s best: Ants Marching • Crash into Me • Crush • Don’t Drink the Water • I Did It • What Would You Say • and more.

______02500374 Book/CD Pack .................$19.95

An Inside Look at the Guitar Styles of METALLICA
by Nick Russo
Cherry Lane Music
17 metal masterpieces from Metallica's early years. Guitarists will learn dozens of classic licks, fills, and solos from songs such as: … And Justice for All • Battery • Fade to Black • The Four Horsemen • Jump in the Fire • Seek & Destroy • Whiplash • and more. Also features gear setups and an historical retrospective of the band.

______02500181 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95
**GUITAR BOOK/AUDIO PACKS**

**METALLICA – GUITAR LEGENDARY LICKS 1988-1996**

*by Nick Russo*

*Cherry Lane Music*

This book contains music from ... And Justice for All, Metallica, Load and Reload, with note-for-note transcriptions, a play-along split-channel CD, performance notes, historical retrospective, and info on gear setups. Features riffs, licks, fills & solos from 16 heavy metal hits: Enter Sandman • Fuel • The Memory Remains • Nothing Else Matters • One • Sad but True • 2 x 4 • Until It Sleeps • and more!

---

**OZZY OSBOURNE – THE RANDY RHOADS YEARS**

*Cherry Lane Music*

11 licks from the Ozzy's most recognizable songs: Crazy Train • Dee • Diary of a Madman • Flying High Again • Goodbye to Romance • I Don't Know • Mr. Crowley • Over the Mountain • Revelation • S.A.T.O. • Suicide Solution.

---

**TED NUGENT – LEGENDARY LICKS**

*by Richard Maloof with Toby Wine*

*Cherry Lane Music*

Learn the licks, fills, riffs and solos for Nugent’s most recognized songs! Includes note-for-note transcriptions of 11 songs like “Cat Scratch Fever” and “Motor City Madhous” with detailed performance notes and recordings on CD for each.

---

**ZAKK WYLDE – LEGENDARY LICKS**

*by Toby Wine*

*Cherry Lane Music*

This comprehensive play-along pack gives you an inside look at Wilde's guitar style. Includes note-for-note transcriptions and performance notes on how to play licks, fills, riffs, and solos with recorded demonstrations on CD.

---

**BEST OF STEELY DAN**

*by Toby Wine*

*Cherry Lane Music*

This book/CD pack lets guitarists learn 11 Steely Dan classics from Can't Buy a Thrill through Gaucho. Includes note-for-note transcriptions with tab for each tune, a play-along split-channel CD with both slowed-down and up-to-speed recordings, in-depth instruction and performance notes, an historical retrospective of Becker and Fagen’s musical adventures, info on gear setups, and much more! You’ll learn the licks, fills, riffs & solos for: Aja • Black Friday • Bodhisattva • Don’t Take Me Alive • Gaucho • Josie • Kid Charlemagne • Peg • Reeling in the Years • Rikki Don’t Lose That Number • and Time Out of Mind.

---

**BEST OF STEELY DAN**

*by Toby Wine*

*Cherry Lane Music*

This book/CD pack lets guitarists learn 11 Steely Dan classics from Can't Buy a Thrill through Gaucho. Includes note-for-note transcriptions with tab for each tune, a play-along split-channel CD with both slowed-down and up-to-speed recordings, in-depth instruction and performance notes, an historical retrospective of Becker and Fagen’s musical adventures, info on gear setups, and much more! You’ll learn the licks, fills, riffs & solos for: Aja • Black Friday • Bodhisattva • Don’t Take Me Alive • Gaucho • Josie • Kid Charlemagne • Peg • Reeling in the Years • Rikki Don’t Lose That Number • and Time Out of Mind.

---

**BEST OF STEELY DAN**

*by Toby Wine*

*Cherry Lane Music*

This book/CD pack lets guitarists learn 11 Steely Dan classics from Can't Buy a Thrill through Gaucho. Includes note-for-note transcriptions with tab for each tune, a play-along split-channel CD with both slowed-down and up-to-speed recordings, in-depth instruction and performance notes, an historical retrospective of Becker and Fagen’s musical adventures, info on gear setups, and much more! You’ll learn the licks, fills, riffs & solos for: Aja • Black Friday • Bodhisattva • Don’t Take Me Alive • Gaucho • Josie • Kid Charlemagne • Peg • Reeling in the Years • Rikki Don’t Lose That Number • and Time Out of Mind.
Signature Licks book/CD packs provide a step-by-step breakdown of “right from the record” riffs, licks, and solos so you can jam along with your favorite bands. They contain full performance notes and an overview of each artist or group’s style, with note-for-note transcriptions in notes and tab. The CDs feature full-band demos at both normal and slow speeds.

**ACOUSTIC CLASSICS**  
*by Dave Rubin*
A step-by-step breakdown of the acoustic guitar styles and techniques for 13 rock masterpieces: Babe, I’m Gonna Leave You • Behind Blue Eyes • Best of My Love • Change the World • Crazy on You • Here Comes the Sun • I’d Love to Change the World • Landslide • More Than Words • Pink Houses • Time in a Bottle • Wanted Dead or Alive • You’ve Got a Friend.

---

**AEROSMITH 1973-1979**  
*by Wolf Marshall*
An analysis of the songs and guitar styles of Joe Perry and Brad Whitford that made these guys superstars. Examines 17 songs, including: Back in the Saddle • Dream On • Same Old Song and Dance • Sweet Emotion • Walk This Way • and more.

---

**AEROSMITH 1979-1998**  
*by Wolf Marshall*
Learn more of their techniques with 13 more hit songs, including: Crazy • Dude (Looks Like a Lady) • Falling in Love (Is Hard on the Knees) • Janie’s Got a Gun • Livin’ on the Edge • Love in an Elevator • and more.

---

**BEST OF CHET ATKINS**  
*by Chad Johnson*
Learn the trademark riffs and licks behind one of the most influential recording artists of all time and one of the founders of the Nashville sound. This book/CD pack features analysis and lessons for 12 Atkins hits along with a CD featuring full demos. Songs include: Blue Angel • Country Gentleman • Galloping on the Guitar • Mister Sandman • Yakety Axe • and more.

---

**THE BEACH BOYS DEFINITIVE COLLECTION**  
*by Wolf Marshall*
Explore the classic guitar work of the pioneers of California pop-rock with this outstanding book/CD pack. Includes a dozen of the Beach Boys’ finest songs: Be True to Your School • California Girls • Dance, Dance, Dance • Fun, Fun, Fun • Good Vibrations • Help Me Rhonda • I Get Around • Kokomo • Surfin’ U.S.A.

---

**BEATLES BASS**  
*by Wolf Marshall*
A step-by-step breakdown of the bass guitar style of Paul McCartney including an in-depth analysis of 16 classic songs, including: All My Loving • Come Together • Day Tripper • Getting Better • Michelle • Nowhere Man • Something • and more.

---

**BEST OF THE BEATLES FOR ACOUSTIC GUITAR**  
*by Wolf Marshall*
Learn to play 21 Beatles acoustic classics with this book/CD pack. Songs include: Across the Universe • Blackbird • Here Comes the Sun • Hey Jude • I’ve Just Seen a Face • Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown) • Yesterday • You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away • and more.

---

**THE BEATLES HITS**  
*by Wolf Marshall*
This book/CD pack will help you learn to play licks from 26 Beatles hits, including: All My Loving • Can’t Buy Me Love • Drive My Car • A Hard Day’s Night • Helter Skelter • I Saw Her Standing There • and more.

---

**BEST OF ACOUSTIC GUITAR**  
*by Wolf Marshall*
A survey of acoustic guitar music in rock, pop, blues, and folk music from the ’60s through the ’90s, including lessons and history. 14 songs, including: Tears in Heaven (Eric Clapton) • Ice Cream Man (Van Halen) • Blackbird (The Beatles) • Fire and Rain (James Taylor) • Space Oddity (David Bowie) • Magic Bus (The Who) • and more.

---

**BEST OF AGGRO-METAL**  
*by Troy Stetina*
Learn the thunderous riffs and pounding rhythms of the biggest names in modern metal, such as Soulfly, 311, Sevendust, Fear Factor, Limp Bizkit, Incubus, P.O.D., System of a Down, Powerman 5000 and more. Songs: Bleed • Come Original • Denial • Edgcrusher • Faith • From This Day • Loco • Pardon Me • Soultion • Spit It Out • Sugar • Testify • Welcome to the Fold • When Worlds Collide.

---
SIGNATURE LICKS

BEST OF GEORGE BENSON
by Wolf Marshall
Learn and explore the music of one of the most respected and pioneering jazz guitar players of our time. This book/CD pack provides a hands-on analysis of 13 great performances: Affirmation • Billie's Bounce (Billie's Bounce) • Body Talk • The Borgia Stick • Breezin' • C-Smooth • Clockwise • The Cooker • Easy Living • So What • Stormy Weather • Take Five • This Masquerade. The CD includes full-band examples of all the exercises.

______00695418 Book/CD Pack $19.95

THE BEST OF BLACK SABBATH
by Troy Stetina
Learn the Sabbath style with this thorough examination of 12 songs, including: Black Sabbath • Children of the Grave • Into the Void • Iron Man • N.I.B. • Paranoid • Sabbath Bloody Sabbath • Supernaut • War Pigs • and more.

______00695249 Book/CD Pack $22.95

BEST OF BLINK-182
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF FAMOUS ROCK GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES
by Dave Rubin
Get off your skateboard and learn to play the unforgettable riffs and licks from 12 blink favorites:
• Adam's Song • All the Small Things • Anthem Part II
• Don't Leave Me • Dumpster • Man Overboard
• The Rock Show • Stay Together for the Kids • What's the Day
• Wake Up Little Susie • and more.

______00695704 Book/CD Pack $22.95

BEST OF BLUES GUITAR
by Dave Rubin
Learn the trademark riffs and solos of rock's greatest guitarist with this book/CD pack featuring transcribed riffs along with instruction on how best to play them and a CD with full demonstrations of each piece. Songs include:
• Aqualung • Barracuda • Brown Eyed Girl • Carry on Wayward Son • Reeling in the Years • Refugee • Takin' Care of Business • and more.

______00695884 Book/CD Pack $19.95

BEST OF BLUES/ROCK
by Dave Rubin
Learn the trademark riffs and solos of Lynyrd Skynyrd, Allman Brothers Band, ZZ Top, and more! This book/CD pack provides the instruction, samples, and demos on CD to help players master the signature licks from 15 classics, including: Call Me the Breeze • Dixie Rock • Flirtin' with Disaster • Melissa • Mississippi Queen • Ramblin' Man • Statesboro Blues • Susie-Q • Thunderbird • and more.

______00695560 Book/CD Pack $19.95

BEST OF JAZZ GUITAR
by Wolf Marshall
10 of the most frequently played tunes in the jazz genre, as played by the leading guitarist of all time. Features: "St. Thomas" performed by Jim Hall, Tal Farlow and Kenny Burrell • "All Blues" performed by George Benson, Kenny Burrell and Pat Martino • "Satin Doll" performed by Howard Roberts and Joe Pass • "I'll Remember April" performed by Johnny Smith and Grant Green • and more!

______00695586 Book/CD Pack $24.95

BEST OF ROCK
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF FAMOUS ROCK GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES
by Dave Rubin
Explore the classic riffs and solos of rock's greatest rockabilly bellringers: Blue Suede Shoes • Bluejean Bop • Hello Mary Lou • Hound Dog • Mystery Train • Not Fade Away • Oh, Pretty Woman • Rebel 'Rouser • Runaway • That'll Be the Day • Wake Up Little Susie • and more.

______00695584 Book/CD Pack $19.95

BEST OF ROCK 'N' ROLL GUITAR
by Dave Rubin
17 songs from the mid-'50s to the pre-Beatles '60s. Includes:
• Blue Suede Shoes • Bo Diddley • Hello Mary Lou • Hound Dog • Mystery Train • Not Fade Away • Oh, Pretty Woman • Rebel 'Rouser • Runaway • That'll Be the Day • Wake Up Little Susie • and more.

______00695559 Book/CD Pack $19.95

BEST OF ROCKABILLY
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF THE ROCKABILLY GREATS
by Dave Rubin
Dave Rubin dissects the best licks from a dozen rockabilly bellringers: Blue Suede Shoes • Bluejean Bop • Hello Mary Lou • Hippy Hippy Shake • Little Sister • Matchbox • Mystery Train • Poor Little Fool • Rock This Town • Stray Cat Strut • That'll Be the Day • Twenty Flight Rock. Learn the guitar licks that forged rock 'n' roll!

______00695785 Book/CD Pack $19.95

BEST OF SOUTHERN ROCK
by Dave Rubin
Learn the trademark riffs and solos of Lynyrd Skynyrd, Allman Brothers Band, ZZ Top, and more! This book/CD pack provides the instruction, samples, and demos on CD to help players master the signature licks from 15 classics, including: Call Me the Breeze • Dixie Rock • Flirtin' with Disaster • Melissa • Mississippi Queen • Ramblin' Man • Statesboro Blues • Susie-Q • Thunderbird • and more.

______00695560 Book/CD Pack $19.95

BEST OF SURF GUITAR
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF DICK DALE, THE BEACH BOYS, AND MORE
by Dave Rubin
Learn the guitar riffs and licks of 10 tubular surfin' hits! Songs include: Let's Go Trippin' • Mr. Moto • Out of Limits • Penetration • Pipeline • Shake 'n' Stomp • Surf City • Surfin' Safari • Surfin' USA • The Wedge.

______00695822 Book/CD Pack $19.95

BLUES GUITAR CLASSICS
by Wolf Marshall
11 classics, including: Everyday (I Have the Blues) • Hideaway • I'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man • Texas Flood • The Things That I Used to Do • and more.

______00695177 Book/CD Pack $19.95

BLUES/ROCK
by Wolf Marshall
Learn to play 17 blues/rock classics by studying their signature licks. Includes: Badge • Hey Joe • Killing Floor • Mississippi Queen • Pride and Joy • Rock and Roll Hoochie Koo • Smoke on the Water • Statesboro Blues • Strange Brew • Whipping Post • and more.

______00695348 Book/CD Pack $21.95
THE BEST OF CHARLIE CHRISTIAN
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF THE FATHER OF MODERN JAZZ GUITAR
by Wolf Marshall
15 of Christian’s classics to demonstrate his ground-breaking techniques, including: Air Mail Special • Benny’s Bugle • Good Enough to Keep (Air Mail Special) • Grand Slam • Honeysuckle Rose • I’ve Found a New Baby (I Found a New Baby) • Shivers • Solo Flight • Stardust • Wholly Cats • and more. Includes an introduction and foreword, and a Charlie Christian biography and axology.
______00695584 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

THE BEST OF ERIC CLAPTON
by Jeff Perrin
A step-by-step breakdown of his playing technique through a hands-on analysis of classics. Includes: After Midnight • Crossroads • Layla • Tears in Heaven • Wonderful Tonight • and more.
______00695038 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95

ERIC CLAPTON – THE BLUESMAN
by Andy Aledort
This instructional package examines 11 songs from one of the greatest guitarists of all time – so players can see why Clapton is such a legend. Songs covered include: All Your Love (I Miss Loving) • Hideaway • Strange Brew • Sunshine of Your Love • and more.
______00695040 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

ERIC CLAPTON – FROM THE ALBUM UNPLUGGED
by Wolf Marshall
Learn the techniques Clapton used on his best-selling acoustic album. 14 songs are covered, including: Alberta • Layla • Lonely Stranger • Nobody Knows You When You’re Down and Out • Rollin’ and Tumblin’ • Tears in Heaven • and more.
______00695250 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95

THE BEST OF CREAM
by Wolf Marshall
A step-by-step breakdown of the guitar styles and techniques of Eric Clapton during his Cream days, including in-depth lessons and transcriptions for 12 classic tracks, including: Badge • Crossroads (Cross Road Blues) • Spoonful • Strange Brew • Sunshine of Your Love • White Room • and more.
______00695251 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL
by Dave Rubin
Learn the trademark riffs and licks behind 12 ofCCR’s biggest hits, including: Bad Moon Rising • Born on the Bayou • Fortunate Son • Green River • Proud Mary • Who’ll Stop the Rain • and more.
______00695924 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

DEEP PURPLE – GREATEST HITS
by Troy Stetina
The Guinness Book of World Records once deemed Deep Purple “the world’s loudest band.” Ritchie Blackmore’s masterful axe playing no doubt helped them earn this distinction. Learn his trademark riffs and solos with this book/CD pack. Explores 10 classics: Black Night • Burn • Highway Star • Hush • Knocking at Your Back Door • Lazy • Smoke on the Water • Space Truckin’ • Woman from Tokyo.
______00695625 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

THE BEST OF DEF LEPPARD
by Jeff Perrin
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE BAND’S GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES
12 songs from four of Def Leppard’s best albums are covered in this book/CD pack, which breaks down their styles and techniques. Includes: Bringin’ On the Heartbreak • Hysteria • Love Bites • Photograph • Pour Some Sugar on Me • Rock of Ages • Wasted • and more. The CD presents each song in a stereo split with full band backing.
______00696516 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

THE DOORS
by Wolf Marshall
Master instructor Wolf Marshall provides a step-by-step breakdown of the styles and techniques of Doors guitarist Robby Krieger so players can learn the trademark riffs and solos of one of rock’s most influential bands! 9 of The Doors’ biggest hits: Break on Through (To the Other Side) • Hello, I Love You • L.A. Woman • Light My Fire • Love Her Madly • Love Me Two Times • People Are Strange • Riders on the Storm • Roadhouse Blues.
______00695373 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

FAMOUS ROCK GUITAR SOLOS
by Dave Rubin
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF LEAD GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES
by Dave Rubin
An in-depth analysis of lead work on 18 songs: Let It Be • Living After Midnight • Oye Como Va • Pride and Joy • Rock and Roll All Nite • Rock Around the Clock • Smoke on the Water • Sweet Emotion • and more.
______00695590 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95

BEST OF FOO FIGHTERS
by Troy Stetina
In this great book/CD pack, Troy Stetina, the senior editor of Guitar One magazine, provides complete lessons, detailed performance notes, and a step-by-step breakdown of the Foo’s guitar styles and techniques. Guitarists will learn to play exact licks from 12 tunes: Big Me • Breakout • Everlong • I’ll Stick Around • Learn to Fly • Monkey Wrench • My Hero • This Is a Call • and more. The CD features full-band demos at both normal and slow speeds.
______00695481 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95

ROBBEN FORD
by Dave Rubin
Learn to play 12 of Robben’s most popular songs, including: Born Under a Bad Sign • Busted Up • I Just Want to Make Love to You • Rugged Road • You Got Me to the Bone • and more.
______00695903 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

GREATEST GUITAR SOLOS OF ALL TIME
by Wolf Marshall
18 essential solos for all rock guitarists, including: All Right Now • Bohemian Rhapsody • Crazy Train • Evil Ways • Hey Joe • Iron Man • Sultans of Swing • Sunshine of Your Love • Sweet Child O’ Mine • Walk This Way • While My Guitar Gently Weeps • You Really Got Me • You Shook Me • and more.
______00695501 Book/CD Pack.................$19.95
BEST OF GRANT GREEN
by Wolf Marshall
Explore the many stylistic turns of one of the most influential guitarists in jazz! Renowned guitar educator Wolf Marshall takes you inside 13 of Grant Green’s most popular tunes to examine his unique lines and musicality. Includes: Aregin • Born to Be Blue • Cool Blues • If I Should Lose You • My Favorite Things • Oleo • Sookie Sookie • Stella by Starlight • This Could Be the Start of Something Big • Tune Up • and more. The CD includes full demos. ___________00695747 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

GUITAR INSTRUMENTAL HITS
by Wolf Marshall
An analysis of 14 of the most famous instrumentals ever, including: Hideaway • Lenny • Pipeline • Rebel Rouser • Walk Don’t Run • and more. ___________00695309 Book/CD Pack..................$19.95

THE BEST OF GUNS N’ ROSES
by Wolf Marshall
Learn the trademark styles and techniques of the most celebrated guitarist in blues! This book/CD pack features a step-by-step breakdown of rock music’s greatest guitarist’s style and techniques. The CD features slowed-down and regular tempo demos. The songs covered are: All Along the Watchtower • Angel • Crosstown Traffic • Star Spangled Banner (Instrumental) • Stone Free • and more. ___________00695835 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95

JIMI HENDRIX – VOLUME 2
by Chad Johnson
Learn 12 more Hendrix signature riffs in this detailed book/CD pack featuring a step-by-step breakdown of rock music’s greatest guitarist’s style and techniques. The CD features slowed-down and regular tempo demos. The songs covered are: All Along the Watchtower • Angel • Crosstown Traffic • Star Spangled Banner (Instrumental) • Stone Free • and more. ___________00695835 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95

HARD ROCK SOLOS
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of Lead Guitar Styles and Techniques
by Dale Turner
This book/CD pack in the Signature Licks series gives lead guitarists transcriptions and detailed lessons for 15 famous solos from hard rock heroes such as Ozzy, Van Halen, Tesla, Great White, Scorpions, Ratt and others. Includes: Addicted to That Rush • Fight the Good Fight • Flying High Again • I Don’t Believe in Love • Ice Cream Man • Love Song • Man in the Box • Owner of a Lonely Heart • Paradise City • Paranoid • Rock Me • Rock You like a Hurricane • Round and Round • Wait • You Give Love a Bad Name. ___________00695591 Book/CD Pack..................$19.95

JIMI HENDRIX
by Andy Aledort
12 songs presented with all of the guitar parts fully transcribed, plus accompanying audio on CD, as performed by a full band. Performance notes, chord voicings, scale use, and unusual techniques are discussed for each song. Songs include: Foxy Lady • Hey Joe • Little Wing • Purple Haze • and more. ___________00696560 Book/CD Pack..................$24.95

ROBERT JOHNSON
by Dave Rubin
Explore the music of one of the greatest acoustic bluesmen of all time with this fascinating book/CD pack. Blues expert Dave Rubin provides an introduction on Johnson’s place in musical history, and extensive notes on his tunings, arrangements, fingerstyle technique and guitars. Features in-depth lessons and audio examples of 15 of his most famous songs: Cross Road Blues (Crossroads) • Hell Hound on My Trail • I Believe I’ll Dust My Broom • Kind Hearted Woman Blues • Love in Vain Blues • Ramblin’ on My Mind • Sweet Home Chicago • Walkin’ Blues • and more. ___________00695264 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

THE ESSENTIAL ALBERT KING
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of the Guitar Styles and Techniques of a Blues and Soul Legend
by Wolf Marshall
Learn the trademark riffs and solos of the blues giant! An in-depth analysis of 12 songs, including: Angel of Mercy • Answer to the Laundromat Blues • Blues Power • Born Under a Bad Sign • Crosscut Saw • Don’t Throw Your Love on Me So Strong • The Hunter • I Wanna Get Funky • I’ll Play the Blues for You • Laundromat Blues • Oh Pretty Woman • Personal Manager. The CD includes full demonstrations. ___________00695713 Book/CD Pack..................$22.95

B.B. KING – THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION
by Wolf Marshall
Learn the trademark styles and techniques of the most celebrated guitarist in blues! This book/CD pack is a breakdown of B.B. King’s guitar style, sound, and techniques, with a brief history and lessons for each piece. Covers 16 signature tunes, including: Five Long Years • Just like a Woman • Riding with the King • Rock Me Baby • Sweet Sixteen • Three O’Clock Blues • The Thrill Is Gone • Why I Sing the Blues • You Upset Me Baby • and more. ___________00695635 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95
THE KINKS
by Dave Rubin
This jam-packed book/CD pack will teach you the riffs and licks behind one of rock's most influential and enduring bands. It includes background information, extensive lessons, Dave and Ray Davies’ transcribed riffs and solos, a demonstration CD, and the history of the Kinks. Songs include: All Day and All of the Night • Come Dancing • Come On Now • Don’t Forget to Dance • Lola • Rock 'N Roll Fantasy • Sleepwalker • Sunny Afternoon • (So) Tired of Waiting for You • Well Respected Man • You Really Got Me • and more.

BEST OF THE KINKS
by Jeff Perrin
Learn the trademark riffs and solos behind one of rock's most legendary bands. In this book/CD pack, you'll explore the music of one of the greatest rock bands! In this book/CD pack, Chad Johnson explains in detail Chris Novoselic's bass work on: About a Girl • All Apologies • Blew • Come As You Are • Heart Shaped Box • The Man Who Sold the World • Rape Me • Smells like Teen Spirit • and more.

THE BEST OF NIRVANA
by Chad Johnson
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of the Bass Styles & Techniques of Chris Novoselic
Learn the lines that formed the foundations of a dozen of the best songs from one of rock's most influential bands! In this book/CD pack, Chad Johnson explains in detail Chris Novoselic's bass work on: About a Girl • All Apologies • Blew • Come As You Are • Heart Shaped Box • The Man Who Sold the World • Rape Me • Smells like Teen Spirit • and more.

THE BEST OF NIRVANA (BASS)
by Chad Johnson
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of the Bass Styles & Techniques of Chris Novoselic
Learn the lines that formed the foundations of a dozen of the best songs from one of rock's most influential bands! In this book/CD pack, Chad Johnson explains in detail Chris Novoselic's bass work on: About a Girl • All Apologies • Blew • Come As You Are • Heart Shaped Box • The Man Who Sold the World • Rape Me • Smells like Teen Spirit • and more.

THE OFFSPRING
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of Their Guitar Styles and Techniques
by Chad Johnson
Learn to play the songs and riffs of the punk-metal mongers Dexter Holland and Kevin “Noodles” Wasserman with this great book/CD pack. Johnson provides commentary, instruction, and examples for 12 songs, including: Come Out and Play • Gotta Get Away • Hit That • Million Miles Away • Pretty Fly (For a White Guy) • Self Esteem • She’s Got Issues • Take It like a Man • Why Don’t You Get a Job? • and more.
THE VERY BEST OF OZZY OSBOURNE
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of the Styles and Techniques of Randy Rhoads, Jake E. Lee & Zakk Wylde by Troy Stetina
Explore the trademark riffs, solos and compositions of Ozzy Osbourne’s famous sidemen: Randy Rhoads, Jake E. Lee and Zakk Wylde. This book/CD pack by Troy Stetina includes background notes, lessons and other helpful tips that will help you master 11 Ozzy favorites from his Black Sabbath and solo years. Features hands-on analysis of: Bark at the Moon • Crazy Train • Dee • I Don’t Know • Iron Man (Live) • Mama, I’m Coming Home • No More Tears • Paranoid (Live) • Shot in the Dark • Steal Away (The Night). The CD includes full-band examples of each song.
00695431 Book/CD Pack $22.95

THE BEST OF JOE PASS
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of the Guitar Styles and Techniques of the Jazz Guitar Virtuoso by Wolf Marshall
Learn the trademark riffs and solos of one of the greatest guitarists in the history of jazz with this in-depth book/CD pack. Analyzes and teaches 9 songs, including: Blues for Basie • Gavotiere • Django • I Don’t Stand a Ghost of a Chance • Milestones • The Night Has a Thousand Eyes • One for My Baby (And One More for the Road) • Rosetta • There Is No Greater Love.
00695730 Book/CD Pack $22.95

JACO PASTORIUS
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of the Styles and Techniques of the World’s Greatest Electric Bassist by Dan Towey Bass Signature Licks
Learn the trademark grooves and solos of the man who revolutionized bass guitar. Get a closer look at his rich body of work through the structural, theoretical, and harmonic analysis of these classic Jaco recordings. Features 15 songs, including: Birdland • Come On, Come Over • Continuum • God Must Be a Boogie Man • Palladium • Portrait of Tracy • Talk to Me • more.
00695544 Book/CD Pack $24.95

PINK FLOYD – EARLY CLASSICS
by Wolf Marshall
Guitar dean Wolf Marshall teaches the trademark riffs and solos of art-rock’s most enduring band in this Signature Licks book/CD pack. He provides a step-by-step breakdown of the guitar styles and techniques of Syd Barrett and David Gilmour on 13 top tunes: Astronomy Domine • Bike • Brain Damage • Breathe • Echoes • Eclipse • Fat Old Sun • The Gnome • If • Money • Time • Us and Them • and more. The CD includes demos of all the exercises.
00695566 Book/CD Pack $22.95

THE POLICE
In this book/CD pack, guitar dean Wolf Marshall will help you explore Andy Summers’ unique and groundbreaking style through a thorough analysis of 16 Police hits: Can’t Stand Losing You • De Do Do Do, De Da Da Da • Don’t Stand So Close to Me • Every Breath You Take • Invisible Sun • King of Pain • Message in a Bottle • Roxanne • So Lonely • Spirits in the Material World • Synchronicity II • Walking on the Moon • Wrapped Around Your Finger • and more.
00695724 Book/CD Pack $22.95

THE GUITARS OF ELVIS
by Wolf Marshall
Elvis’s music is synonymous with the birth of rock and roll and the invention of rock guitar. Wolf Marshall takes you back to the roots where it all started with this exploration into the influential style of the King’s fretmen. This book is a step-by-step breakdown of the playing techniques of Scotty Moore, Hank Garland, and James Burton. Players will learn their unique concepts and techniques by studying this special collection of Elvis’s greatest guitar-driven moments. The 75-minute accompanying audio presents each song in stereo-split with full band backing. Songs include: A Big Hunk O’ Love • Heartbreak Hotel • Hound Dog • Jailhouse Rock • See See Rider • and more.
00696507 Book/CD Pack $24.95

BEST OF QUEEN
by Wolf Marshall
A step-by-step breakdown of the guitar styles and techniques of Brian May. This hands-on analysis of 18 classics features: Bohemian Rhapsody • Killer Queen • Tie Your Mother Down • We Will Rock You • You’re My Best Friend • and more.
00695097 Book/CD Pack $24.95

BEST OF RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE
by Troy Stetina
Guitarist Tom Morello’s groove-heavy riffs fuel the rhythmic fire of this angry, politically active funk-rap metal band. In this cool book/CD pack, Troy Stetina provides a step-by-step breakdown of Tom’s unique styles and techniques through a hands-on analysis of a dozen of RATM’s best songs, from their self-titled album, Evil Empire and The Battle of Los Angeles: Bombtrack • Born of a Broken Man • Bulls on Parade • Calm Like a Bomb • Fistful of Steel • Guerrilla Radio • Killing in the Name • Know Your Enemy • People of the Sun • Revolver • Testify • Vietcong. The CD features full-band examples plus slow guitar demos, and the book also includes an introduction, photos, and notes on the songs and tunings.
00695480 Book/CD Pack $24.95

THE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
by Dale Turner
A step-by-step breakdown of the band’s guitar styles and techniques from their songs: Aeroplane • Fight like a Brave • Give It Away • Love Rollercoaster • My Friends • Under the Bridge • and more.
00695173 Book/CD Pack $22.95

THE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS FOR BASS
by Dale Turner
Explore the grooves and riffs of one of rock’s best bassists with this in-depth exploration into 12 RHCP songs, including: Aeroplane • Behind the Sun • Fight Like a Brave • Give It Away • Higher Ground • Love Rollercoaster • My Friends • Under the Bridge • and more.
00695285 Book/CD Pack $24.95
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS – GREATEST HITS
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE BAND’S GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES
by Chad Johnson
Experience the freaked-up funk-osity of the Peppers through the creative guitar stylings of veteran John Frusciante with this great book/CD pack. Chad Johnson will teach you how to play 16 of the Peppers’ finest, including: By the Way • Californiafication • Give It Away • Higher Ground • My Friends • Scar Tissue • Suck My Kiss • Under the Bridge • and more.

00695828 Guitar$24.95
00695829 Bass$24.95

THE BEST OF JOE SATRIANI
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF A JAZZ GIANT
by Dale Turner
Explore Satriani’s scorching sound with this step-by-step breakdown of his styles and techniques. This book/CD pack provides hands-on analysis of 11 classic tracks from five albums. From Not of This Earth: Hordes of Locusts • Memories • Not of This Earth • Rubina. From Surfing with the Alien: Always with Me, Always with You • Circles • Crushing Day. From Dreaming #11: The Crush of Love. From Flying in a Blue Dream: Big Bad Moon • Flying in a Blue Dream. From The Extremist: Summer Song.

00695216 Book/CD Pack$22.95

BEST OF THE ROLLING STONES
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF JEFF BECK, MARTIN QUITTENTON, RON WOOD
by Dave Celentano
Learn the trademark guitar riffs and solos from five albums. From Starborn: • Tomorrow • and more. Songs: Abuse Me • Dearest Helpless • Emotion Sickness • Freak • Pure Massacre • Suicidal Dream • Tomorrow • and more.

00695488 Book/CD Pack$22.95

BEST OF SYSTEM OF A DOWN
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF Daron Malakian
by Chad Johnson
Explore the trademark riffs and licks of the dissident modern metal band! A detailed analysis of 12 songs complete with full demos on CD. Songs include: Aerials • Boom! • Bounce • Chic N’ Stew • Chop Suey! • Innervision • Jet Pilot • Psycho • Spiders • Sugar • Toxicity • War?

00695788 Book/CD Pack$22.95

STEVE VAI – ALIEN LOVE SECRETS: THE NAKED VAMPS
by Wolf Marshall
This unique package lets guitarists learn the Vai style by playing along with the actual backing tracks from the Alien Love Secrets recording!

00695223 Book/CD Pack$22.95

STEVE VAI – FIRE GARDEN: THE NAKED VAMPS
by Wolf Marshall
This unique package lets guitarists learn the Vai style by playing along with the actual backing tracks from the Fire Garden recording!

00695166 Book/CD Pack$22.95

THE BEST OF DAVID LEE ROTH
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF THE GUITARISTS OF DAVID LEE ROTH
by Joe Charupakorn
Learn to play the blazing licks and solos as performed by David Lee Roth’s renowned guitarists including Eddie Van Halen, Steve Vai, Jason Becker and Roth himself. Songs include: Ain’t Talkin’ ’Bout Love • And the Cradle Will Rock • Beautiful Girls • Hot for Teacher • Jump • and more.

00695843 Book/CD Pack$24.95
STEVE VAI – THE ULTRA ZONE: NAKED VAMPS
by Wolf Marshall
Learn the secrets behind the signature sounds of this guitar virtuoso, and then play along with the actual backing tracks from The Ultra Zone – mixed and produced by Vai himself! In this unique book/CD pack, Wolf Marshall teaches you everything you need to know to play exactly like Steve. Songs include: The Blood & Tears • I'll Be Around • Jibboom • The Silent Within • The Ultra Zone • Voodoo Acid • Windows to the Soul.

______00695684 Book/CD Pack.................$22.95

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
by Wolf Marshall
This book takes you on an in-depth exploration of this guitar genius by examining various aspects of Vaughan's playing. Marshall explains his influences, tuning, equipment, picking technique and other aspects of Vaughan's sound. In addition, he transcribes, in notes and tab, parts of 13 of Vaughan's most famous songs, and explains how they were played and what makes them unique. The 59-minute accompanying CD includes samples of the parts of the songs being examined. A must for any serious Vaughan fan or aspiring guitarist!

______00695716 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95

THE GUITAR STYLE OF STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
by Wolf Marshall
Explore the music that established Stevie Ray Vaughan as the guitar champion of the modern blues age with this step-by-step breakdown of his guitar style and technique. Songs covered include: Couldn't Stand the Weather • Crossfire • Little Wing • Mary Had a Little Lamb • Texas Flood • Voodoo Chile • and more.

______00695155 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95

THE BEST OF ZZ TOP
A STEP-BY-STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE GUITAR STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF BILLY GIBBONS
by Dave Rubin
Learn the trademark riffs and solos of the famed Texas trio with this book/CD pack. Rubin examines 12 of their top hits with analysis, instruction and demos on CD. Songs include: Cheap Sunglasses • Gimme All Your Lovin' • I Thank You • Legs • Sharp Dressed Man • Tube Snake Boogie • Tush • and more.

______00695738 Book/CD Pack.................$24.95
Guitar School takes players to class when it comes to learning how the hottest guitarists play. Every book comes complete with lessons on the guitar techniques and styles that make that artist special. Solos, riffs and all relevant guitar parts are discussed in the lessons, followed by exact transcriptions of these parts in both notes and tab.

AEROSMITH
by Dale Turner
Learn to play 21 of their best, including: Angel • Back in the Saddle • Dream On • Dude (Looks Like a Lady) • Kings & Queens • Livin’ on the Edge • Love in an Elevator • Rag Doll • and more.

---

ERIC JOHNSON
by Jeff Perrin
This book explores twelve tracks with accompanying lessons on how to perform and study the playing techniques involved in each example.

---

IN DEEP WITH JIMI HENDRIX
by Andy Aledort
This book breaks down and reassembles his solos, riffs, rhythm figures, harmony lines, ensemble parts, and more. Performance techniques and equipment are explored in detail.

---

THE BEST OF ERIC CLAPTON
by Dave Rubin
This book teaches Clapton’s trademark riffs and solos in electric and acoustic styles. Includes: All Your Love (I Miss Loving) • Badge • Bell Bottom Blues • Can’t Find My Way Home • Lay Down Sally • Layla • Let It Rain • White Room • and more.

---

ROBERT JOHNSON – KING OF THE DELTA BLUES
by Dave Rubin
Explore the style of the most legendary bluesman of all time with this Guitar School edition written by noted blues expert Dave Rubin. It includes an introduction/biography, a discography, a tuning chart, and detailed analysis of 29 classic blues tunes: Come On in My Kitchen • Cross Road Blues (Crossroads) • Dead Shrimp Blues • Hell Hound on My Trail • I Believe I’ll Dust My Broom • Little Queen of Spades • Love in Vain Blues • Ramblin’ on My Mind • Terraplane Blues • They’re Red Hot • 32-20 Blues • Walkin’ Blues • and more.

---

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: BIG BLUES FROM TEXAS
by Dave Rubin
Learn the hottest licks and rhythms selected from Stevie Ray’s greatest songs. Each song is explained and analyzed through in-depth lessons and transcriptions. 15 songs, including: Pride and Joy • Scuttle Buttin’ • Empty Arms • Love Struck Baby • and more.

---

YNGWIE J. MALMSTEEN – TRANSCRIBED SOLOS
by Dave Whitehill
This book contains lessons with transcriptions in notes and tab of 14 of Yngwie Malmsteen’s latest solos.

---

A PORTRAIT OF JACO: THE SOLOS COLLECTION
by Sean Malone
This book features complete lessons on Jaco’s techniques and styles using solos from 10 songs: Amerika • Bright Size Life • Chromatic Days of Wine and Roses • Port of Entry • Portrait of Tracy • Punk Jazz • Slang • (Used to Be A) Cha Cha.

---

MUDDY WATERS – DEEP BLUES AND GOOD NEWS
by Dave Rubin
Guitar transactions and detailed lessons of 15 great tunes, including: Honey Bee • Rollin’ and Tumblin’ • You Shook Me • and more.

---

Guitar School takes players to class when it comes to learning how the hottest guitarists play. Every book comes complete with lessons on the guitar techniques and styles that make that artist special. Solos, riffs and all relevant guitar parts are discussed in the lessons, followed by exact transcriptions of these parts in both notes and tab.
The Guitar Riffs series contains just the guitar intros and riffs to your favorite songs, in standard notation and tablature, with fascinating facts about each song. A CD is included with demonstration tracks for each riff.

**ACOUSTIC GUITAR RIFFS – THIRD EDITION**

Now in its third edition, this book/CD pack features 30 essential riffs from some of the greatest acoustic guitar moments of all time. Includes: Angie • Behind Blue Eyes • Dust in the Wind • Fire and Rain • Free Fallin’ • Heaven Beside You • Here Comes the Sun • Landslide • Loser • Maggie May • Melissa • More Than Words • Name • Silent Lucidity • Wanted Dead or Alive • The World I Know • You Were Meant for Me • and more.

00699120 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**BLUES GUITAR RIFFS – 2ND EDITION**

30 essential blues riffs transcribed and demo’d on the accompanying CD, including: All Your Love (1 Miss Loving) • Boom Boom • Born Under a Bad Sign • Damn Right, I’ve Got the Blues • I Believe I’ll Dust My Broom • Killing Floor • Ride and Joy • Sweet Home Chicago • Who Do You Love • and more.

00699342 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**FAMOUS BASS INTROS – 2ND EDITION**

This second edition features 30 classic bass riffs transcribed and demo’d on the accompanying CD. Songs include: Another One Bites the Dust • Brick House • Come Together • Crossfire • Hard to Handle • Hey Man Nice Shot • Higher Ground • Radar Love • Sunshine of Your Love • Sweet Emotion • Walk on the Wild Side • and more.

00699353 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**FAMOUS GUITAR INTROS – 3RD EDITION**

This new and improved third edition features 30 of rock’s most famous intros along with a CD featuring demos of each. Songs include: All Right Now • Brown Eyed Girl • Hey Joe • Iron Man • Jessica • La Bamba • Layla • School’s Out for Summer • Smells like Teen Spirit • Smoke on the Water • Soul Man • Start Me Up • You Really Got Me • and more.

00699111 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**GREAT GUITAR INTROS – 2ND EDITION**

This new series contains just the guitar intros and riffs to your favorite songs, in standard notation and tablature, with fascinating facts about each song! A CD is included with demonstration tracks for each riff. 30 classic song intros and riffs, including: Back in Black • Cat Scratch Fever • Come as You Are • Life in the Fast Lane • Same Old Song & Dance • Under the Bridge • and more.

00699619 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**ROCK GUITAR RIFFS – 2ND EDITION**

This second edition features the guitar intros to 30 rock classics in standard notation and tablature. A CD is included with demonstration tracks for each song. This volume features: Ain’t Talkin’ ’Bout Love • Barracuda • Carry on Wayward Son • Crazy Train • Hold On Loosely • Hot Blooded • Message in a Bottle • Money for Nothing • Sunshine of Your Love • and more.

00699354 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**70s GUITAR RIFFS – 2ND EDITION**

This new series contains just the guitar riffs to your favorite songs, in standard notation and tablature, with fascinating facts about each song! A CD is included with demonstration tracks for each riff. 30 classic riffs, including: American Woman • Highway to Hell • Paranoid • Runnin’ with the Devil • Stayin’ Alive • Up Around the Bend • and more.

00699152 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**70s GUITAR RIFFS – 2ND EDITION**

This new edition features 30 top hits from the 1970s complete with a CD featuring a demo of each riff. Songs include: Dancing with Myself • 867-5309 Jenny • Every Breath You Take • Eye of the Tiger • Hurts So Good • I Love Rock n Roll • What I Like About You • You Give Love a Bad Name • and more.

00699153 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**'80s GUITAR RIFFS – 2ND EDITION**

This second edition features 30 rock classics in standard notation and tablature, with fascinating facts about each song! A CD is included with demonstration tracks for each riff. 30 classic riffs, including: American Woman • Highway to Hell • Paranoid • Runnin’ with the Devil • Stayin’ Alive • Up Around the Bend • and more.

00699155 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**'90s GUITAR RIFFS – 2ND EDITION**

The second edition of this book includes 30 classic riffs from the ‘90s complete with a CD featuring demos of each one. Titles include: All Apologies • Are You Gonna Go My Way • Come Out and Play • Give Me One Reason • My Own Worst Enemy • Two Princes • and more.

00699354 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**2000s GUITAR RIFFS**

Learn nearly 30 riffs of the top songs of the 2000s, including: Beautiful Day • Californication • Dirty Little Secret • Happy • Here to Stay • Kryptonite • Mr. Brightside • St. Anger • Slither • This Love • and more.

00699874 Book/CD Pack $19.95
Cherry Lane Music’s Just the Riffs books take key riffs from a band and present their transcribed music in a straight-ahead way — with no fancy talk, no wasted space. Just here it is, here’s how it sounds and here’s how to play it.

**ERIC CLAPTON – JUST THE RIFFS**
*by Dale Turner*

Cherry Lane Music

A truckload of famous Clapton riffs, from his days with the Yardbirds, John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers, Cream and Derek and the Dominos, plus Slowhand’s great solo albums.

Includes: Bell Bottom Blues • Cocaine • Got to Hurry • Hide Away • Lay Down Sally • Strange Brew • Tears in Heaven • White Room • Wonderful Tonight • more.

02500336.................................$10.95

**DAVE MATTHEWS BAND – JUST THE RIFFS**

Cherry Lane Music

45 super cool riffs from the Dave Matthews Band’s high-powered albums *Under the Table and Dreaming*, *Crash* and *Before These Crowded Streets*. Features Matthews’ guitar parts, as well as solos and licks from violinist Boyd Tinsley, saxophonist Leroi Moore, and guest players such as Tim Reynolds and Béla Fleck. Includes an introduction.

02500019.................................$10.95

**DAVE MATTHEWS BAND – JUST THE RIFFS VOLUME 2**

Cherry Lane Music

Learn to play 27 more DMB riffs, including: Angel • Big Eyed Fish • Busted Stuff • Christmas Song • Digging a Ditch • Dreams of Our Fathers • Everyday • Grace Is Gone • If I Had It All • Mother Father • Raven • So Right • The Space Between • What You Are • Where Are You Going • You Never Know • and more.

02500807.................................$10.95

**STEELY DAN – JUST THE RIFFS**
*by Rich Zurkowski*

Cherry Lane Music

Learn to play 17 hot licks from Steely Dan. Includes: Babylon Sisters • Black Friday • The Boston Rag • Deacon • Blues • Kid Charlemagne • King of the World • Peg • Reeling in the Years • Rikki Don’t Lose That Number • Sign in Stranger • and more.

02500159.................................$10.95

**METALLICA – RIFF BY RIFF**
*by Mark Phillips*

Cherry Lane Music

Every essential riff from every song written and recorded by Metallica from *Ride the Lightning*, *Kill ’em All*, *Master of Puppets*, *...And Justice for All*, and Metallica. Includes notes and commentary for each plus tablature.

02506313 Guitar..............................$19.95

02506328 Bass.................................$19.95

02506328 Bass.................................$19.95

**ERIC CLAPTON – RIFF BY RIFF**

Cherry Lane Music

The ultimate examination of his best riffs! Features guitar excerpts from 36 classic songs, from his years with the Yardbirds right up through his latest solo work. Includes: Good Morning Little Schoolgirl • Hideaway • Strange Brew • White Room • Crossroads • Layla • Let It Rain • Cocaine • Bad Love • Tears in Heaven • How Long, How Long Blues • Old Love. Also includes feature articles, Clapton chronology, gear setups, discography, and much more!

02506319.................................$17.95

**BLACK SABBATH – RIFF BY RIFF**
*by Ian Cunningham*

Cherry Lane Music

The most comprehensive book ever on the music of Black Sabbath! Features over 30 annotated, note-for-note excerpts from the albums *Black Sabbath* through *Mob Rules*, lessons, great photos, a history of the band, notes on Tony Iommi’s gear set-ups and trademark techniques, and much more! Songs include: Am I Going Insane • Behind the Wall of Sleep • Black Sabbath • Dirty Women • Electric Funeral • Heaven and Hell • Iron Man • The Mob Rules • Paranoid • Rat Salad • Supernova • Symptom of the Universe • War Pigs • Wicked World • and more!

02500116 Guitar..............................$14.95

02500117 Bass.................................$17.95

Cherry Lane Music’s Just the Riffs books take key riffs from a band and present their transcribed music in a straight-ahead way — with no fancy talk, no wasted space. Just here it is, here’s how it sounds and here’s how to play it.
THE ROOTS OF ACoustic Blues Guitar
by Fred Sokolow
This info-filled volume samples the many sounds of early acoustic blues, with transcriptions of six classic tunes, notes on the history and development of the genre, extensive instruction in the different playing styles, and biographies of the pioneering artists. The CD features examples of all songs, exercises, and licks. Includes: Baby, Please Don’t Go (Lightnin’ Hopkins) • Come Back Baby (Mance Lipscomb) • Hey Hey (Big Bill Broonzy) • I’m So Glad (Skip James) • The Prodigal Son (Reverend Robert Wilkins) • and Stack O’Lee (Mississippi John Hurt).

THE ROOTS OF Country Guitar
by Fred Sokolow
This crash course in country examines the important artists and events in the genre’s history and development. Includes exact transcriptions of these country classics: Ballad of Thunder Road (Joe Maphis) • Buckaroo (Don Rich) • Cotton Fields (The Cotton Song) (Maybelle Carter) • Galloping on the Guitar (Chet Atkins) • I Am a Pilgrim (Merle Travis) • Twin Guitar Special (Eldon Shamblin). Features artist bios, and a CD with all of the songs, exercises and licks.

THE ROOTS OF ELECTric Blues Guitar
by Fred Sokolow
This survey of blues guitar, its pioneers and development includes instruction in the essential playing styles, biographies of important artists, and note-for-note transcriptions of six blues standards: Hideaway (Freddie King) • I Can’t Quit You Baby (Otis Rush) • Killing Floor (Hubert Sumlin with Howlin’ Wolf) • Mean Old World (T-Bone Walker) • The Things That I Used to Do (Guitar Slim) • Why I Sing the Blues (B.B. King). The CD features the songs, exercises and licks.

THE ROOTS OF Jazz Guitar
by Fred Sokolow
A complete survey of jazz guitar, its pioneers and how it developed. Includes: six note-for-note transcriptions of famous standards pivotal to the genre; instruction in the essential playing styles; the history and development of jazz guitar; biographies of the pioneering artists; a recording of the songs, exercises, and licks; and more. Songs include: Dinah • East of the Sun (And West of the Moon) • Honeysuckle Rose • I’ll Remember April • Rose Room • Yesterdays.

THE ROOTS OF Rock Guitar
by Fred Sokolow
This comprehensive collection is a great overview of rock guitar. Includes: instruction on the essential playing styles, using six note-for-note transcriptions as examples; notes on the history and development of rock guitar; biographies of the pioneering artists; and more. Songs include: Blue Suede Shoes • Bluejean Bop • No Particular Place to Go • Not Fade Away • Susie Q • Walk Don’t Run. The CD features all of the songs, exercises and licks.

THE ROOTS OF Slide Guitar
by Fred Sokolow
This book/CD pack is a complete survey of slide guitar, its pioneers, and how it developed. It includes: 6 note-for-note transcriptions of famous slide tunes (Come On in My Kitchen • Motherless Children • Roll and Tumble Blues • You Can’t Lose What You Ain’t Never Had • You Gotta Move • You Shook Me); instruction in the essential playing styles; the history and the development of slide guitar; biographies of its representative artists; and recordings on CD of the songs, exercises and licks.